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ABSTRACT

The Skull Valley Goshute and Nuclear Waste:
Rhetorical Analysis of Claims-Making of
Opponents and Proponents

by

Jesse T. Weiss, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 2004

Major Professor: Dr. Richard S. Krannich
Department: Sociology, Social Work, & Anthropology

One of the greatest challenges to modem society is the management and disposal
of hazardous by-products that have accompanied the industrial advances of the twentieth
century. One of the most difficult by-products to deal with has been radioactive waste.
Previous research has shown that due to the real and perceived risks associated with this
type of waste, the burden of storing said waste has fallen on minority communities,
including Native American groups. This research examines the proposed temporary
nuclear waste storage facility to be located on the Skull Valley Indian Reservation in
Utah. Using an ethnographic case study approach, this research examines the claimsmaking activities of opponents and proponents involved in this information campaign. Of
specific interest is the rhetoric that each of these groups employ in an attempt to establish
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a regime of truth. This research focuses on the prominent rhetorical themes and tactics
used by the stakeholder groups vying for supremacy and public acceptance.
(165 pages)
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

One of the greatest challenges to modem society is the management and disposal
of the hazardous by-products that have come with the industrial advances ofthe twentieth
century. One ofthe most difficult by-products to deal with has been radioactive waste.
For reasons associated with the actual as well as the perceived risks of such waste, policy
makers in the U.S. have been unable to adequately manage the growing tonnage of
radioactive waste produced by the nations insatiable appetite for power, and efforts to
establish radioactive waste disposal programs and facilities have resulted in policy
gridlock and failure (Albrecht and Arney 2000).
Radioactivity is present at every stage of the nuclear cycle. From its beginnings
in the uranium mines of the southwestern United States, which have been linked to high
levels oflung cancer due to exposure to radiation (Madsen, Dawson, and Spykerman
1996; Brugge and Goble 2002), to the production of energy, which produces radioactive
waste that must be dealt with, according to some perceptions, risk and danger are ever
present. Nuclear waste is produced at virtually every stage of the nuclear energy
production cycle (Blowers 1999).
Generally, the nuclear waste that is produced from this cycle of production takes
the form of spent fuel and other by-products, including protective clothing, containers
and glove boxes. Depending on the process that contributes to its genesis as well as the
defined hazardousness of the waste, the Federal government classifies nuclear waste at
one of three levels. Hazard is defmed by the quantifiable potential for exposure and risk.
The first level, of which there is the largest amount of waste, is Low-Level Waste (LLW).
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LLW is the "coolest" and least hazardous of the three types of waste and is created
during almost all of operations in the nuclear cycle (Kastenberg and Gratton 1994;
Blowers 1999).
The second level of radioactive waste is known as Intermediate-Level Waste
(ILW) or Transuranic waste. This type of waste is generally the by-product of reactor
operations such as the processing and reprocessing of plutonium and uranium. Because
this type of waste emits mostly alpha radiation, rather than the more harmful gamma
radiation, it is deemed less hazardous than the final classification of waste, High-Level
Waste (HLW). HLW originates from one of two processes in the nuclear cycle, power or
weapons production and reprocessing. HLW is produced when spent nuclear fuel rods
are removed from the reactor during the production of power or when weapons materials
are extracted from spent fuel. Of all three classifications of waste, HLW is deemed the
most hazardous and risky to manage and store (Kastenberg and Gratton 1994; Blowers
1999).
The United States has become responsible for thousands of tons of spent fuel rods
and hundreds ofthousands of cubic meters of high-level wastes from the production of
nuclear weapons and naval propulsion reactors (Kastenberg and Gratton 1994). Because
the nuclear cycle does create so much radiation waste, both private and federal agencies
responsible for waste production, storage and regulation have encountered difficulty in
devising permanent solutions to waste management problems. One of the largest
dilemmas facing those involved in producing this waste is its permanent storage. The
problem, however, is not the sheer magnitude of the amount of waste but rather the
perceived and real risks associated with waste storage and disposal.
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Unlike other types of hazardous and toxic wastes, nuclear waste carries with it a
unique type of stigma. This stigma has been present since the discovery of radioactivity
some sixty years ago (Slovic, Flynn, and Layman 1991). Regardless of scientific claims
about the relative safety of the nuclear industry and the low probability of nuclear
accidents, public perception of the nuclear industry, especially nuclear waste, is
characterized by high levels of fear and anxiety (Sachs 1996; Ratliff 1997).
Part of the perceived risk of nuclear waste has to do with the experiences that the
public has had with nuclear technology in general. From the devastating effects of
Hiroshima to the near disaster at the Three Mile Island electric generator station to the
complete reactor core meltdown at Chemobyl, public experience with nuclear technology
has been largely negative. Each of these encounters with nuclear technology has resulted
in extreme environmental threats reSUlting from technological disasters (Couch and
Kroll-Smith 1985; Kroll-Smith, Couch, and Marshall 1997). It is this type of event that
Erikson (1994) calls "a new species of trouble." What sets this new species of trouble
apart is that the disasters are manmade, thus making them preventable. Nuclear waste
and the risks, real or perceived, associated with it are examples of this "species of
trouble."
Technological disasters bring with them a distinctive set of characteristics and
fears. These characteristics and fears offer a possible explanation for why the public so
dreads nuclear waste. Unlike natural disasters, technological disasters are often
unforeseen, and their effects are invisible. They often result from some single manmade
event whereby an unseen and often undetected pollutant is released into the environment.
Once released, the pollutant will incubate and the disaster will slowly develop until it is
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noticed by residents of the polluted area. Many times the effects will be health related
and affect all the individuals who are exposed. For example, iflead polluted a water
source, all who consumed the water from the source would experience the symptoms of
lead poisoning. Once the effects of the disaster are felt, they tend to linger and persist for
an extended period of time (Couch and Kroll-Smith 1985; Erikson 1994; Kroll-Smith et
al. 1997).

The impact, however, is not isolated to health. Once the community or area is
affected by a technological disaster there can be psychological effects, including high
stress, distrust, uncertainty, and fear, as well as social (stigma) and economic (declining
property values, exodus of capital, stagnation) effects. Nuclear waste carries the risk of
producing these effects if it results in a technological disaster (Erikson 1994; Albecht and
Arney 2000).
The psychological effects of potential disasters such as those associated with
nuclear technology are certainly associated with a lack of trust in society. Nuclear
technology, including nuclear power and nuclear waste, falls under the jurisdiction of the
federal government. Given that that trust of the government and trust in science have
both been shown to be in decline, it is not unreasonable to assume that this lack of trust
contributes to the perceived and real risks of nuclear technology (Levi and Stoker 2000;
Rolin 2002).
The perceived and real risks associated with the nuclear industry, in general, and
nuclear waste storage, specifically, have created a NIMBY ("Not in My Back Yard")
situation for those federal and private entities attempting to store the ever-growing
stockpile of nuclear waste. As such, proposals to develop waste storage facilities are not
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generally seen as opportunities for potential host communities. Rather, because of the
widespread distrust and fear of nuclear technology, these facilities are generally seen as
threats (Luloff, Albrecht, and Bourke 1998). This NIMBY response has resulted in
overwhelming political resistance to almost any and all proposed storage facilities,
including the proposed permanent Yucca Mountain site in Nevada (Slovic et al. 1991;
Ratliff 1997).
The NIMBY effect does, however, have a nasty side effect. It has been observed
that NIMBY tends to result in PIBBY ("Put in Black's BackYards") or PIMBY ("Put in
Minorities Back Yards") (Bullard 2000). Because of the large amounts oftoxic and
hazardous materials produced by industrial processes in the United States, waste must be
stored somewhere. The somewhere that this waste is stored tends to be in and near
minority communities. Not all communities have the knowledge, resources, and capital
to successfully engage in a NIMBY protest of a locally unwanted land use (LULU).
Generally, those communities that are successful in opposing such projects and activities
tend to be white and middle class. Because waste byproducts must be stored or disposed
of to keep the treadmill of energy production producing, they generally flow toward
communities without the necessary tools or resources to muster effective resistance
(Schnaiberg and Gould 1994). Minority communities often bear an unfair burden of
these LULUs, simply because NIMBY does not work for them, it works against them
(Anderson et al. 1994; Bullard 2000).
The minority group that has been and continues to be most affected by the nuclear
industry and its unique brand of risk and danger is Native Americans. Native American
communities, especially those in the southwestern United States, have a long and sordid
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history with the nuclear industry and the radiation that it produces. Historically,
exposure to radiation has come from nuclear activities such as uranium mining, uranium
conversion and enrichment, and fallout from nuclear weapons testing (Quigley et al.
2000). Today, the risk of radiation often takes the form of proposed temporary nuclear
waste storage facilities to be located on Native American reservations.
Native American reservations enjoy the status of a semi-sovereign nation.
Broadly defined, sovereignty is freedom from external control. In the case of Native
Americans, reservations are not subject to the laws and regulations of the state and local
entities. They are, however, answerable to the federal government and are regulated by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). In this way, Native American reservations are semisovereign entities. Because of the semi-sovereign status of reservations, private nuclear
industries can by-pass certain local and state regulations concerning the storage of waste.
In essence, these entities can side-step the effect of NIMBY because local non-native and
state residents and officials do not have jurisdiction over reservation lands. Furthermore,
because of the high unemployment rate (around 50%) and the low average per capita
income (from $3,113 to $4,718) on reservations, even with the risks, waste storage
facilities present a lucrative development strategy and opportunity for some tribes
(Schrader-Frechette 1996; Duffy and Stubben 1998). Proposals for the storage of highlevel nuclear waste have been explored by several Native American tribes during the past
two decades, including the Skull Valley Goshute in Utah.
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IMPORTANCE AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this research is to examine a situation involving a Native
American tribe that is exploring nuclear waste storage as a development option. The
tribe of specific interest is the Skull Valley Band of the Goshute Indians located in
Tooele County, Utah. The tribe has entered into a legal alliance with a private
consortium of power companies, Private Fuel Storage, L.L.C. (PFS), to be the temporary
site for the storage of high-level nuclear waste. Because of the federal government's
failure to provide an acceptable and timely solution to the nuclear waste problem created
by the industry, private energy companies are now pursuing alternative solutions. One of
those solutions is to construct a temporary storage site on the traditional lands of the
Skull Valley Goshute in exchange for a large but undisclosed amount of money.
Because of the unique political and cultural context of reservation life in the
United States as well as the controversial nature of nuclear waste storage, this situation
has become highly contentious, in effect polarizing concerned individuals based on their
support for or opposition to the project. The group that has perhaps been the most
affected is the Skull Valley band of the Goshute. The tribe has been splintered amid the
controversy of the nuclear waste project. This is not to say, however, that the effects of
such a project are limited to the tribe proposing to store the waste, for the impact of such
an undertaking has consequences for any and all who come into contact with it.
While other tribes have flirted with the idea of bringing nuclear waste onto tribal
lands as a way to spawn development and contribute to failing infrastructures, no other
tribe has taken more meaningful steps than the Skull Valley Goshute. Furthermore, there
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has never been a facility constructed of the nature and scale ofthat which is proposed
for the Goshute Reservation. The combination ofthese two factors makes this situation
both unique and important.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE STUDY
Much research has been conducted on Native American economic development,
environmental racism, and public response to locally unwanted land uses, including
nuclear waste. However, no prior sociological research has examined a proposed nuclear
waste storage facility such as that to be sited on the Skull Valley Goshute reservation.
The combination of distinctive features involved in this situation makes it an optimal
subject for study. The result of this research will contribute to several key areas of
sociology and applied inquiry.
First, this research contributes to the area ofthe study of Native American
economic development. As has been noted above, there has never been a storage facility
such as the proposed PFS facility constructed on any lands in the United States, much
less tribal lands. Because of this, it represents an unequivocally unique and important
project and facility siting example. Combined with the fact that this unique facility is
being utilized as a development opportunity for the Skull Valley Goshute, this research
stands to provide important information concerning this new and controversial direction
in Native American economic development.
Furthermore, this case, when it is ruled on by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) (i.e. whether or not to build the facility), will set an important precedent for
Native American sovereignty. This precedent has the potential to significantly alter the
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course of economic development on reservation lands as well as Native American
governance and decision making. Should the NRC decide in favor of the facility, then
sovereignty will be upheld and precedent will be set for tribes to pursue development
opportunities that are unpopular with and even opposed by the state that encompasses
their reservation. With the increasing amount of nuclear waste being produced, this
ruling would open the door for the construction of more facilities such as this in the
future. Should the NRC rule against the facility, then a blow will be dealt to tribal
sovereignty in that the will of tribal leadership will have been cast aside for the will of the
host state.
This research also contributes to the study of public response to LULUs. Much
has been written about the NIMBY syndrome at individual and community levels.
However, because of the scale of response in this situation, this research contributes new
insight by addressing NIMBY response at state and national levels. Much ofthe
opposition to this project has come from the State of Utah as well as national
environmental organizations that have joined with local opponents, including some
members of the Skull Valley Band of Goshutes. These unlikely alliances have created a
unique situation.
Finally, this research contributes to a growing literature concerning social justice
and environmental racism. Since release of the United Church of Christ (1981) report on
the disproportionate environmental burdens placed on minority communities, research on
this subject has flourished. Native American reservations are often the target of
environmentally damaging practices and projects. While some research has addressed
the limited development opportunities on Native American reservations (Snipp 1995;
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Vinje 1996; Duffy and Stubben 1998; Brugge and Goble 2002), relatively little
attention has been focused on waste storage as a Native American development strategy
specifically (Sachs 1996; Schrader-Frechette 1993; Albrecht et al. 2000).
The study of public response and reaction to this proposed project, including the
splintered response of the Goshute and Native American communities, has the potential
to greatly contribute to the literature examining environmental justice and racism
affecting Native American groups. Previous research in the areas of environmental
justice and racism, especially that of Bullard (2000) has dealt with situations where a
disadvantaged group, be it a racial minority or individuals of low socioeconomic
standing, is being unfairly burdened with a LULU. Much ofthis research deals with
groups that uniformly resist the unwanted project or industry, claiming that is dangerous
and that they are being discriminated against because of it. This research is often one
sided and does not give much, if any, consideration to conflicting interpretations within
the group. However, the Skull Valley Goshute tribe has been divided on the issue of
storing nuclear waste on their traditional lands; some oppose it, while others favor it.
Similarly, the claims of environmental racism and injustice are contested within the
group. Examination of theses contested meanings can greatly contribute to the study of
environmental racism and justice issues.

OUTLINE OF THE STUDY
Chapter II begins with a detailed overview of the theoretical framework that is
used to guide this research. This includes a review of social constructionism, the social
construction of nature. discourse analysis, moral communities and claims-making,
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including idioms, styles, and settings. This section is followed by a review of literature
that pertains to and informs this research. The review includes discussion of the history
and implications of Indian policy in the United States, natural resource dependency, and
Native American economic development opportunities, including gaming and nuclear
waste storage. This chapter concludes with a discussion of research expectations and
questions derived from the theoretical framework guiding the research as well as the
literature informing the study.
Chapter III includes an outline of the research design of this study. The chapter
begins with a historical description of the study setting, including a brief discussion of the
history of the Skull Valley band of Goshute Indians. This is followed by an explanation
of and rationale for the research methods employed and data analysis techniques utilized
throughout the research process.
Chapter IV presents the result ofthe qualitative analysis discussed in Chapter III,
and is arranged according to the research expectations outlined in Chapter II. The
findings of the research are presented and summarized. This is followed by Chapter V,
where important findings are highlighted and conclusions are drawn. Implications for
sociological literature as well as limitations ofthe study are discussed. The chapter
concludes with a description of recommendations for future research in this area.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Every river is more than just one river. Every rock is more than just one
rock. Why does a real estate developer look across an open field and see
comfortable suburban ranch homes nestled in quiet cul-de-sacs, while a
farmer envisions endless rows of waving wheat and a hunter sees a fivepoint buck cautiously grazing in preparation for the coming winter?
(Greider and Garkovich 1994)

SOCIAL CONSTRUCTIONISM
Sociology, as is the case with much of western science, has a long and dynamic
history with realism and objectivity. In an attempt to mimic natural science, social
sciences such as sociology adopted a very objective epistemology whereby social
analysts could, in essence, develop a grand theory of human social life. Macro theories
such as functionalism, conflict, structuralism, and the like experienced their genesis in the
arms of this epistemology.
In the 1960s and 1970s, sociologists such as Berger and Luckman (1966), Herbert
Blumer (1971) as well as Spector and Kitsuse (1987) led sociology into an era where
social analysts questioned and even rejected realism and objectivity. What came out of
their explorations were ideas that led to the social theory know as social constructionism.
Drawing from phenomenology and symbolic interactionism and in reaction to
functionalism, social constructionism offered an alternative to the macro theorizing that
sociology, as a discipline, had long relied upon. Constructionists view human society as
a sUbjective condition that is constantly being created and recreated through the
interaction that occurs between individuals. In essence, society is the sum of its parts and
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is created from the bottom up. This perspective embraces relativism and subjectivity
while rejecting realism and objectivity. In order to understand the human condition it is
necessary to understand the ways in which different individuals conceive of and create
their own realities, of which there are many. Often times this involves a departure from
the objective posture of grand theorizing that most social research has tended to take.
One of the areas that has been most affected by social constructionism is deviance
and social problems research. Prior to the 1960s and 1970s, the sociology of social
problems and deviance relied primarily on functionalism as its theoretical muse. Built on
the ideas and social philosophies of Comte, Spencer, Parsons and Durkheim,
functionalism claims that society is analogous to a biological organism. In essence,
society is a social system consisting of interrelated parts. Each part affects and is affected
by the other parts and the purpose of the parts, working together as a social system, is to
fulfill societal goals. The natural state of this system is one of normalcy or equilibrium,
similar to the healthy state of a biological organism. In its most general form, the focus
of functionalism is to discover and analyze the various functions (contribute to
equilibrium) and dysfunctions (contribute to disequilibrium) in society and investigate
how social systems maintain and/or restore equilibrium. This epistemology has led to
such theories of deviance as social pathology, social disorganization, latent
functionalism, strain theory, control theory, and differential association. Regardless of
the form it has taken, functionalism attempts to apply a grand or a middle level theory to
social phenomena (Spector and Kitsuse 1987; Wallace and Wolf 1995).
Social constructionism conceives of social problems as ongoing activities rather
than objective conditions. Social problems within society are framed and reframed
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through claims-making. Claims-making is, in essence, a form of interaction whereby
situations, either behaviors or conditions, are viewed as problematic or deviant by a
group within larger society. Such groups make claims as a way to call attention to the
situation that they define as a social problem for the expressed purpose of mobilizing
support of the institutions in society to do something about the situation. These claimsmaking activities can range from the mundane (i.e. demanding services, filling out
complaints, filing lawsuits, calling press conferences, writing letters) to the extreme
(setting up picket lines, boycotts, lobbying, protests); any who engage in these activities
involve themselves in the definition of a social problem (Spector and Kitsuse 1987).
From the social constructionist perspective, definitions of social problems are not
left to the sociological observer. Instead, ideas about what is problematic and/or deviant
are left to the members of society. The sociologist is meant to observe and note the
members' conceptions of social problems, including the rhetorical claims-making
activities that they engage in, and to understand the process through which this occurs
(Spector and Kitsuse 1987).
Since its genesis with Blumer (1971) and Spector and Kitsuse (1987), social
constructionism has been interpreted in many different ways. Two of the most prominent
interpretations of the construction of social problems include strict constructionism and
contextual constructionism. Strict constructionism is referred to as a strong reading of
the contemporary constructionism in that the definition of social problems is entirely
subjective and outside of any objective condition in society. From this perspective, there
is no objective reality within which the definitional process is situated. Furthermore,
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social analysts were part of that definitional process and could not effectively evaluate
or doubt the claims of groups (Miller and Holstein 1993).
Strict constructionism has come under harsh criticism because those who adhere
to its parameters fall victim to ontological gerrymandering. This critique was first
articulated by Woolgar and Pawluch (1985) and has been echoed by several critics of
strict constructionism. By adopting a strong interpretation of contemporary
constructionism, social analysts often fail to recognize that they are participants in the
definitional process of claims-making. In fact, strict constructionists often treat their own
claims as if they were objective truths rather than subjective opinions. This essentially
leads to the practice of selective subjectivism and is considered flawed.
In contrast to the strong reading of the social construction of social problems,

contextual constructionism adopts a weaker interpretation of the theory. Specifically, the
contextual version of constructionism recognizes the claims-making occurs within a
larger societal and cultural context. From this perspective, social conditions are
important for social analysts to examine when studying the claims-making process of
defining social problems. This allows social analysts to doubt certain claims while
acknowledging the existence and effect of objective conditions such as power, social
status, gender relationships, and racial categories (Miller and Holstein 1993). This
research is informed by the principles of contextual constructionism rather than strict
constructionism.
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Social Construction ofNature
An area of sociology where the social constructionist epistemology has become

very useful is in environmental and natural resource sociology. Environmental and
natural resource sociology strives to better understand the relationship between the
physical environment and human society. Sociologists have, for some time now,
theorized about the relationship between humans and their environments, with some
approaches incorporating a social constructionism framework (Steins and Edwards 1999;
Taylor 2000; Hull, Robertson, and Kendra 2001). Using a constructionist approach, this
relationship can be seen as having a "conjoint constitution" (Freudenburg, Frickel and
Gramling 1995). This means that those things thought to be physical facts, including the
physical world, are shaped by social definitions and, at the same time, social definitions
(social constructions) are largely affected by the physical environment. Humans define
and give meaning to naturally occurring conditions through a process of social
construction. This social construction process, however, is guided by the presence or
absence of those same conditions. In other words, the social and the physical are not
separate but are, ultimately, conjoined. As Freudenburg et al. (1995: 386) put it, "the
social is inherent in what is usually seen as the physical, just as the physical is often
integral to what is perceived as the social."
According to Freudenburg et al. (1995), physical characteristics of the natural
world change very little over generations of human existence. What does change are the
ways that human popUlations define and deal with the physical conditions and
occurrences. Human definitions, however, can never go beyond what is offered by the
physical characteristics. Humans cannot socially construct a mountain where there is not
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one, but they can offer different definitions of that mountain that can vary a great deal.
Mountains can be defined as sacred and worthy of worship but can also be defined as
recreational areas to be used for personal satisfaction.
One of the ways in which human populations negotiate a relationship with the
natural world is through the technology that they develop. Technology, the result of
human creation, ingenuity, and manipulation, is often treated as a social product.
However, technology is not just social. It is often a result of a challenge posed by the
physical world. Technology is a human attempt to overcome naturally occurring
obstacles. Were those obstacles absent, there would be no need for the technology
(Freudenburg et al. 1995). Technology is shaped by both the social and the physical and
offers an example of the conjoint constitution of the human/environment relationship.
Another example of this confluence can be articulated through discussion of
natural resources. Natural resources are those elements of the biophysical environment
that are naturally occurring and economically valuable and, like technology, are both
social and natural. Natural resources are often thought of and treated as products of the
physical environment. However, the value and use of natural resources are just as reliant
on cultural definitions as they are on biogeochemical processes (Freudenburg et al. 1995).
The argument for conjoint constitution is that a purely physical perspective (the
emphasis of many biological sciences) or a purely social perspective (the emphasis of
much sociology) are both incomplete. As such, each of these perspectives, alone,
confounds the understanding of the human/environment relationship. Unless the two are
viewed as conjointly constituted and researched as such, the picture that develops would
be incomplete (Freudenburg et al. 1995).
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This is not to say that for every physical environment there is but one definition
at each point in history. In fact, there can exist many different conceptions of the same
physical occurrence at the same time. Each of these different conceptions represents
what Greider and Garkovich (1994: 1) call "landscapes." Landscapes are the symbolic
meanings that humans place on the physical environment. These meanings arise out of
interactions between individual actors in the social scene and reflect the unique values
and beliefs of those individuals. That said, anyone physical environment has the
potential to represent many different landscapes depending on the cultural groups that
come into contact with it.
Social definitions of physical elements (i.e. the natural environment) occur within
a social context. The unique biography, history, and technology of a group helps to
determine what landscape a physical environment will represent. When mUltiple
definitions exist, they are negotiated within the social context. In essence, differing
landscapes will compete on the public stage for supremacy. This competition involves
the use and manipulation of cultural and social symbols in order to reify the landscape.
To understand the relationship that each group has with the natural environment that they
define, it is essential to understand the system of symbols that they use to construct the
landscape. It is through the use of symbols that natural environments become meaningful
for human society. Symbols allow humans to organize their relationship with their
physical environments. It is also through symbols that the relationship between humans
and their environments can best be understood (Greider and Garkovich 1994).
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Discourse and Rhetoric

One of the primary ways in which individuals construct their knowledge about
society and nature is through the manipulation of symbols such as language. The
discourse that individuals engage in on a day to day basis contributes to the social
construction of reality. An important way in which to examine and understand
conceptions of reality, including landscapes, is through analysis ofthis discourse.
Discourse is a term used to describe the way statements or claims are grouped, including
symbols used to construct landscapes. Once grouped, these claims become a language
for speaking about a specific topic. Whether that topic is a behavior thought by some to
be problematic or a natural environment that requires specific use, discourse is the way
that meaning is constructed. Through discourse, meaning is produced within social
interaction situations as broad as a society or as narrow as a stakeholder group (Lidchi
2000; Foucault 1980).
According to Foucault (1972), discursive practices are historicized. Discourse
occurs and is meaningful only within the historical and cultural contexts in which it
occurred. Outside of that context, the thing being defined through discourse may have a
completely different meaning (Hall 2000). Based on this assessment of discourse, it is
reasonable to assume that subjects can have different meanings within the same historical
context if different groups with unique historical and cultural backgrounds use different
discourse to describe that subject.
From this perspective, no discourse or knowledge about a subject is inherently
true. The discursive knowledge that becomes preferred within a social context is the one
that is able to sustain a regime of truth. Regime of truth describes those types of
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discourse that a society "accepts and makes function as true" (Foucault 1980: 131). In
essence, the regime of truth is those forms of knowledge that, through the process of
social construction, become socially accepted and preferred, thus becoming true.
Rhetoric is a special form of discourse used in an attempt to establish a regime of
truth. Rhetoric specifically refers to use of symbols, such as language, for the specific
purpose of influencing or persuading others (Herrick 2001). In situations where there are
competing claims, stakeholder groups will engage in rhetoric as a way to sway the public
to support their claims. Each side will engage in competing information campaigns as a
form of debate in contested situations (Vanderford 1989; Blain 1991; Lange 1993). This
debate does not often take the form of direct communication between the disputants, but
each side does respond to the rhetorical tactics ofthe other. Each side will, in effect,
mirror and match the other's rhetorical strategies as a way to establish a regime oftruth
by either debunking the other's perspective or showing their own to be morally superior
(Lange 1993).
Environmental and counter-environmental advocacy have been shown, in
research, to utilize some very consistent rhetorical strategies. One of those strategies is
called mirroring and matching. Just like it sounds, mirroring and matching refers to a
spiral-like rhetorical tactic in which antagonists mirror and match each other's rhetorical
themes. In essence, each side engages in a battle of rhetorical one-upmanship in an
attempt to establish a regime of truth for their worldview. Common forms of mirroring
and matching include frame and reframe as well as vilify and ennoble (Lange 1993).
Frame and reframe is a process of mirroring and matching whereby activists
frame what are deemed to be the pertinent issues in a particular information campaign.
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This framing includes the use of facts, explanations, and interpretations that are
consistent and compatible with that group's worldview. Once issues are framed by one
group, another adversarial group will attempt to reframe the same issue by opposing and
debunking the claims of the other group. In essence, each group attempts to present the
claims of the other as false while maintaining the truth of their own statements (Lange
1993).
Opponents involved in an information campaign will also attempt to vilify and
ennoble various individuals and perspectives (Lange 1993). In an attempt to discredit the
opposition, participants in this rhetorical tactic will try to vilify those who are not on their
side. Vilification serves to discredit and delegitimize a rival by characterizing them and
their actions as evil, ingenuine, and dangerous. Demonizing the adversary allows others,
namely the public, to more easily discount and doubt those claims (Vanderford 1989).
While vilifying their opponents, stakeholders will simultaneously ennoble their
own participants, supporters, and perspectives. Instead of demonizing, stakeholders will
raise somebody or something up as a symbol of virtue and justice. When each side does
this, it creates a mirroring effect by which one side is discredited while the other is
celebrated (Lange 1993).

Landscapes as Claims-Making
When situations arise where there are two or more landscapes for a given physical
environment, these landscapes can clash. What results are hotly contested landscapes
that vie for supremacy through the use of rhetoric. In situations such as these, including
situations such as the proposed siting of a high-level nuclear waste storage facility,

stakeholders, those individuals concerned with and affected by the physical
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environment that is being defined, may engage in very specific forms of symbol use and
manipulation (i.e. claims-making) (Spector and Kitsuse 1987). The goal is to effectively
sway public, political, and legal opinion to favor a particular landscape. In doing so, the
stakeholder with the favored landscape will have power to determine how to best use the
physical environment.
As social constructionists contend, the definition of a social problem is an active
process that occurs during human interaction. No situation or activity is inherently
deviant or wrong. It is through the process of claims-making that a situation or activity is
constructed as such. Stakeholders within society identify something as problematic and
attempt to sway the rest ofthe individuals in their society that it is a putative condition.
When enough people are convinced, the situation or activity is labeled deviant (Spector
and Kitsuse 1987).
In the case of physical environments, different landscapes can be seen as
problematic by various stakeholder groups. One group may hold a particular idea of the
contested physical environment that is seen, by those stakeholders, as perfectly normal.
Other landscapes, however, especially those representing the opposite view, will be
considered problematic. For example, using an open space environment to store toxic
materials may be a problematic land-use for stakeholders that have a landscape
construction inconsistent with that use. Instead of seeing the physical environment as a
storage space, such stakeholders might see it as spiritual and sacred. Each stakeholder,
bringing with them a unique history and biography, has a different landscape for the same
physical environment.
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A strategy that is often utilized by conflicting stakeholders with different
landscapes, as with any infoITI1ation campaign, is the attempt to establish their
perspective as morally superior, thus causing it to become publicly accepted. Stakeholder
groups first express their point of view on a public stage as a way to encourage a course
of action concerning the natural environment (Erikson, Colgazier, and White 1994). As
is the case with most environmentally based issues, conflict generally follows. At this
early stage, stakeholder groups will attempt to gain superiority by gathering and
presenting what Erikson et aI. (1994) call evidence-based definitions of the natural
environment. These definitions are often based upon so-called "objective" data about a
particular event, condition, or use concerning the physical environment that they are
attempting to define. This presentation of objective data is specifically meant to shape
the behavior of the members of the group, the broader public and policymakers (Albrecht
and Arney 1999).
Each stakeholder group will often engage in this course of action as a preliminary
way of establishing their landscape as superior. What ends up happening as a result of
this competition is the presentation of two or more landscapes that are each backed by
objective, "scientific" data. At this point the competition for supremacy moves beyond
who is backed by the best "experts" with the most objective data and into the realm of
myth-making.

Myth Making

The public struggle for supremacy of a landscape shifts from an objective data
focus into a focus on more subjective factors in what Erikson and his colleagues (1994)
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call the "realm of high principle." Within this realm, objective data do not become
irrelevant, for they were and are important for the establishment of a landscape as
legitimate, but they do become secondary. What is important is the group's ability to
align its conceptions of reality or their landscapes with larger societal values through the
manipulation of cultural symbols such as language, plant and animal species, and
geophysical characteristics. This process of manipulating cultural symbols is known as
myth-making, implying that each group is attempting to construct a regime of truth and
further indicating the departure from objective facts (Albrecht and Arney 1999).
Because the issue can no longer be resolved through the fact-finding endeavors of
objective research, as each stakeholder group has its own data and experts, each group
becomes more unwilling to compromise their landscape in favor of other conflicting
landscapes. Each side takes on the mission of showing its perspective as superior while
debunking other perspectives. Rather than using objective data, stakeholder groups
define other conflicting perspectives as "wrongheaded, ill-informed or even evil"
(Albrecht and Arney 1999: 742; Humphrey 1993).
This research analyses rhetoric that has been used in the public discussion about
the decision making process of the proposed nuclear waste storage facility in Skull
Valley. As will be discussed in the following chapter, the various rhetorical themes and
tactics used in this situation are analyzed. This allows for conclusions to be drawn about
the attitudes and behaviors of the stakeholder groups involved in the controversy.
In the next section, previous research and literature pertaining to this research are

discussed. This discussion provides a sociological context within which the current
research can be placed. Specific topics discussed in the following section include the
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history and implications of the United States' Indian Policy, natural resource
dependency, and Native American economic development opportunities, including
gaming and nuclear waste storage.

DISCIPLINARY CONTEXT
U.S. treatment of Indigenous tribes has a long history filled with broken promises,
worthless treaties, and cultural desecration. Because of early federal policies, all tribes
faced genocidal extinction, both physically and culturally. While the United States no
longer operates from a system advocating overt physical genocide, the influx of
hegemonic culture threatens to render these unique cultures extinct. Because of the
imperialistic manner with which tribes were dealt, a foreign culture has been imposed.
Some traditionalists argue that decades of capitalistic indoctrination have caused many
native people to abandon traditional ways of subsistence and coexistence for competition
and materialism (Vizenor 1992).
Today there are more than 500 recognized Native American tribes living in
communities occupying more than 56 million acres ofland in the United States (Christos
Zaferatos 1998). This once dwindling population is now more numerous than it has been
in centuries. This population growth is, however, grossly misleading. Native Americans
have the lowest life expectancy, are more often unemployed, tend to be more
impoverished, have less education, and the worst quality of housing of any racial or
ethnic group in the United States (Snipp 1995; Christos Zaferatos 1998). Furthermore,
Native Americans have some of the highest rates of alcohol abuse and alcoholism among
minority groups (May 1994; Holmes 2001). Research indicates that this leads to high
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mortality rates as well as high rates of alchohol-related crimes including driving under
the influence and homicide (Flowers 1988; May 1994; Holmes 2001). Because of the
dire situation in most Native American communities, they are the target of many
development programs and strategies. However, most of these attempts at development
have been, for all intents and purposes, complete failures (Duffy and Stubben 1998).
The primary reason for the difficulties that many indigenous groups encounter on
the road to economic development stems from their historical relationship with the
United States government. Since 1829, when President Andrew Jackson enacted the first
policy for Indian Removal, Native American groups have encountered many difficulties
in their communities. The Indian Removal Act mandated that the indigenous groups be
moved westward so as to make room for the growing non-native populations that were
exercising their Manifest Destinies beginning with the California Gold Rush. Prior to
this most indigenous tribes in the United States exercised great freedom in roaming the
large areas ofland they called home. This, however, ceased as Native American tribes
were moved onto what the United States government thought to be waste lands.
Reservation lands were created in out-of-the-way places away from white settlers
(Leonard 1997).
Toward the end of the 19 th century, new natural resources were discovered on
reservation lands. Those that sought such things found that the nearly 56 million acres of
reservation land contained a cache of mineral deposits, timber, as well as fertile grazing
and agricultural land. As a result, a large portion of the 310 reservations was leased out
to private interests as well as the federal government in order to harvest the newly
discovered natural resources. Many of these private interests signed lengthy leases and
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failed to pay fair market prices for the resources, perpetuating the state of
underdevelopment affecting many tribes (Leonard 1997).
By the early 1920s, federal Native American policy became less exploitive as
many advocated for policy that respected and preserved Native cultures. The culmination
of this line ofthinking was the 1934 Indian Reorganization Act (IRA). This act made an
attempt to encourage self-determination and cultural independence. One of the primary
goals of the IRA legislation was to promote economic development on reservation lands.
However, some of the language of the act ran counter to these stated goals. The act
specifically gave the tribes the "opportunity" to organize themselves into a constitutional
form of government, uniquely adapted to each tribe but similar to that organized by the
United States Constitution. The Bureau of Indian Affairs drew up the documents, which
were not based on cultural traditions or beliefs, and some tribes signed them. This
practice, in essence, caused many rifts between those tribal members who were
traditionalists and those who where development oriented. The tribes that did adopt the
constitutional form of government were far more attractive to economic development
opportunities, but in no way did this act promote cultural independence or selfdetermination (Leonard 1997).
By the 1950s and 1960s, the federal government again engaged in processes to reevaluate and reform Indian policy. During this era of "self determination," law makers
attempted to take a more laissez-fare approach with reservations. New federal policy,
such as the "Great Society" legislation introduced during President Lyndon Johnson's
administration, tried to encourage participation by Native tribes in planning Indian policy
(Leonard 1997). No policy, however, shaped the current landscape of reservations more
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than the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975. This
legislation laid the groundwork for most contemporary statutes and decisions concerning
Native American reservations. Based on this act, contemporary federal policy has three
overarching objectives; Tribal Sovereignty, Economic Self-Sufficiency, and Cultural
Self-Determination (McGuire 1990). These stated objectives, however, are not often
achieved. Because of the decades of devastatingly inconsistent Indian policy in the
United States, Native American communities today cling to loosely defined sovereignty
that can be circumvented by the federal agencies that regulate reservation life. They are
neither self-sufficient nor self-determining. In fact, most Native American communities
exhibit traits that are consistent with natural resource dependent communities.
Native American tribes have always been dependent, in one way or another, on
the natural resources oftheir homelands. In early historic times, tribes existed and
subsisted because of their relationship with the resources offered by their physical
environments. This relationship, however, was more about co-existence than economic
gain. It was not until the United States government imposed non-native values and
policies upon indigenous communities that these communities became natural resource
dependent. Given the large number of definitions given to natural resource dependence,
it is necessary to define exactly what is meant by that concept.

Natural Resource Dependence
For the purpose of this investigation, a natural resource dependent community is
defined as any rural community that relies on a natural resource as a primary source of
income and/or identity (Krannich and Luloff 1991; Humphrey 1993; Beckley 1998).
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However, to fully understand natural resource dependence and its consequences, it is
essential to understand what is meant by "natural resource" as well as by "dependence."
The term natural resource is one that is often spoken of but rarely carefully
defined. However, by reviewing several conceptions ofthe term, it is possible to create
an acceptable definition. First, a natural resource is place specific, in that it may only be
extracted or derived from where it naturally occurs. Natural resources are fixed in
geographical space (Bunker 1989). A traditional example ofthis place specificity can be
observed with timber resources. Timber cannot be harvested where trees do not grow.
Thus rural communities in Kansas, for example, will not be timber dependent.
This geographical boundedness speaks to the second characteristic of natural
resources in that they tend to occur in isolated areas. Because resources that were easily
accessed have generally been depleted, resources now have a tendency to be located far
away from centers of industry and large popUlations. For example, mineral deposits
occur in mountainous regions and timber is harvested in forests. Furthermore, the
dependent community is often founded in isolation for the specific purpose of extracting
the resource where it occurs (Bunker 1989). Mining towns isolated in mountainous areas
are excellent examples of communities that owe their existence to the presence of
minerals.
Not only are resources located in remote locations, determining where
communities are established, but they also tend to influence the social organization of
these places. Each resource, depending on what and where it is, brings with it very
distinctive characteristics requiring the community to organize itself in a way that is
conducive to gaining the most benefit from the resource (Bunker 1989). This can have
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profound effects on the types and amounts of local businesses, local residents, and
local decision-making. Timber towns, for example, have a different composition than
mining towns and fishing communities. Timber, like all natural resources, requires
distinctive infrastructure in order to harvest it. Not only is unique equipment necessary
for extracting resources out of remote locations but it is also necessary to establish
infrastructure for the purpose of transportation, storage, and manufacturing.
Even though the characteristics of natural resources are very straightforward,
conceptions of what is and is not a resource are not static. According to a social
constructionist perspective, individuals define and relate to their environments, including
those things found in the environment, based on cultural definitions of the environment
(Greider and Garkovich 1994). Therefore, natural resources, while occurring apart from
human praxis, only become meaningful when they are defined as such by individuals in
society (Freudenburg et al. 1995; Schmit and Grupp 1976). For example, most societies
place high value on gold and relatively low value on lead. Even though gold and lead are
separated by only one space on the periodic table of elements. and are almost exactly the
same on a molecular level, gold is more valuable. From the constructionist perspective,
this is not because gold has any more inherent value than lead, but because society has
defined gold as valuable. In their discussion of the social construction of nature, Greider
and Garkovich (1994) explain that humans create symbolic meanings for nature and the
environment. As such, naturally occurring phenomena are also sociocultural phenomena
because they lack any inherent definitions. They are, to a certain extent, open to societal
interpretation.
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These interpretations, however, can vary and often depend on the cultural
group constructing the meanings and symbols. Resources are considered viable and
valuable because dominant culture attaches that meaning to them. It is possible that a
less powerful culture may have contrary conceptions of what is and is not a natural
resource. A resource for one group may not even be recognized as such by the larger,
dominant culture. The relative power ofthe group to define something as a resource
determines the legitimacy of the claim.
Another part of the definition of a natural resource dependent community that
demands clarity is the idea of dependence. Beckley (1998), in his discussion of forest
dependent communities, outlines several different types of dependence that can be
applied to non-forest communities. He explains the many and diverse economic forms of
dependence, including extraction, production, tourism, and subsistence, but also focuses
on what he calls ecological dependence (Beckley 1998: 105). This articulation of
dependence is unique, in that it focuses attention on non-economic elements that produce
dependence. These include bio-physical dependence and psycho-cultural dependence.
These types of dependence are less direct and tend to be non-market based but are no less
real.
Bio-physical dependence refers to the reliance that residents may have on
"ecological services" such as the environmental quality of the air, the soil, and the water
(Beckley 1998). This type of dependence refers to the bio-physical needs of living
organisms. In the context of a forest community, those exhibiting bio-physical
dependence on the forest rely on the resources of the forest for survival. This includes air
to breath as well as water to drink.
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Psycho-cultural dependence refers to the historical and spiritual values as well
as the aesthetic values that individuals place on the resource. Populations with this type
of dependence rely on an experience they receive from being in close proximity to the
resource and the environment that contains it. This distinction makes possible
recognition of the unique and important history of the land that houses the resource. It
also allows for considerations to be made for groups, such as Native Americans, that
view the land and its contents within a spiritual context. The resource can have deeper
meaning than just simple economics (Beckley 1998).

Consequences of Resource Dependence
Dependence on a natural resource by a community can have many identifiable
consequences, which vary from community to community depending on the nature of the
resource. There exist, however, several similar consequences for most resource
dependent communities, many of which have negative effects and cause instability.
One of the most identifiable and universal consequences associated with resource
dependency is the presence of persistent poverty. In these communities, there tends to be
a noticeable trend of stagnation and underemployment. Economically viable
employment options are absent in many resource dependent communities. Furthermore,
there is very little opportunity for this situation to be improved (Krannich and Luloff
1991).
Clearly, those living on Native American reservations tend to live in poverty.
Native groups were forced from their traditional lands and placed in areas once thought to
be wastelands. However, when valuable natural resources, such as Uranium, were
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discovered on reservation lands, both the resource and the people were exploited. The
economic benefit, what little of it there was, that the tribe derived from the valuable
natural resource disappeared when the resource became exhausted (Brugge and Goble
2002). Due to the difficulty that many reservations have in attracting viable economic
development opportunities, many tribes are left with nothing (Duffy and Stubben 1998).
Another important consequence commonly observed in resource dependent
communities is that they are reliant upon extra-local decision-making. Because
dependent communities rely on natural resources for income and identity, they live and
die by the value that others place on their resource. External factors such as the global
economy (demand for the resource), political climate (policies concerning the resource),
and corporate interest (development options) impact the community's well-being
(Krannich and Luloff 1991). For example, timber communities are deeply affected by
global market prices of timber. If timber is highly valued, then the corporate owners and
those in the community connected to the industry (directly or indirectly) stand to profit; if
not, they will suffer.
Native American communities experience the same kind ofreliance on extra-local
decision-making. Reservation life is difficult and offers few benefits that are observable
to outsiders. However, many Native Americans continue to occupy the lands that their
people have called home for many years. One reason why Native Americans continue to
live on reservations is because ofthe attachment that they have for their land. Their
places are important to them for historical and spiritual reasons (Kelly and Francis 1993;
Russell 1997). Many living on reservations still cling to these ideals but are forced to
also view their land and the resources that it yields in a more capitalistic way.
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Subsistence living is almost impossible to achieve in this day and age. For this reason,
Native American groups are forced to rely on external forces such as the federal
government and the global market in order to forge a living. This reliance has caused
some within the Native American community to abandon traditional values for more
modem values. Even though cultural self-sufficiency is a stated goal of Indian policy in
the United States, it is almost impossible to maintain.
The final consequence associated with natural resource dependence is a
susceptibility to cycles of expansion and decline. Local communities have very little
control over the marketability and profitability of their resources. Depending on
economies, politics, and corporate interests, resources can be very lucrative or worthless.
Resources that were once profitable can, with a shift in the global economy, become
virtually unwanted. Furthermore, since many natural resources are finite, there is always
the chance that they will become exhausted. This risk is often associated with
communities that have become reliant upon mining (Krannich and Luloff 1991).
Native American communities have experienced and continue to experience these
same effects. Many tribes have never experienced the type of expansion that other
natural resource dependent communities have because many of their natural resources
have been exploited by outside entities. However, the small amount of expansion that
was experienced was certainly missed when it was replaced by extended periods of
decline. Because Native American groups are so closely tied to their land, as well as the
resources contained within it, effects of resource depletion take not only an economic toll
but also a spiritual and cultural toll on these communities.
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As resource dependent communities, Native American groups are faced with
many of these consequences. For them, these consequences can be intensified and
complicated by the social effects, such as minority status, low socioeconomic status,
isolation from the mainstream, associated with a history of colonialism and subjugation
as well as the complicated and often convoluted effects of self-determination. For this
reason, indigenous communities have become the targets of many, often ineffective,
exploitive or otherwise unwanted, development strategies and programs.

Difficulties in Native American Economic Development
Among all natural resource dependent communities, dependent Native American
communities stand out as being the most in need of economic improvement. Native
peoples have an infamous and long history of being discriminated and being held
powerlessness, as has been previously discussed. Similarly, they have experienced
inconsistent and contradictory treatment from the federal government. With this long
history of ever changing federal policies toward indigenous peoples, including the
attempt to eliminate aboriginal culture, it should not be surprising that tribal
empowerment has been ineffective, especially within the context of development. Tribes
were first stripped of their self-determination when they were moved from their
homelands to reservations. Then they were asked to create a constitutional government
in order to secure development while attempting to hold on to their culture. Now, with
policy oriented toward self-sufficiency, many tribes are being made responsible for fixing
problems that they did not create. Unfortunately, many efforts to remedy the social and
economic ailments of Native communities by tribal governments have been unsuccessful.
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Others, such as gaming, have been more successful, but the federal government
consistently undermines tribal sovereignty in favor of state's rights. Because Native
American communities are semi-sovereign, they answer to the federal government. Even
though the state that encompasses the reservation has no direct authority over the
indigenous communities, they can indirectly affect reservations through political pressure
on federal agencies (Worthen 1996).
Another problem contributing to the failure of development in Native American
communities is the use of a culturally inappropriate definition of development. The
discourse often used within economic development tends to be congruent with dominant
culture. It assumes that economic growth and increased income are the desired effects.
For many tradition minded Native Americans, wealth and growth represent assimilation
and civilization, very "non-Indian" ideas. For cultures that must continuously struggle to
maintain traditional and sacred ways oflife, current development ideals are simply noncompatible (Duffy and Stubben 1998).
Similarly, current development strategies and techniques have not been effective
in incorporating the unique and important cultural aspects of communities they are
attempting to develop. The attempt has been made to apply time tested cookie-cutter
techniques of development to communities that defy dominant culture. It is like trying to
put a square peg in a round hole. Development strategies fail to account for the unique
relationship that Native people have with their world. Cultural and spiritual
connectedness to their land is often disregarded. Resources and ideals that indigenous
people consider to be precious and valuable can be ignored. As a result, development is
often ineffective (Duffy and Stubben 1998).
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This is not to say that generalizations can be made about all Native peoples, for
in fact some have switched their priorities by embracing dominant cultural ideals. Still
others have made a staunch effort to remain traditional. By imposing development
strategies that are congruent with hegemonic culture and emphasizing the exploitation of
resources that are defined as precious, economic development projects often cause
factionalism within tribes. This serves to further complicate the already complicated
situation of development within these communities (Duffy and Stubben 1998).
In light of the inherent difficulties associated with economic development within
Native American communities, some strategies have been effective. Some tribal lands
contain traditionally rewarding resources such as agricultural land, timber, water, and
minerals (Snipp 1995; Duffy and Stubben 1998). Other indigenous people, however,
occupy land that contains none of these traditionally valuable natural resources.
Communities such as these must look elsewhere for development opportunities. Some
communities that have become more assimilated to hegemonic cultural values are able to
market and sell their places as locations for unconventional types of establishments.
Because oftheir semi-sovereign status as nations within a nation, Native communities
such as these have development options that are not available to other resource
dependent communities. The two most obvious examples ofthis are gaming and nuclear
waste storage.

Native Americans and Gaming
Indian gaming is one of the fastest growing and most lucrative development
strategies for Native American reservation communities. While figures vary
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significantly, it is estimated that reservation gaming exceeds $9.6 billion in gross
revenues annually. Tribes collect a net profit of between $750 million to $1 billion
annually. Gaming has been described by some proponents as the "new buffalo,"
implying that it will become a staple of tribal life just as the buffalo once was. These
numbers, however, can be deceiving. While there are approximately 309 gaming
operations run by 195 tribes in the United States, fifteen tribal operations account for
nearly 50 percent ofthe total Indian gaming revenue. In fact, one-third of the tribal
gaming businesses make less than $3 million a year (Peroff 200 1).
For the tribes that choose to take advantage of this endeavor and are successful,
benefits can be extensive. Gambling profits have been applied to things like housing,
educational scholarships, medical facilities and the purchase of traditional tribal lands.
The funds can also be used to establish other forms of employment and development such
as industrial parks and business opportunities (Worthen 1996; Vinje 1996).
Native American gaming also brings with it a significant downside as many longrange impacts have been associated with gambling. One worry critics have is that the
Native Americans themselves may become dependent on gambling. For some, gambling
can become an addiction and a significant drain on the financial resources of those who
are addicted. Similarly, given that gambling makes money by taking money away from
those who gamble, it can be problematic if the casino takes money from the tribal
members who are supposed to be benefiting (Vizenor 1992; Vinje 1996).
Another negative consequence of Native American gaming is that it has been said
to erode traditional Indian culture. This threat to cultural sovereignty is unacceptable to
many traditional tribal members who cling tightly to their way of life. Specifically,
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critics claim that the large amount of money involved in casino operation causes greed,
dissension, and division within the tribe. For some, gaming represents further
assimilation into a culture governed by a people that once tried to destroy their way of
life (Vizenor 1992).
A final drawback of gaming on Indian reservations is that it is dependent on extralocal decision-making. While reservations enjoy a semi-sovereign status, gaming is
regulated and often limited by the federal government. Given the government's
propensity for changing policy concerning Native Americans and the current Supreme
Court's tendency to favor state's rights, it is not unreasonable to assume that gaming
policies might change (Vizenor 1992; Worthen 1996).

Native Americans and Hazardous Waste
Another controversial development strategy offered to some Native American
communities is the placement of temporary nuclear or other hazardous waste storage
facilities on tribal lands. Because of the semi-sovereign status enjoyed by Native
American communities, reservations are not subject to state and local regulations,
including environmental regulations. As a result, they have been targeted as toxic waste
sites. Some tribes, such as the Skull Valley Goshute (Utah) and the Mescalero Apache
(Arizona), have voluntarily pursued offers to house nuclear waste (Schrader-Frechette
1996).
The targeting of Native American communities for locally unwanted land uses is
not rare. However, targeting for the purpose of storing nuclear waste is unique. Given
the dire economic circumstances, limited development options, and semi-sovereign status
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of many Indian reservations, these communities become the prime targets of this type
of development (Schrader-Frechette 1996). This development, however, brings with it
many threats, both real and perceived, to health and culture (Blowers 1999; Verdoia
2001).
Unlike gaming, nuclear waste storage brings with it physical, psychological and
environmental risks. The risks associated with nuclear waste are very distinctive and can
be characterized in several different ways. Anything associated with the nuclear industry
is subject to perceptions of danger, uncertainty, and widespread fear. The threat and
manifestations of a nuclear disaster are invisible. It is this invisibility of risk that causes
psychological stress on those in its path (Blowers 1999).
Furthermore, Native American groups have unique definitions and beliefs about
radioactivity. These beliefs are based on their cultural definitions of nature and can be
very powerful in and ofthemselves. For example, the Southern Paiute believe that the
effects of radioactivity from nuclear waste are due to the presence of an angry spirit
(Greider and Garkovich 1994). Cultural definitions such as those of the Southern Paiute
only intensify the psychological risk associated with the nuclear industry and its byproducts. Not only is there a risk of physical damage but also spiritual harm.
Along with the psychological risk associated with waste, there is also an actual
physical risk to humans and the envirorunent. Nuclear disasters such as Chernobyl and
Three Mile Island prove that there are hazards involved in housing the nuclear industry.
Once problems occur, health and environmental consequences can be profound and long
lasting (Blowers 1999). Native and non-Native communities throughout Nevada, Utah,
and Southern California are still being affected by nuclear fallout from weapons testing
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conducted in the 1950s and 1960s (Quigley et al. 2000). This, combined with a
propensity for environmental violation, mismanagement, and deception exhibited by the
federal government in nuclear waste policy, suggests that safety concerns are legitimate
(Schrader-Frechette 1996).

Environmental Racism and Justice
Economic development related to toxic waste storage raises issues of social
justice and racism. To some, the fact that minority groups, including Native Americans,
are the target of this type of development "opportunity" is indicative of the institutional
racism that these groups have long endured. Research indicates that when all other
variables are held constant, including socioeconomic standing, race is the most
significant factor associated with health and environmental risk due to the presence of
locally unwanted land uses (LULU) such as landfills, incinerators, toxic-waste dumps
and Superfund cleanup sites (Bullard 2000). The bottom line is that racial/ethnic
minority communities tend to experience poorer environmental quality and greater health
risk due to this phenomenon (Bullard 1983,2000; United Church of Christ 1987; Mohai
1990).
To some, this is clear indication of environmental racism. Environmental racism
refers to a specific type of institutional racism that occurs when the policies, practices, or
directives of some institutions (governmental, corporate, legal, economic, political or
military) create intended or unintended environmental disadvantages for a group or
community due to their status as a racial or ethnic minority. The argument is that the
environmental policies of the United States mirror the power arrangements within society
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thereby disadvantaging those with less societal power. It is because of this inequality
within society that groups such as African-Americans and Native Americans have borne
and continue to bear an unequal burden due to environmental problems (Bullard 2000).
Despite having relatively little power, many ofthese communities respond to the
phenomenon of placing LULUs by organizing social movements aimed at stopping these
injustices. Known by some as the environmental justice movement (Bullard 1996, 2000;
Mertig and Dunlap 2001; Silveira 2001), and more broadly, the toxic waste movement
(Brown and Masterson-Allen 1993; Brown and Mikkelsen 1997), these grassroots
movements arise as a result of corporate and governmental practices, policies and
conditions that are environmentally racist or unjust. Groups that arise in response to these
perceived injustices are generally short lived and, for the most part, have a local
orientation. Unlike mainstream environmental concern, this type of activism does not
have a global orientation but a rather narrow orientation toward their self-interests,
specifically local problems. These grass roots groups tend to be critical of mainstream
environmentalism for failing to address the specific concerns of justice. There are
allegations of environmental elitism and claims that mainstream environmentalists seem
more concerned with issues of leisure, recreation, preservation and conservation rather
than justice and equality (Brown and Masterson-Allen 1994; Bullard 2000). For this
reason, grassroots environmental justice movements find their genesis and motivation
from the Civil Rights movement rather than the Environmental Movement. Thus. their
focus is on local causes, impacts and solutions rather than ozone depletion, deforestation,
and the greenhouse effect (Mohai 1990; Bullard 2000).
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Those involved in the environmental justice movements differ from those
involved in the mainstream environmental movement in more ways than just ideology.
Justice and toxic activists differ demographically as well. Generally, activists are of
lower socioeconomic standing, have lower levels of education, have higher participation
by women and minorities, and have less political experience then mainstream
environmentalists (Brown and Masterson-Allen 1994). Furthermore, due to the
propensity to place LULUs away from urban centers, many activist groups reside in areas
that are geographically isolated. Not only does this isolation act as a motivating factor
for the placement of unwanted land uses in the local area, but it also acts as another
barrier between these groups and the mainstream environmental movement.

RESEARCH GOALS AND QUESTIONS
Based on the theoretical framework discussed at the beginning of this chapter and
informed by the previous literature summarized, several research questions have emerged
which warrant investigation. First, there are many different types of individuals affiliated
with several different stakeholder groups that are involved in the PFS nuclear waste
storage siting issue. Each group has aligned itself, either voluntarily or unwittingly, with
other groups for the purpose of swaying public opinion about the proposed nuclear waste
storage facility. In this situation, due to the polarizing effect of the issue, stakeholder
groups have primarily aligned themselves into one of two groups, the opponents of the
proposed project and the proponents of the proposed project. The first goal ofthis
research is to describe the stakeholder groups that are involved in the information
campaign surrounding the PFS project and to determine which stakeholders are
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proponents and which are opponents. Of specific interest are the unlikely alliances that
have arisen in this situation. How has the combination of such different stakeholders into
two polarized groups affected the way that the PFS project is described in rhetoric?
The second goal of this research is to understand the ways that the proponents and
opponents construct the reality of this situation. As has been previously explained, it is
important to understand the ways in which individuals conceptualize and describe the
world in which they live. For it is in these conceptualizations, as is the social
constructionist's contention, that reality is constructed. Of specific interest in this
research are the various rhetorical themes and strategies that are used to sway public
opinion. Each side (proponent/opponent) will utilize rhetoric that is consistent with their
own worldview. It is through the analysis of this rhetoric that each worldview can be
understood and explained. In order to achieve this understanding, this research identifies
prominent rhetorical themes used by the opponents and proponents in the competition for
public support, for it is in each ofthese interactions that reality is defined. Of particular
interest is how each side speaks about the proposed temporary high level nuclear waste
storage facility siting process in the context of the following rhetorical themes: nuclear
practices and policies, risks, trust, and racism and justice. What specific themes are being
used by the opponents and proponents to sway public opinion?
While the goal is to understand what each side is saying, it is also important to
understand how each side is saying what they are saying. So this research is also
concerned with understanding the rhetorical tactics used to present the rhetorical themes.
For this research, the rhetorical tactics that will be focused on are those broadly referred
to as mirroring and matching. Specifically, this will include descriptions of how
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stakeholders frame and reframe as well as vilify and enoble. The goal is to determine
how do the stakeholders on each side of the argument utilize the rhetorical themes to
sway public opinion?
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CHAPTER III
STUDY SETTING

According to the Utah Division of Indian Affairs, hum~s have occupied and
thrived in the area surrounding the Great Salt Lake for over 11,000 years (Defa 2003).
Among the first indigenous bands to occupy this area were the Anasazi and the Fremont.
Based on findings in anthropological research, it is estimated that these groups flourished
in the valley of the Great Salt Lake from 1000 BC to approximately 1300 AD. There
exists little to no evidence of either group in the area after 1300 AD, indicating that both
tribes mysteriously left the area.
However, by 1000 AD other indigenous groups, migrating from Colorado, carne
to reside in what is now called Utah. These bands ofIndians belonged to two primary
language families, including the Numic, an Uto-Aztecan derivative, and Athabascan.
Included in this group which migrated west into the land of the Salt Lake were the Ute,
Shoshoni (Shoshone), Goshute and Paiute. By 1300 AD the Dine' or Navajo moved into
the area by way of the Four Comers region in the southwest part of Utah.
According to archeological and historical records, the Utes resided in what is
known as the Provo Valley but ranged south into the Sanpete County area of Utah. The
Shoshoni tribe occupied northern portions of Utah above the Salt Lake Valley, while the
Goshute, who resemble the Shoshoni both culturally and economically, occupied the
barren regions west of the Salt Lake Valley (NECONA 2003). However, according to
the Skull Valley band of the Goshutes (2003), their homeland occupied several hundred
miles and stretched well into northern Arizona. The Paiute and Navajo made their homes
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in the southern portion of Utah. The Paiute stayed to the southeastern portion while
the Navajo flourished in the southwestern section, extending into Colorado, New Mexico
and Arizona.
These indigenous groups lived apart from European influence for nearly 800
years. The Spanish were the first non-native group to explore Utah, beginning in the mid
1700s, thus becoming the first to encounter the various Indian tribes. Conquistadors
seeking gold and Catholic missionaries seeking souls brought the horse to the tribes of
Utah and by the early 1700s all tribes had access. Some used the horse for transportation
(Ute and Shoshoni) while others, such as the Goshute, used it as a source of food
(NECONA 2003).
The Goshute domain included the desolate part of the west desert of Utah that
makes up the eastern-most section of the landform known as the Great Basin. The Great
Basin includes a series of more than 90 basins separated from each other by nearly 160
mountain ranges. Running north and south, these mountains vary in length (30-100
miles) and altitude (8,000-12,000 feet) and are separated by areas of desert. The dry
valleys of the Great Basin lack much diverse flora and fauna due to the lack of
precipitation and the absence of any real rivers, making human existence difficult.
However, the higher mountain regions of the area provided favorable conditions for
plants and animals to flourish (Defa 2003).
Due to these extreme biophysical characteristics and geographical isolation, the
Goshute culture is widely thought to be one ofthe most simple and least culturally
diverse of all of the Utah Indians (Defa 2003). The extreme environment also
contributed to the naming ofthe tribe. The name Goshute is of native origin and is not a
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label assigned by whites. It was derived from the native word Ku'tsip or Gu'tsip,
meaning desert or dry earth (Defa 2003).
The Goshute organized themselves by nuclear family groups for the purpose of
hunting and gathering. Goshute people had very few material possessions. Any
possessions had to be functional and were used for food acquisition rather than ceremony
or hierarchy. The family was the basic economic unit, and family groups often
cooperated with other family groups to make an aboriginal village. However, larger
groups of Goshute would gather, regularly, several times a year to exchange food
sources. These gatherings functioned as opportunities for economic exchanges rather
than social connection. This situation made it impossible for the Goshute tribe to develop
a strong central tribal identity. As such, the Goshute had very few ceremonies, lacked a
complex kinship system, and exhibited very little sense of community. Furthermore, the
tribe lacked central tribal leadership and had no hereditary chiefs. Any chosen leader of a
band merely governed his domain, and lacked political power among the larger group
(Defa 2003).
While first contact with Europeans in Utah occurred as early as the mid-1700s,
the harsh desert homeland of the Goshute acted as a barrier against white invasion. The
first recorded Euro-American encounter with the Goshutes did not occur until around
1826 when a group led by Jedediah S. Smith recorded seeing Goshute Indians. Further
contact with whites was rare and sporadic well into mid-1800s. Between 1826 and 1846,
the Goshute people had intermittent encounters with slave traders, trappers and early
immigrants. Among these immigrants were white settlers looking to escape religious
persecution experienced in the eastern areas of the United States. In 1847, members of
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The Church ofJesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Monnons) began to establish
pennanent settlements near Goshute territory in the Salt Lake Valley. By 1849, Monnon
settlers began to pennanently encroach on Goshute territory with the establishment of a
sawmill in October of that year. Soon Tooele City was established well inside of the
Goshute's domain, and by 1853 there were over 600 LDS church members living in the
settlement. By the end of the 1850s the number of non-native residents living in
traditional Goshute territory had increased to well over 1,000. White settlers brought
livestock, disease and posed a threat to the Goshute way of existence by monopolizing
natural resources (Defa 2003).
The Goshute were also affected by white contact when gold was discovered in
California in 1948. Travel routes due to these gold rushes were established through
traditional Goshute territory. Unfortunately, as is the case with most indigenous groups
who were affected by European and, later, American representatives, contact resulted in
many negative consequences for the Goshute, including disease, violence, and cultural
sabotage. The Goshute retaliated by harassing and attacking white settlers. These attacks
included the impediment of the Overland Mail service as well as the Overland Stage.
The Goshute harassment became so extreme that in 1860, the United States Military were
sent to Utah to suppress the Indians (Defa 2003).
In 1863, the Goshute signed their first treaty with the United States government.
This treaty, made exclusively between the Goshute nation and Abraham Lincoln, called
for peace and amity between the Goshute and non-native peoples of Utah.

ln exchange

for allowing the Overland Mail and Stage through their territory, the Goshute were
allowed to keep sovereignty over their land. As such, the Treaty of Tooele Valley, signed
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on October 12, 1863, set aside no land for the Goshute people. It wasn't until 1917
and again in 1918 that, by an Executive Order, the u.s. government set aside land for
Goshute reservations (Defa 2003; NECONA 2003).
Currently the Goshute Nation is divided into two bands, the Confederated Tribes
of the Goshute, also called the Deep Creek Band, and the Skull Valley Band. The
Confederated Tribes of the Goshute occupy reservation land near Ibapah, UT, on the
border between Utah and Nevada. While the reservation is mostly located in Nevada, a
small portion ofthe tribal lands extend into Utah. There are currently 409 registered
members of this band (NECONA 2003)
The Skull Valley Band ofthe Goshute Nation is located on designated reservation
land in an isolated area of Tooele County, 35 miles southwest of the Great Salt Lake in
Utah (NECONA 2003). The reservation encompasses approximately 18,000 acres of
land and houses an estimated 30 members out of the 123 persons currently enrolled in the
band (NECONA 2003). According to the Utah Divison of Indian Affairs, the Skull
Valley Band has no natural resources with which to cultivate development. However,
some argue that the reservation land is suitable for grazing and that a portion of it (160
acres) could be irrigated and used for farming (NECONA 2003).
In 1976, the tribe constructed a rocket motor testing facility on tribal lands west of
the area used for tribal housing. This facility was leased by Hercules, Inc. that same year.
The facility created only a few jobs, and provided little development opportunity for the
tribe. Due to its failure as a viable economic strategy for both the tribe and Hercules,
Inc., the lease on the testing facility was not renewed when it ended in 1995 (NECONA
2003).
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In the early 1990s, the band, like several other Native American tribes in the
United States, applied for a study grant from the United States Department of Energy
(DOE) to investigate the possibility of constructing a large temporary nuclear waste
storage facility on tribal lands (Verdoia 200 I). This grant was part of a larger program
directed by the Nuclear Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1987. This act was an
amendment to the Department of Energy's Civilian Radioactive Waste Management
Program of 1982. As part of this amendment, Congress called for the development of
proposals to construct monitored retrievable storage facilities (MRS) for spent nuclear
fuel that would be managed by civilian entities (Sachs 1996).
The grant that the Skull Valley Goshutes received provided funding for the tribe
to conduct research into the storage of nuclear fuel. As part of their research the tribe's
governing body, the Executive Committee, embarked on domestic (Phase I funding) and
international tours (Phase II funding) of nuclear power plants and storage facilities to
learn about nuclear processes and investigate the feasibility of storing radioactive waste
on their land. The domestic tour began in June of 1992 and consisted of stops in
California (Rancho Seco Nuclear Power Plant), Oregon (Green Peace International),
Washington (Hanford Weapons Complex), Florida (Florida Power & Light), and Virginia
(Surry Nuclear Power Plant) (Skull Valley Goshutes 2003). The international tour started
in April of 1993 and toured Japan (Takai Vitrification Facility and Fugen Reactor),
France (La Hague Reprocessing Plant and Centre De L'Aube low-level waste site), the
United Kingdom (Sellafield Reprocessing Plant), and Sweden (CLAB Facility) (Skull
Valley Goshutes 2003).
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The tribe considered themselves to be close to signing an agreement with the
DOE in 1993 when the federal monitored retrievable storage (MRS) program was
cancelled (Verdoia 2001). Dissatisfied with the federal government's inability to provide
a temporary storage facility for nuclear waste in the time since the DOE program had
been canceled, and faced with a growing stockpile of nuclear waste, nuclear power
utilities soon began to consider constructing privately owned and maintained storage
facilities and several formal partnerships of nuclear power utilities were formed (Verdoia
2001). One such partnership was Private Fuel Storage, L.L.c. (PFS), a consortium of
eight electric utility companies.
In 1994 and 1995, these official partnerships began negotiations with some of the

Native American groups that were previously interested in the original DOE program
some years earlier. Included among these Native American groups was the Skull Valley
Band of Goshutes. Negotiations turned into serious consideration and plans were made
for PFS to sign a lease with the Skull Valley Band. On May 20, 1997, amid strong
opposition from the state of Utah, some tribal members, and environmental organizations,
the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians signed a lease with Private Fuel Storage,
L.L.c. to store 40,000 tons of nuclear waste on reservation land for up to 40 years. Since

then, the issue of storing nuclear waste has become a polarizing issue for supporters and
challengers of the PFS project. As such, stakeholder groups involved in and affected by
the decision-making process can, in most instances, be categorized as proponents of the
project or opponents of the project.
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RESEARCH APPROACH
According to social constructionism, social reality is constantly being created and
recreated through discursive claim-making activities. In every given population there
exist many competing discourses, whether dealing with deviance, gender ideologies, or
conceptions of the natural world. These conceptions compete for supremacy by
attempting to establish a regime of truth on a social stage. Conflicting conceptions are
posited by those who accept them as real as each stakeholder group vies for supremacy.
According to Greider and Garkovich (1994) and Freudenburg et al. (1995),
conceptions of nature are social constructions as well. This, at first glance, may be a
confusing proposition given that nature exists outside of human praxis. Social
constructionists do not contest this assertion yet human definitions and interpretation of
nature surely do change. In fact, there can be many different and competing claims about
the same area or resource (i.e. landscapes). For this research, this theoretical perspective
is applied to the study of reaction to the proposal development of a high-level nuclear
waste storage facility on the Skull Valley Goshute Indian reservation located in Tooele
County, Utah.
Activities occurring on Native American reservations present unique situations
because of the semi-sovereign status of these areas. Because the reservations are not
answerable to the state within which they reside, they can skirt many of the regulations
that states have implemented, including environmental policies. The siting of a nuclear
waste facility on reservation land is very controversial and has a polarizing effect on
various interested parties. Those with divergent views often become separated into moral
communities, which include the proponents of the facility and opponents of the facility.
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At the root of this dichotomy are the meanings that the individuals have for the place
that the proposed waste facility would be sited and the broader environments that such a
facility must affect. This is not to say that all who utilize rhetoric in this environmental
controversy fall into only one of the two categories, as some certainly may have no
opinion about the PFS facility and others may be undecided. However, this analysis
focuses its attention on the rhetoric utilized by those who clearly do separate themselves
into the proponents group or the opponent group.
From a social constructionist standpoint, social problems are defined through the
activities of individuals or groups that make assertions and claims about a situation that
they deem problematic or acceptable. Of the stakeholders involved with and affected by
the decision to store or not to store nuclear waste, each has a unique way of looking at the
situation that is based on their particular circumstances, including personal background,
financial/spiritual interests, and place of residence. Such orientations determine whether
the individuals in these groups support or oppose the project.
The situation at Skull VaUey presents a unique research opportunity to examine
and describe the social construction of environmental issues, drawing from and adding to
the literature in this area. This situation is interesting because it represents a situation that
is not easily definable using current literature about the environmental movement and the
social justice movement, including that concerned with environmental racism.
Specifically, this situation has created an atmosphere whereby unlikely alliances have
been created. As has been previously discussed, mainstream environmental groups and
grassroots social justice advocates often operate separately and distinctively. However,
some have identified situations where the two are connected (Hornborg 1994; Mertig and
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Dunlap 2001; Silveira 2001). In this situation, there appears to be a rhetorical alliance
of the two, working together both directly and indirectly in an attempt to gain claimsmaking supremacy.
This analysis includes the study of claims-making activities that contribute to
myth-making. Myth-making, in turn, contributes to the social construction of reality.
Examination of said claims-making activities allows for the study of how these groups
are constructing their realities and how they are attempting to gain supremacy. It also
allows the unique alliances that emerge in such a contested situation to be further
examined. Because of their involvement in the moral community, these stakeholder
groups are engaging in similar forms of discourse. The analysis ofthis discourse can
yield a better understanding of how and why these alliances were formed and why this
situation is different from those previously discussed in the literature.
In order to achieve an understanding of this unique situation, this research uses an

ethnographic case study strategy of inquiry. Because of the uniqueness ofthe situation,
complexity of the interactions and the necessity to understand the involved individuals,
conceptions and meanings, an ethnographic case study is justified. A case study draws
attention to a single case rather than a representative sample. Ethnography is concerned
with the exploration of particular social phenomena rather than the testing of hypotheses.
The goal is to investigate, in depth, one or a small number of distinctive cases.
Paramount to this investigation is the interpretation of the various meanings and functions
that occur through discourse (Denzin and Lincoln 1998).
As such, this research utilizes two general types of research questions:
descriptive research questions and process oriented research questions. Descriptive
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research questions are aimed at addressing specific values, beliefs or practices within a
particular case. Process oriented research questions attempt to learn about stages and
phases, changes, and experiences of a situation (Denzin and Lincoln 1998).
The first task of this research is to identify the various stakeholder groups
involved in this controversy. There are many groups involved, all with different socially
constructed realities. The stakeholder groups that are of the most interest in this project
are the members of the Native American group, the residents near the proposed site, the
nuclear power companies that are attempting to store the waste, concerned environmental
groups, and representatives of the state. Each ofthese different groups consists of
individuals with unique values who make unique claims consistent with those values. In
essence these groups are very different from one another. It is important to understand
the standpoints and backgrounds of the individuals who are affiliated with or who
represent these groups in order to understand where their claims are coming from.
Due to the propensity for controversies to emerge over issues such as this,
stakeholder groups become separated into distinct rhetorical communities (Albrecht and
Arney 1999). The second task of this research is to identify which groups involved in
and affected by the process are opponents and proponents of storing high-level nuclear
waste on Native American lands. Once moral communities are grouped and identified
and their positions are understood (i.e. support or opposition of storage) claims-making
activities can be observed and studied.
The third task of this project is to examine how the proponents and opponents of
the project construct the social problem. In this case, a substance is proposed for storage
in a specific geographical area. Some of the stakeholders involved in and affected by this
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decision believe this proposed site and facility to be problematic, while others do not.
In essence, some groups are attempting to problematize this action while others are trying
to normalize it. Because the condition (i.e. siting of a nuclear storage facility on Native
American lands) that is being contested involves use ofthe natural environment,
stakeholder conceptions of the natural environment as well as the siting process are very
important.

RESEARCH DESIGN
In order for this research to gain an understanding of the rhetorical tactics of the
proponents and opponents in their struggle to establish a regime oftruth for their
landscapes, it is necessary to study the content ofthis rhetoric directly. This involves the
analysis of various sources of rhetoric utilized by each side to gain moral supremacy in
the public eye. These sources of rhetoric, described in more depth in the following
section, include newsprint, public statements to government agencies, and responses to
interviews.
Given the nature of research and the criticism that has been specifically applied to
qualitative research, it is necessary to use multiple data sources and methods to ensure
rigor in the project. Because qualitative inquiries rely upon fewer subjects with more
detailed descriptions and investigations, it is especially important for the researcher to use
various methods of triangulation as a research design. One ofthese is investigator
triangulation, which involves the use of multiple researchers in one social setting. This
has a dual function. First, two researchers can do twice the work as one, meaning that
more data can be collected. Second, the involvement of multiple researchers allows for
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more than one perspective in collecting and analyzing data. Each interviewer brings
certain biases to any research setting. Having multiple researchers allows for cross
checking, validation, and accountability throughout the data collection and analysis
process.
Data triangulation is the second strategy in the design. This entails the use of
mUltiple data sources. Multiple data sources give the researcher a means of validating or
discounting the claims of various respondents. Similarly, multiple data sources can fill in
blanks that are left if only one source is used. For this research, two general types of data
sources will be utilized: 1) original data from ethnographic interview transcripts; and 2)
secondary data derived from newspapers, government documents, web-site content,
public statements. Each of these sources will be used to supplement and cross check the
others in order to construct the most accurate picture of the situation.
The final triangulation strategy employed in this research is methodological
triangulation. Because the research calls for multiple data sources, it is necessary to
utilize multiple methodological techniques. First, semi-structured ethnographic
interviews were conducted with key infonnants. The researchers constructed and utilized
an interview protocol to guide the questioning; however, interviews were very pragmatic
and non-directive, reflecting the diverse array of respondents that were interviewed.
Some specific questions focused on questions offaimess ofthe siting process, feelings
toward the physical environment, attitudes toward pollution of the land, attitudes toward
nuclear technology, and subjects' interest in and understandings about the siting process.
Infonnants were selected using purposive and snowball sampling techniques.
The purposive technique involves selection of respondents based on their position or their
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involvement in the situation as well as their knowledge of key issues. Respondents
selected in this fashion were then asked to identify other individuals that might be
interviewed. This is the snowball technique of sampling; an interview respondent yields
leads for several other potential respondents, etc. This method lends itself well to this
type of research because it is often difficult to identify respondents who are part of
informal social groups. Also, Native American groups can be difficult to sample in a
formal manner due to the difficulty of accessing tribal membership rolls.
A total of 59 interviews were conducted with 36 different individuals over a
period of four years. The first interview was conducted in October of 1998, and the last
interview was conducted in June of 2002. Researchers for this project obtained input
from a range of key figures who have been publicly engaged in this controversy.
Although these individuals did each belong to specific groups, they were targeted for
participation in the research not because of their group memberships but rather due to
their active involvement in this environmental controversy. Interviewees included
opponent and proponent members of the Skull Valley Goshute tribe, officials
representing PFS, activists who were members of environmental groups (HEAL Utah,
Sierra Club, and FAIR, The Shundahi Network), other residents of Tooele County and
Utah, and reporters from prominent Utah newspapers including the Salt Lake Tribune and
the Deseret News.
Some individuals were interviewed more than once and at different times. This
was due in part to the evolving nature of the sitng controversy, and also to changes in
opinions that respondents expressed over the course of time. Several respondents were
also interviewed by more than one researcher at once. Interviews lasted between 30
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minutes and one hour and were semi-structured. The interview protocol included
questions about the risks of waste, trust in various entities, personal information,
relationship to the PFS project, information about Skull Valley, relationships between
stakeholders, as well as historical information.
In addition to interview data, the research utilizes several types of publicly

accessible data sources. These included newspaper content as well as government
documentation of the siting process. Specific documents that were of interest for this
project included editorials and letters to the editor from the major newspapers in the area
(Salt Lake Tribune and The Deseret News). Guest editorials and letters to the editor
represent public rhetoric that reflects the opinions of those writing them, rather than the
agenda of a reporter or editor on a newspaper staff. All pertinent documents were
collected beginning from when the project intentions became public knowledge (1992)
and continued to the end of the data collection period (2003). Pertinent documents were
identified through the use of a word search conducted on newspaper archive websites.
"Skull Valley Goshute" was the phrase used in the word search to identify documents.
The documents were examined for content and all documents referring to the PFS
project, nuclear energy and waste, and the Goshute lease were selected for analysis. A
total of 191 editorials and letters to the editor were examined and coded (117 from the
Deseret News and 74 from the Salt Lake Tribune).
These data are beneficial because they allowed the researchers to develop a sense
of the rhetoric being used on the public stage about the proposed project. This allows for
the researchers to look at the rhetorical tactics and idioms that opponents and proponents
utilize in various settings in order to establish moral superiority. More specifically,
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because nuclear waste is controversial and has the potential to affect (positively or
negatively) the larger population of the state, public dialogue is important for gaining an
understanding of how stakeholders are framing the issue.
Another source of secondary data utilized for this research is government
documents from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). All issues concerning
nuclear power and high-level radioactive waste storage must be considered by the NRC.
For this project, the NRC conducted two separate public hearings to address the viability
of the proposed nuclear waste storage project. The first hearing occurred in Salt Lake
City, Utah on April 8, 2002; the second occurred in Tooele, Utah on April 26, 2002.
Both of the hearings were well attended and were formatted as a public forum in which
concerned individuals could make statements to the appointed NRC committee.
Individuals were given three minutes to make statements to the committee and the
attendees. In essence, various stakeholders were given the opportunity to voice their
opinions on the project. Such data offered the researcher further access to public
discourse about the contested issue. Again, the definition of a social phenomenon as
problematic involves the interaction and exchange of information on the public stage.
The NRC hearings were an ideal arena in which to observe the battle of discourses being
mounted by opposing moral communities.
Interview transcripts, editorials, and public hearing transcript data were coded for
themes using the qualitative data analysis software package known as N6. N6, the latest
version of the package previously called NUD*IST, offers a computerized method of
storing, coding and analyzing qualitative data. The data were first transcribed into text
documents that were downloaded into the N6 program. The data were next coded using
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coding criteria conceived through an interactive process involving previous research
and researcher experience in the field. The coding criteria involved the use of "Free
Nodes" and "Tree Nodes," the N6 equivalent of code themes. The coding criteria for this
project are quite extensive; a comprehensive list of the coding criteria including the "Free
Nodes" and "Tree Nodes" is included in Appendix 1. Each document, whether interview
transcript, newsprint, or government document, was manually coded for content using the
N6 program and thus was organized using the coding scheme.
Once the data were transcribed and coded, they were examined to determine
which code themes were prevalent. Prevalence was determined through the use of the
matrix function provided by the N6 software. Each document was double coded in that it
was assigned a "Tree Node" as well as a "Free Node." "Tree Nodes" refer to codes such
as opponent, proponent, and unspecified; each document was assigned a "Tree Node."
Specific text segments within each document were also assigned to "Free Node"
classifications, which describes the general codes based on the coding criteria established
by the researchers.
The N6 software allows for researchers to cross reference data using a matrix.
For example, researchers are able to obtain all data that were coded both "opponent"
("Tree Node") and "risk" ("Free Node"). Depending on the prevalence of the theme, N6
will yield each piece of data coded as such. To establish prevalence for this project, an
arbitrary number of 20 was used to determine if a code theme was prominent. If a matrix
yielded 20 or more pieces of data then it was determined that it was a prevalent theme.
The data were then reexamined by the researcher to ensure that data which are qualitative
in nature were not treated as if they were quantitative. The use of the N6 matrix function
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was merely used to reduce the data and aid the researcher in determining which themes
were prevalent.

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF
THE APPROACH
The methodological approach used in this research carries with it several
strengths and weaknesses, as well as ethical concerns due to the population of interest.
All research carries with it the risk, if not addressed, of researcher bias. The researchers
involved in the project can carry bias with them into the research setting. This is a
particularly salient issue in qualitative research because researchers are directly involved
in the research settings thus allowing them to have a greater influence over the processes
that they study. For example, one ofthe most obvious sources of potential bias derives
from the fact that most highly educated individuals have pro-environmental attitudes. As
a result, there is potential to give preference to opponents' claims over those of the
proponents. Similarly, simply being involved in social processes and events through
interviewing or observing can bias the research setting and the individuals within that
setting. In short, qualitative research is inevitably intrusive to some degree. Both of
these weaknesses lead to questions about data reliability and validity.
In order to address these concerns in this research, researchers of the proposed
facility attempted to interview individuals on all sides of the issue including those in
favor, those opposed, and those in between. Similarly, the use of researcher triangulation
(i.e. use of multiple researchers) limited the potential for researchers to bias the project
through a process of checks and balances. In other words, researchers, aware of their
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biases and the biases of others, can make each other aware of potentially biasing
attitudes, behaviors and the like.
There are, however, many strengths of a research project such as this one. First
and foremost, qualitative research allows researchers to get close to the social settings
that they study. With quantitative research researchers often analyze a social setting that
they have never seen or visited. In effect, conclusions are drawn about a place or a
people that the researchers have no direct contact with or knowledge about. Qualitative
research, on the other hand, allows researchers to get close to the people, places and
things that they study. This closeness allows the researcher to contextualize the research
and data. It also allows the researcher to tailor the project to better represent those who
are being studied.
Qualitative methodology also lends itself well to the study of unique cases such as
this one. Society is constantly changing. According to the social constructionist
standpoint, society is constantly being created and recreated by the actors within it. In
order to effectively study unique situations, it is necessary to allow yourself to venture
outside of existing literature and research strategies. This research method allows
researchers to be more pragmatic and adaptable; in essence, to mirror the society that
they study. It allows the researcher to get a better sense of what people do and how they
do it. In other words, it lends itself well to the investigation of social constructions of
reality.
Finally, studying a Native American population brings with it some ethical issues
that should be addressed. Because of the long history of distrust between Native
American groups and whites (those individuals who represent the Anglo-Protestant
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groups that settled and came to dominate the U.S.) certain issues come into play that
would not otherwise have an effect on research. The first ethical issue is that of
confidentiality. Because this project deals with factions within the Native American
community that are admittedly and, in some cases, violently opposed to each other's
claims, confidentiality between researcher and respondent is essential, as failure to do so
could result in social or physical harm for the subject. Also, given the semi-sovereign
status of reservations, many of the documents and comments from Native Americans are
sensitive and privileged. Lawsuits and economic interests hinge on many of these items
and must be treated with great care.
Another ethical issue is that of full disclosure of intentions. The question of overt
verses covert research has been a topic of considerable debate within social science.
Because ofthe longstanding distrust between Native Americans and whites, many people
might be hesitant to discuss the issues with a representative of a state institution such as
Utah State University. It might, however, be possible to gain entry into that world by
disguising intentions and by posing as something else, perhaps an environmental activist.
This issue is very important, as it deals with the subject's right to know as well as their
right to privacy. Ethically, covert research is questionable, even if methodologically it is
sound.
Finally, researchers in this project are ethically responsible for the veracity of
their reports. Because ofthe sensitive relationship with Native Americans as well as the
attitude of distrust toward non-natives, any information must be handled in a very
sensitive way. It is important that the researcher report findings in an unbiased way,
however, not at the expense ofthe subject. Researchers have a responsibility to explain
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contexts, histories, and cultural idiosyncrasies that might soften the claims that groups
such as Native Americans might make about each other or outsiders.
In addressing these ethical issues, the researchers of this study practiced full
disclosure with all of the key informants that were interviewed. This included the
disclosure of researcher intentions, identities, and affiliations. Furthermore, researchers
in this study have chosen to protect the identity of all informants who were interviewed
by keeping them confidential. This includes their names and in some cases their group
affiliations. No statements made in private interviews are linked to the individuals who
made them. This does not include statements made in public forums such as letters to the
editor or public hearings; in these cases statements made by individuals are a matter of
public record and may be attributed to those individuals.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As King and Anderson (1971) observed in their case study of rhetoric focusing on
Nixon and Agnew, highly contentious and hotly contested information campaigns have a
tendency to unite diverse groups into two or more contrasting groups. These groups
engage in very consistent types of rhetoric. In effect, groups become polarized by their
rhetoric. The language that groups use to persuade becomes the single entity that can and
does bring groups together that otherwise share very little in common (Stewart, Smith,
and Denton 2001).
This phenomenon of polarization by rhetoric is observed in the environmental and
counter-environmental advocacy spawned by the proposed temporary high-level nuclear
waste storage facility in Skull Valley. As has been previously explained, a number of
very diverse and dissimilar stakeholder groups are involved in the information campaign
vying for public supremacy. Due to the rhetoric that they engage in, these stakeholder
groups have coalesced into two polarized groups; the proponents and the opponents. As
such, these groups utilize a variety of rhetorical themes and engage in several rhetorical
tactics in their various information campaigns. In the following sections, the stakeholders
that have been polarized into the opponent and proponent groups will be identified and
briefly described. Prominent rhetorical themes will then be identified, and the various
rhetorical tactics will be described.
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THE PROPONENTS
The issue of storing high-level nuclear waste in Utah on the Skull Valley Indian
Reservation has received a great deal of support from a variety of different stakeholder
groups. Among these proponents are some Native Americans, energy companies,
scientists, county government officials, and federal agency representatives. Specifically,
this group consists of a faction of the Skull Valley Goshute, Private Fuel Storage (PFS),
nuclear scientists, and many former and present Tooele County government officials.

The Skull Valley Goshute

The issue of nuclear waste storage in Skull Valley has had a splintering affect on
the members of this band of Goshutes. Due to the controversial nature of nuclear waste
in general as well as the many allegations of misconduct by some members, including
extortion, bribery, and intimidation, that have been reported, the tribe has become divided
by the issue. The proponent faction of the Skull Valley band of Goshutes is led by the
current tribal Chairman, Leon Bear. Bear has been a vocal proponent ofthe project from
the very beginning, defending it in newspaper editorials and letters, public hearings, as
well as in personal interviews. Bear and his family were instrumental in efforts to bring
nuclear waste to Skull Valley, actively pursuing the Phase I and Phase II grants offered
by the DOE and then pushing to sign a lease with PFS.
Struggling, as many Native American tribes do, with locating viable economic
development options, the Skull Valley proponents see the PFS project as a development
boon. Due to both geographic isolation and the many toxic industries and areas in the
West Desert area surrounding the Skull Valley reservation, economic development has
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been difficult to secure and maintain. Ifit were to be approved and built, the project
would bring a large, but unspecified amount of money to the tribe as well as contribute to
building much-needed local infrastructure.

Private Fuel Storage, L.L. C. (PFS)

PFS is a limited liability company consisting of eight power companies including
American Electric Power (Columbus, OH), Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
Inc., Dairyland Power Cooperative (La Crosse, Wn, Southern California Edison, GPU
Nuclear Corporation (Pennsylvania and New Jersey), Xcel Energy (Minneapolis, MN),
Illinois Power Company, and Southern Power Company. PFS has the expressed goal of
proposing, licensing, and developing a temporary spent fuel storage facility on the Skull
Valley Indian Reservation.
While PFS represents many different individuals and organizations, the most
locally visible and vocal is Scott Northard. Northard is a nuclear engineer who is
employed by the Minnesota-based company, Xcel Energy. He is also the acting Project
Director for Private Fuel Storage. Northard has been a vocal figure for the proponents,
contributing guest editorial and letters to the editor in both the Salt Lake Tribune and the
Deseret News. He has also been present at information sessions as well as press
interviews and contributed an interview for the KUED documentary film written and
produced by Ken Verdoia (2001) entitled "Skull Valley: The Documentary."

Proponent Scientists

Science has played and continues to playa very important role in the information
campaign supporting the construction of the PFS facility on the Skull Valley reservation.
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As part of the Phase I and Phase II grants provided by the federal government during
the original MRS program, the Skull Valley Goshute tribal council, headed by Leon Bear,
consulted a variety of nuclear specialists, and visited numerous domestic and foreign
nuclear facilities and technicians. Similarly, PFS has been able to secure the support of
such prominent nuclear scientists as Dr. Steven Barrows and Dr. Richard Wilson, a
professor at Harvard University. Dr. Wilson prepared and delivered a statement,
submitted to the NRC Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in Tooele, UT on April 26,
2002, in support of the proposed Skull Valley facility. The statement was supported by
six Nobel Laureates (Hans Bethe, Nicolaas Bloembergen, Gerard Debreau, Sheldon
Glashow, Norman Ramsey, and Glenn Seaborg) a former Presidential Science Advisor
(Allan Bromley) and the former Chairman of the AEC (William T. Anders). According
to this statement, which cited scientific data, the proposed facility is both sensible and
safe.

Some Tooele County Representatives

The Skull Valley Goshute Indian Reservation lies within the boundaries of Tooele
County in Utah. As such, the county would be greatly affected by the construction of a
nuclear waste facility within its borders. To mitigate any potential losses caused by the
presence of a nuclear waste facility, PFS and the Tooele County Commission signed a
contract that would compensate the county for potential losses in exchange for the
county's support ofthe project and provision of services to the facility. According to
Teryl Hunsaker, a former county commissioner, the contract could bring in between $90
and $250 million to the county over the next 40 years. Hunsaker and Gary Griffith,
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another former county commissioner, have offered their vocal support of the PFS
facility (Verdoia 2001). This is not to say that all elected representatives and public
officials from Tooele County favor the PFS project, as some recently-elected
representatives have been vocally opposed.

THE OPPONENTS
For its many supporters, the proposed PFS storage facility has also received a
great deal of opposition. Among the most vocal and active opponent stakeholders are
groups of Native Americans, including both Goshute and other Indian groups, non-native
environmentalist organizations, elected representatives of both the State of Utah and Salt
Lake City, and non-native Utah residents. These stakeholders represent a very diverse
group engaging in similar rhetoric in opposition to the storage of nuclear waste in Utah.
So diverse is this group of stakeholders that they may not have otherwise aligned
themselves with one another were it not for the strength of their convictions as opponents
to the proposed storage facility.

The Skull Valley Goshutes

The opponent faction of the Skull Valley Goshute resist the waste storage facility
for several different reasons. These reasons include the facility's inconsistency with
traditionalist values, the allegedly unfair decision-making practices of the recognized
tribal council, and the perceived inability of the tribe to effectively host and safely
manage such a facility. Some of the most vocal Goshutes opposing PFS are Margene
Bullcreek, Sammy Blackbear, and Rex Allen. Each of these individuals has been very
visible and forthcoming with their rhetoric. Each have submitted letters to the editor in
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both the Salt Lake Tribune and the Deseret News as well as given public statements at
press conferences and NRC public hearings. Their statements, while often different in
focus, are unified in their staunch opposition to the construction of a high-level nuclear
waste storage facility on the Skull Valley Indian Reservation.

Representatives of "White" Environmental Groups
The Skull Valley Goshute have not been the only stakeholder group to offer
strong resistance to constructing a waste storage facility on the reservation. Several
prominent environmental groups from Utah and beyond such as HEAL Utah, FAIR, The
Shundahai Network, and the Sierra Club have lent the resources and their voice to the
information campaign. These groups have written and circulated pamphlets and have
made public statements in opposition ofPFS and their lease with the Skull Valley
Goshute.
According to their information pamphlet, HEAL Utah (Healthy Environment
Alliance of Utah) is a group of concerned citizens allied to resist the transportation,
storing, and disposing ofnuc1ear and toxic waste in Utah. FAIR (Families Against
Incinerator Risk) is a Michigan based environmental group founded in 200 1. According
to their mission statements, posted on the web-site www.stopthestackorg. FAIR is
concerned with the long term health effects that facilities such as that proposed for
construction in Skull Valley have on the members of host communities, particularly
children.
Another prominent "white" environmentalist group involved in the opposition
information campaign is the Nevada based Shundahai Network. "Shundahai" is a
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Western Shoshone word meaning "peace and harmony with all creation." According
to flyers that representatives of the Shundahai Network have circulated as well as their
web-site (www.shundahai.org), nuclear waste represents a violation of the peace and
harmony that their name represents. While not a Native American based group, the
Shundahai embraces Native American ideals about the environment and works closely
with representatives of Native American tribes.
Nationally based groups have also been vocal opponents ofPFS. The most
prominent group has been the Sierra Club. Members of Utah chapters of the Sierra Club
such as the Glen Canyon Group have contributed rhetoric to the information campaign.
Nuclear waste is listed on the Sierra Club's Utah web-site (www.utah.sierraclub.org) as
being among the issues for which the Glen Canyon Group have designated committees to
monitor and address. Representatives of the Utah chapters of the Sierra Club have made
public statements regarding the proposed waste storage proj ect in the form of press
releases and comments during the NRC public hearings in Salt Lake City and Tooele,
Utah.

Other Native American Groups

The opposition faction of the Skull Valley Goshute have not been the only Native
American group to publicly oppose the construction of a high-level nuclear waste facility
on Skull Valley. Native American based advocacy groups such as the Indigenous
Environmental Network (lEN), the NATO (Native American Tribal Organization) Indian
Nation, and The Environmental Justice Foundation have all given support to the
opposition faction ofthe Skull Valley Goshute.
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The lEN is an international organization, serving Canada, the United States,
and Central and South America, founded in 1991 to help indigenous people and nations
learn and share information concerning environmental problems facing native
communities. The lEN web-site (www.ienearth.org) lists toxic landfills and dumping on
Native lands number one among the environmental issues that their organization
addresses. Furthermore, the lEN specifically references the Skull Valley waste facility
and have lent their name and resources in opposition to the PFS lease.
The NATO Indian Nation has been more directly involved in the information
campaign due to the geographical location oftheir Western Regional Office in Provo,
Utah. According to their mission statement, featured on a pamphlet obtained from their
home offices, NATO is concerned with preserving sovereign rights guaranteed by the
Creator, Human Conscience, Treaty and International Law. Although not legally
recognized, NATO considers themselves to be a tribe of Native Americans. NATO has
worked closely with Margene Bullcreek of the Skull Valley Goshute in opposing the
storage of nuclear waste on the Skull Valley reservation.
The NATO Indian Nation works closely with the Environmental Justice
Foundation (EJF). The ElF is a Utah based non-profit organization concerned with
issues of environmental racism and justice for Native American tribes in Utah. In their
information bulletin, the EJF identifies the proposed nuclear waste storage facility in
Skull Valley as one of their primary concerns. This organization is also working very
closely with certain opposition members, particularly Margene Bullcreek, of the Skull
Valley Goshute and have accepted donations and support on behalf of that Native
American group.
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Elected Officials of Salt Lake City and Utah

One ofthe most visible opponents of bringing nuclear waste to Utah is former
Utah Governor Mike Leavitt. Leavitt, acting on behalf of his state, has made strong and
very public statements in opposition to the proposed PFS facility. These statements
include his well publicized "over my dead body" proclamation made during a public
address. Leavitt is joined in his opposition by the Salt Lake City Mayor's Office. Mayor
Rocky Anderson has also been a very public opponent, making statements at an antinuclear rally (101712001) and NRC public hearings (4/22/02), participating in a radioactive waste public forum (3115/01), and publishing comments on the Office of the
Mayor web-site (www.slcgov.com/mayor).BoththestateofUtahandSaltLakeCity.as
represented by their elected officials, have publicly denounced the Skull Valley lease
withPFS.

Utah Residents

Non-native residents of the State of Utah have been among the most vocal
opponents of the proposed PFS facility. Many residents have contributed rhetoric of
opposition through letters to the editor featured in both the Deseret News and the Salt
Lake Tribune. They were also very vocal during the public hearing phase of NRC
hearings in Salt Lake City as well as Tooele, Utah. Due to the legacy that nuclear
technology has in Utah, specifically with the individuals affected by downwind nuclear
fallout due to early nuclear weapons testing in Nevada, and the stigma associated with
nuclear waste, many non-native opponents are strong detractors of the proposed Skull
Valley facility.
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RHETORICAL THEMES AND TACTICS
The goal of rhetoric is to persuade an individual or a group to believe something
that they might otherwise not. Those using rhetoric, as with other discursive practices,
are attempting to socially construct a reality that is consistent with their worldview and
are attempting to convince others to believe in that worldview (Lange 1993). In
information campaigns involving the definition of environmental features or issues,
social constructions of reality, representing a worldview, can be described as landscapes
(Grieder and Garkovich 1994).
As a means of constructing reality, rhetoric performs several social functions.
First and foremost, rhetoric, as a means of persuasion, assists stakeholders in advocacy
(Herrick 2001). In the conflict over the proposed nuclear waste storage facility in Skull
Valley, both the proponents and opponents are pleading their cases before a jury
consisting of the public and legislative decision makers in an attempt to establish their
landscape in this contested situation. Each group has a definition of reality, a distinctive
landscape, and are advocating for policy and practice that is consistent with that reality.
Similarly, rhetoric has a tendency to shape knowledge. Through rhetorical
exchange, individuals come to accept or deny an idea as truth (Herrick 2001). From a
social constructionist perspective, nothing is true but for that which is defined as such. In
this environmental conflict, each side is attempting to establish a regime of truth. The
opponents want to establish that a temporary high-level nuclear waste storage facility is

ill placed on the Skull Valley Indian Reservations while the proponents are advocating
for the opposite. Each is using a variety of rhetorical themes and tactics to shape the
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knowledge of the public and the decision makers in order to establish their landscape
as superior.
Finally, rhetoric can help to build community simply by developing common
values, aspirations, and beliefs. Individuals can come from different backgrounds, live in
different parts of the country, and have different motivations but as long as they share a
similar worldview about a specific place or thing, then they are, for the duration of the
information campaign, a "community" of interest (Herrick 2001). In this case, the
stakeholders come from a variety of backgrounds and places. They are a diverse and
very different lot of individuals. However, due to consistencies in their landscapes, they
are aligned in one of two distinctive groups. Due to similarities in the rhetorical themes
that they use and rhetorical tactics that they engage in, these stakeholders have become
polarized into two groups, the opponents and the proponents.
Opponents and proponents in this environmental controversy have engaged in a
rhetorical tactic known as mirroring and matching. As has been previously discussed,
this tactic involves a sort of information exchange between conflicting stakeholder
groups whereby counter claims are made on a public stage that are in reaction to initial
claims (Lange 1993). In essence, each group reacts and re-reacts to previously existing
and newly created rhetoric in a spiraling give and take so as to establish its worldview as
superior. The result of this exchange is the social construction of different beliefs,
assertions, and values concerning the same situation or setting.
In this environmental conflict, the opponent group and the proponent group have
both utilized the tactic of mirroring and matching the other's rhetoric. What has occurred
is a battle of rhetoric that has played out in the media, during public hearings, and in
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interview sessions. The specific mirror and matching techniques that prevailed in this
infonnation campaign will be examined and explained in the following sections. These
include the technique of framing and reframing as well as the technique of vilify and
ennoble.
Framing and reframing refers to the technique of mirroring and matching whereby
each side of an information campaign attempts to frame a particular issue in a way that is
sympathetic to their own worldview. This framing is, in tum, challenged by the
adversary group in an attempt to reframe the issue. This adversarial process occurs in a
reactive manner where each side is constantly trying to reframe the issue. This technique
was used by both the proponent and opponent groups to articulate prominent rhetorical
themes.
The mirror and matching technique of vilification and ennobling was also utilized.
Vilification is a common rhetorical tactic that is used in information campaigns where
more than one stakeholder group is vying for supremacy of their worldview. The goal of
vilification is to portray adversaries in an excessively negative way. This can be
accomplished in many different ways, including questioning motives, magnifying
imperfections, and discrediting actions of that adversary. By demonizing the adversary,
claimants can more easily discredit what it is being claimed (Vanderford 1989; Lange
1993). While vilification can damage the reputation of an opponent, it can also ennoble
the perspective of the group making the claims. Portraying a perspective negatively can
make opposite perspectives look even more appealing by proxy. However, ennobling can
occur in a more direct manner when stakeholders defend or build up their perspectives.
Vilification and ennobling is another mirror and match technique that the opponents and
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proponents utilize in the current case of enviromnental and anti-enviromnental
advocacy. The prominent rhetorical themes and tactics are discussed in the following
sections. Proponent themes and tactics are discussed first, followed by those of the
opponent group.

Proponent Themes

While the number of rhetorical themes displayed by the proponents was certainly
not as large as that of the opponents, they were very consistent. Although there were
many individuals from different stakeholder groups represented, they had very similar
things to say. The most prevalent themes addressed by the proponents of the construction
of the PFS facility included risk, trust, nuclear technology practices and policies, and
justice.

As has been previously discussed, risk manifests itself in one of two ways. Risk
can take the form of an actual and observable threat to safety, or it can take the form of a
perceived threat to safety. Nuclear technology, as well as the waste that it yields, carries
with it both of these types of risk. Through the use of careful rhetoric, the proponents in
this enviromnental conflict have attempted to downplay both the actual and perceived
risks. It is their goal to present the health and safety risks, brought up by the opponents,
as unfounded and wrong. These fears include general risks of nuclear waste such as
radiation and threats to health, risk of the unknown such as natural disasters, risk of
terrorist attacks, and risk of transporting waste.
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Among the risks that the proponent group attempted to debunk are the general
risks associated with nuclear waste. Health risk associated with radiation exposure was
the principle concern that proponents addressed with their rhetoric. Proponents such as
Goshute Chairman Leon Bear made the assertion that if the nuclear waste were not
contained and safe, the Goshutes would not want it on their reservation. This sentiment
is echoed in a statement contained within a letter submitted to the Deseret News (Johnson
1997: A26) in which a proponent commented that the project would involve "operating a
nuclear waste storage area that is perfectly safe ... and would provide good income."
In addressing the health concerns that opponents have with regards to nuclear
waste, proponents have claimed that "spent nuclear fuel in Skull Valley will not impair
the health of anybody in Utah" (NRCSLC: 1771-1775). One proponent went so far as to
assert that "one could hug one of those spent fuel storage casks tightly for 10 to 15 hours"
without any ill health affects (NRCSLC: 2089-2091). Scott Northard, the head of the
PFS project, claimed that the waste is "totally passive" and "environmentally sound"
(Northard 1997: AA2).
Proponents often supported such observations by making reference to the proven
safety record of nuclear energy generation. This is articulated in the following quote
taken from a letter submitted to the Deseret News (Johnson 1993: A7):
The total number of radiation deaths in the United States resulting from
nuclear electrical energy generation have been virtually zero, making it
the safest big industry in the nation.
Similarly, proponents also supported their claims about safety by making reference to
what "experts" say. Although no actual experts were named, proponents still tried to link
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their claims with "expert" claims. This can be observed in the following quote taken
from a guest editorial that Leon Bear wrote for the Deseret News (Bear 1998: AA2).
The state is trying to prevent the Skull Valley Band of Goshutes from
allowing a temporary storage facility for spent nuclear fuel, a facility that
has no emissions, which experts admit is safe ...."
The goal of proponents such as Scott Northard and Leon Bear was to cast a shadow of
doubt on opponent claims of health risks associated with spent nuclear fuel. If
proponents were able to alleviate the fear that people had of the health problems often
associated with radiation exposure, then the PFS project would be easier to accept.
Another risk that proponents have attempted to present as unfounded is that of
unknown or unpredictable phenomena such as earthquakes. Due to the presence of a
fault line located near the site of the proposed facility, opponents as well as the NRC
were concerned about the effect an earthquake might have on the storage casks are the
integrity of the waste facility. In addressing this issue, proponents downplayed the risk
by singing the praises of the storage casks. This can be observed in the following quote:
These casks have been accelerated to speeds of 60 to 70 miles per hour,
which is 88 feet per second, and withstood the impact. If there is a fault
... that will accelerate these casks to over 88 feet per second, I can
guarantee you that we here on the Wasatch Front will not have to be
worried about it (NRCSLC: 1350-1366).
Another proponent, in referring to the unlikely situation that a cask is breached, claimed
that because of its consistency, "the stored waste material will be solid and not easy to
escape" (NRCTooele: 1954-1956). In essence, the argument is that radiation exposure
would be minimal and would occur in a very isolated area, thereby assuring that public
safety would not be jeopardized.
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The risk of a terrorist attack on the open air storage facility was another risk
that proponents of the project presented as unfounded. Since the Sep,tember 11, 2001
terrorist attack on the United States, security in and around nuclear facilities has been
carefully examined. The proposed storage facility in Skull Valley was no exception.
Concerned about the proximity of the facility to the most populous area in the state of
Utah (Salt Lake City), opponents and representatives of the NRC were increasingly
concerned about the risk of and consequences from a possible terrorist attack on the
open-air facility. Because the proposed PFS facility would store spent fuel in casks
above ground and outside, is was argued that it might be an easy target for a terrorist
attack.
Proponents have actively denied that the Skull Valley storage facility would be a
viable target for terrorists. During the NRC hearings in Tooele, UT, one proponent
claimed that "no terrorist in their right mind" would attack Skull Valley because "there's
nobody out there." This type of argument is also exhibited in the following statement
taken from a letter submitted to the Deseret News (Powell 2000: Al 0):
If I were a terrorist and had been given small atomic bombs and was told
to detonate them when and where they would do the most damage to the
people of the United States, the Goshute Indian Reservation nuclear waste
pile would not be on my list.
In the unlikely event of a terrorist attack on the Skull Valley waste facility,
proponents, similar to the argument that some made in reference to the risk of
earthquakes, stated that no damage would occur. One proponent claimed, before the
NRC in Tooele, UT, that sabotage would be ineffective unless it involved "a uranium-
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tipped missile" or a "nuclear bomb" (1964-1970). In an attempt to lend credence to
this argument, another proponent cited the laws of physics:
Because of those pesky laws, nuclear waste cannot explode. It is
physically impossible ... the only danger is one of proximity, and that is
why they seek a place "out in the middle of nowhere" to store them
(Jenkins 2001: A22).
A final risk that the proponent group attempted to debunk was the risk of an
accident occurring during the transportation of the spent fuel from its current locations to
Skull Valley. To address these concerns, the proponents again referenced the test data
concerning the durability of the storage casks. One proponent called the casks "rugged"
and "proven," able to "withstand ... collisions at speeds greater than 80 miles per hour"
(Ward 1997: AlO).
Proponents framed nuclear waste shipping as a benign endeavor that presents very
little danger for the communities that it passes through. According to one proponent,
"transportation of nuclear waste can be and will be safe" (NRCSLC: 2015-2019).
Another proponent made reference to the impeccable safety record that nuclear waste
transportation has had in the past decade. The proponent claimed that "no accidents have
occurred that released radioactive material" in "3,000 shipments" (Barrowes 2000: AAS).
Furthermore, according to the proponent group, spent nuclear fuel contained in casks
during transport presents no danger of radiation exposure to anyone who comes into
contact with it during the transport process, as is ensured by current Department of
Transportation regulations. This is articulated in the following quote:
The exposure when standing one meter away from a shipping cask full for
spent nuclear fuel is not allowed to be more than 10 milirems per hour...
Shielding must be thick enough to guarantee this (Rasmussen 2000: AA5).
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Proponents of the storage facility attempt to counter assertions that nuclear
waste storage is risky by reframing the issue through their rhetoric. Using the rhetorical
tactic of frame and reframe, proponents claim that nuclear waste can be and will be safely
contained in casks that are difficult to breach. They frame nuclear waste storage as safe
in an attempt to debunk opponent assertions of seismic risks as well as opponent concerns
about the vulnerability of an open-air waste storage facility to a terrorist attack.
Similarly, proponents attempted to disclaim the risk of a possible transportation accident
during the shipping of nuclear waste across the country.
By reframing nuclear waste storage as safe and harmless, proponents were hoping
to influence public sentiment. If proponents are successful in their attempts at reframing
this issue then public outrage accompanying waste storage may be lessened. This can, in
tum, have an effect on politician's objections and facilitate less contentious waste siting
processes in the future.

In an environmental controversy such as this, where information is being
presented and exchanged for the purpose of persuading individuals, trust becomes very
important. Trust determines who is telling the truth and who is lying. Trust determines
which side ofthe controversy that individuals will take. Trust also determines which
stakeholder groups will be considered allies and which will be considered enemies.
Through their rhetoric, the proponent group exhibits trust for the Goshute tribal
government as well as the scientific community, while displaying distrust for
representatives ofthe State of Utah, particularly former Governor Mike Leavitt.
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Because the tribal council, headed by Leon Bear, was instrumental in
negotiating a lease with PFS, it stands to reason that the proponents would express a great
deal of trust for the Goshute tribal government. This support and trust can be seen in the
following comments:
I'm writing to thank the Goshutes for their wise stewardship ofthe
environment. By accepting construction of a safe nuclear depository, they
are making the world a cleaner and better place (Pidgeon 2002: A13).
I'm a nutty, pro-Sierra Club-type environmentalist. Yet I think the
Goshute nuclear storage idea is sound and sane (Rasmussen 2000: AlO).
The primary reason exhibited in proponent rhetoric for this support and trust in
the tribal government of the Skull Valley Goshute is the manner in which they secured
and researched the PFS project. Leon Bear claimed that they "chose the only route (they)
knew: honesty, playing it straight, not political contributions and back-door deals" from
the very beginning of the project (Bear 2001: AA02). Contrary to many of Bear's critics,
he claimed that he did "everything by the rules, following the federal laws and
regulations" (Bear 1998: AA7).
Part of following those rules included the tribe conducting research to determine
the viability of such a facility on their reservation. Because of this research, many
proponents claimed that the Goshute should be trusted and supported. According to Scott
Northard, "the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians ... spent nearly eight years
studying facts about interim storage of spent fuel" (Northard 1997: AA2). During this
time, it was stated that the Goshute "studied the whole technology of nuclear waste
storage" before they made their decision to store it on their reservation (Northard 2000:
AA02). According to these comments, the proponents trust the tribal government
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because of the scientific research that they conducted and consulted prior to signing the
PFS lease. The rationale is that because the Goshute tribal council is in possession of and
made the effort to secure scientific facts, they were trustworthy.
The proponents of this project exhibited a great deal of trust in nuclear
"experts"/scientists and for nuclear science in their rhetoric. Furthermore, many
"experts" have made statements, on behalf of the proponent scientific community, in
support of the PFS project. Rhetoric such as this serves to legitimize claims by linking
them to scientific research and principles. However, as has been previously explained,
environmental controversies can often result in conflicting science, reducing scientists
from "expert" to advocate.
In this information campaign, proponents sang the praises of nuclear science and
exhibited a great deal of trust for it. For example, one proponent claims that if the
opponents examined the "scientific facts" they would realize that "spent fuel, though
dangerous, can be stored safely with established safety standards already in place" (Bear
1998: A12). According to the proponents, ''the Skull Valley project will be developed
using proven, safe technology" (Ward 1997: AA2). The argument is that opponents were
afraid of the proposed PFS facility for no reason. If they examined the "science" behind
the facility they would cease their opposition of it. Making a statement before the NRC
hearings in Tooele, UT, one proponent articulated this point.
But we hope that you will remember that safety of the fuel storage can be
easily deduced from and is dependent on some fundamental scientific
principles. (1946-1952)
Trust in science was predicated on trust for the scientists and experts that study
and understand nuclear technology. Proponents in this information campaign,
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recognizing that the opponent group has its own experts backing them, sang the praises
of their own scientists. According to one proponent, "there need be no danger from
radiation exposure because our scientists know more about nuclear safety guidelines than
any others in the world" (Johnson 1993: A7). This point is further exemplified by the
following statement taken from a letter submitted to the Deseret News:
Competent experts were sent to the Salt Lake area to explain that the
populace would not be endangered by the stored reactor waste products.
Unfortunately, this message was ignored. When opposition is based on
fear, not fact ... (CampbeU 1999: A08).
Among the proponents who presented rhetoric in this controversy were proponent
scientists. These experts spoke on behalf of the project by backing their claims with
results from their own studies or studies of their peers. The Scientists for Secure Waste
Storage, consisting of five living (and one deceased) Nobel laureates, assert that "it (the
proposed Skull Valley facility) is a good site, and it will be easy to ensure that it satisfied
all the above criteria that are required by law or by cautious and knowledgeable
scientists" (Wilson 2000: A16). The facility was backed by another expert who made
statements before the NRC in Tooele, UT:
As a nuclear engineer with 40 years of experience with siting and
operating a nuclear research reactor at the University of Utah and
managing of radioactive waste, I testify that spent nuclear fuel can and
should be managed and disposed by the Department of Energy (10421053).
In essence, this expert claimed that if the DOE decides that Skull Valley is a suitable
location for a temporary spent fuel repository then it was worthy of support.
Experts such as the Scientists for Secure Waste Storage and the above-mentioned
nuclear engineer lend credence to the proponents' claims through their support. These
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experts never really state why their science is superior to the science of the opponents
but instead made reference to their accomplishments. These experts referenced the
awards they have received (Nobel laureates) and the number of years they had in
experience. The idea was to impress the public and decision makers with credentials
rather than data.
Even though the proponents exhibited a great deal of trust for the tribal
government and in nuclear science, they showed a tremendous distrust for the State of
Utah. Specifically, proponents attacked and questioned former Governor Mike Leavitt.
In their rhetoric, proponents accused the former governor of political maneuvering.
Leavitt's opposition, according to his critics, was not based on "health and safety
considerations" but rather considerations of reelection (Howard 1999: A10). This is
further articulated by a statement made during a key informant interview. The
respondent claimed that "The governor's hard nosed stance is politically motivated"
(Interview 58: 3/15/01). It is alleged that the governor is more concerned with getting
reelected than looking what is best for the state and the nation.
Leavitt was also accused of being a hypocrite in his stance against the PFS lease
with the Skull Valley Goshute. Because of Leavitt's supportive stance for other toxic
facilities in Tooele County such as those maintained by Envirocare, proponents accused
him of duplicity. In a letter submitted to the Deseret News, Leon Bear stated:
This is inconsistent with their position on our project and smells of
hypocrisy ... the governor and the state are trying to lure Intel to build a
factory in Utah. One that uses many toxic substances in semiconductor
manufacturing ... while at the same time trying to prevent us from
allowing a temporary storage facility for spent fuel (Bear 1998: AA 7)
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This inconsistency is further articulated by another proponent who claimed that Leavitt
was not concerned with health and safety.
I ask, if safety and health are the issues in opposing the Goshute Indians
from having a nuclear waste facility, why haven't Gov. Mike Leavitt and
others been so staunch in stopping the military and the businesses that are
there now that threaten our safety and health? (Anonymous 1998 e: AIO)
While it is unclear why the State of Utah has backed some toxic industries while
opposing others, proponents claimed that his stance was discriminatory. One proponent
accused Leavitt of "abuse of power" and claimed that he was "targeting a specific group
of people - the Skull Valley Band of Goshute Indians" (Bear 1998: AA 7). In another
letter to the editor submitted to the Salt Lake Tribune, the former governor was said to be
attempting "to undermine (the Skull Valley Band's) quest for economic self-sufficiency
(Bear 2002: A12). Another proponent claimed that Leavitt is specifically "fighting the
Goshute Indians" rather than PFS and the project (Weller 2000: A8). Credence was lent
to this claim when the State of Utah attempted to "scheme a Plan B," as one proponent
puts it, by proposing that PFS strike a deal with the state rather than the Goshute in 2002
(Bear 2002: A12).
The variety of accusations posited by the proponent group against former
Governor Mike Leavitt speaks to the distrust that they have for him and his cohorts. By
giving the enemy a face, the proponents are better able to demonize the opponent group.
Because of inconsistent policy and over-the-top proclamations ("over my dead body"),
Leavitt became an easy target of reprimand.
Proponents of the PFS project portray former Governor Leavitt in an opposite
way of their opponent counterparts. While the opponent group exhibit a great deal of
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trust for Leavitt and ennoble him, proponents vilify him. This is accomplished by
levying various attacks and allegations against the former governor. Proponents accused
Leavitt of being overly political and equated his opposition for the PFS facility to
political maneuvering. Because the charge of being politically motivated carries with it
the connotation of selfishness it is a negative label. Because Leavitt is an elected official
who is to serve his constituency, the charge of being political challenges his commitment
to service. Proponents claimed that Leavitt has adopted his position as a ploy to further
his political career rather than to protect his constituents in Utah. If political gain is
Leavitt's motivation, then surely his claims cannot be trusted for they are selfish in
ongm.
Many proponents also depict Leavitt as a hypocrite. Because the former governor
allowed other toxic industry to be located in Tooele County, it does not make sense to
proponents that he would oppose the PFS facility. To proponents, this duplicitous stance
is a double standard and tantamount to hypocrisy. Again, Leavitt is portrayed as selfishly
motivated to oppose the construction of a Skull Valley facility. Furthermore, he does not
practice what he preaches. It is one thing to be selfish, but it is an entirely different thing
to be selfish and claim not to be.
Some proponents go so far as to imply that Mike Leavitt's opposition is motivated
by racism. In another attempt to stigmatize Leavitt and the opponents, proponents accuse
Leavitt of abusing power and directly undermining the Goshute's quest for selfsufficiency because he is a racist. Because of the stigma associated with racism, claims
of discrimination can be very strong. By depicting Leavitt as a racist, his claims and
support can be neutralized. Furthermore, if Leavitt is a racist, those who oppose him are
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not only doing so out of a difference of opinion but out of a quest for justice. Those
who resist Leavitt are engaging in a just cause because they are opposing a racist.
In contrast, proponents ennoble the recognized tribal government, including Leon
Bear and his supporters. While opponents make claims of misconduct and back-door
dealings to vilify Leon Bear, proponents ennoble him by portraying him as an honest
leader and a follower of the rules. Many regulations are placed upon the nuclear industry
because of the potential dangers that can occur. These regulations are in place to ensure
nuclear industry follows rigorous safety protocols so that the public will be protected and
also feel safe about this dangerous technology. Because of these regulations exist, it is
important to establish that Bear and his associates followed these regulations. The
assertion is that he followed the rules so he can be trusted. Ifhe can be trusted than he is
a good leader.
Specifically, proponents claim that Bear followed all federal laws and regulations
in his attempt to secure a lease with PFS. Part of following those regulations included
investigating other nuclear facilities. The argument is that the Bear was well informed
before he made a decision to bring nuclear waste to his reservation. To proponents, Bear
has science on his side. Because he and his supporters have done the research and
followed the federal guidelines, their claims are sound.
According to proponents, Leon Bear is merely attempting to bring economic
development to a previously impoverished people. In an attempt to ennoble Bear,
proponents portray him as a good leader who has the interests of his people at heart. It is
very difficult to find fault in an individual who is trying to provide for others. As a
provider, Bear becomes associated with positive connotations such as being a
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humanitarian, a father figure, and a protector. By depicting him in this way,
proponents are trying to counteract the vilification tactics of the opponent group. The
implication is that if Leon Bear is a trustworthy leader who follows federal laws, then
opponent claims of misconduct must be false. Furthermore, if Bear's decision to bring
nuclear waste to his reservation was supported by scientific inquiry and data, then
opposition to the facility must based on something other than science.
Proponents place a great deal of trust in science, as can be observed in the
attempts to ennoble Leon Bear. Many of the claims that are made about the safety of
nuclear waste are made using scientific information as support. As such, the final
stakeholder group that the proponents attempt to ennoble is the experts in scientific
community, specifically those within the field of nuclear science and technology. Many
experts have spoken on behalf of the proponent group, including the Scientists for Secure
Waste Storage, by making claims about the safety and security of the proposed Skull
Valley facility. Opponents, however, still argue against the PFS facility by vilifying both
Leon Bear and PFS. In an attempt to match those claims, proponents specifically ennoble
the experts in the scientific community that support their claims. If scientists support the
proponents then opponent claims against them must be false. Science carries with it a
connotation of rigor and neutrality. Those who practice sciences are then, somehow,
more trustworthy. Associating Bear and PFS with that group can legitimize them and
their perspectives.
Specifically, proponents use terms such as "expert" and "facts" to describe the
perspectives of nuclear scientists. Describing claims in this way ennobles those
perspectives while vilifying conflicting perspectives. To proponents, spent fuel can be
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stored safely because the technology exists to do so. This technology was developed
by experts who are now supporting the PFS project because it is scientifically sound. The
implication is that if opponents listened to the experts, there would be no reason for their
opposition.
By juxtaposing non-scientific opponent claims to scientific proponent claims,
science is ennobled while non-science is vilified. Ennobling science also ennobles
proponent claims linked to scientific "experts" and "facts." In this way, proponents are
able to counter the attempts to vilify Leon Bear and PFS by linking them and their claims
to science. Even though Leon Bear and PFS are not directly ennobled, they become
ennobled by proxy.
Efforts to vilify former Governor Leavitt, while being a prominent rhetorical
tactic among many proponents, were especially severe when they originated from Leon
Bear. Bear's comments about Leavitt's motivation and inconsistencies were made in
editorials and letters to the editor submitted to local newspapers. Bear's criticism is very
consistent with the contentious relationship often observed between state leaders and
tribal governments.
It can be argued that because of this historically strained relationship, it is Bear's

intent to publicly discredit Leavitt not only for his opposition to the PFS project but also
because this long-standing feud. This is evidenced by the fact that former Governor
Leavitt has no political power, save public rhetoric, to influence decisions regarding the
PFS project, yet he is still harshly attacked. Leavitt has only the ability, as do any who
make public comment, to portray the PFS project as dangerous and unfair. While
Leavitt's words certainly carry weight, it is difficult to assert that his public opposition is
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the only reason for Bear's attempts to severely vilify him in the public eye. Another
reason is most likely the historical schism between tribal governments and state leaders
that, like in other states, is present in the state of Utah. The current controversy has
certainly increased the divide between these two entities.

Nuclear Technology Practices and Policies
According to the coding criteria used in analyzing the data, a portion of the data
was originally labeled "legal and political issues" and included tribal sovereignty, legal
contexts, political contexts, and nuclear power and policy. However, because many of
the stakeholder statements originally categorized under nuclear power and policy only
referenced nuclear policy rather than focusing on it, that theme was relabeled as "nuclear
technology practices and policies." Within this section, proponents focused on general
issues regarding nuclear power and nuclear waste. Though the content of this theme
ranged from discussion of trust and distrust for various stakeholder groups as well as
risks associated with nuclear energy production and waste, all were in reference to
nuclear practices and policies in general, thus requiring that they be separated from the
content contained in the "Trust" and "Risk" sections.
Three prominent sub-themes were identified. The first sub-theme involved
discussion of nuclear power as "clean" power. In fact, nuclear power was referred to by
one proponent as the "cleanest electric power industry" (Barrowes 1999: A18).
Proponents often juxtaposed nuclear power with coal, gas, and oil, stating that compared
to fossil fuels such as those, "nuclear plants produce no greenhouse gas" (pidgeon 2002:
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A13). This sentiment is echoed in the following statement made during the NRC
public hearing in Tooele, UT:
I think the country needs a good, reliable source of energy that does not
pollute the air, does not pollute the water, does not kill people with coal
smoke and such as that (NRCTooele: 741-748).
Another proponent even argued that, "nuclear power is the only non-fossil fuel that can
supply energy at a price and quantity to reduce global warming" (Biltoft 1997: AA5).
According to proponents, not only is nuclear power clean but the power and waste
that it produces are safe. One proponent, making statements during the NRC public
hearings in Tooele, UT, referred to the nuclear industry, including waste storage, as "the
safest enterprise in the country." The proponent went on to say that there has been "not
one person killed by a radiation accident from the U.S. nuclear power industry"
(NRCTooele: 1254-1310). This sentiment is echoed in the following statement made
within a letter to the editor submitted to the Deseret News (Johnson 1993: A7):
Those engaged in the many anti-nuclear movements have learned that the
nuclear industry can be stifled by regulating it to death or scaring everyone
to death through the publishing of scared stories built upon half-truths.
The total radiation deaths in the United States resulting from nuclear
electrical energy generation have been virtually zero ...
The argument is that if the public understood the "truth" about nuclear energy and waste,
then they would realize that nuclear power is the safest option for energy production in
the United States.
Proponents attempted to frame the issue of nuclear waste storage by making
positive statements about the safety and cleanness of the nuclear industry. These
statements included a variety of comments regarding nuclear waste transportation and
storage. According to these individuals, there exists a great deal of misinformation about
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nuclear power which lends to the fear of it. This rhetorical tactic serves as an attempt
to quell the concerns that some may have about nuclear waste storage. By framing
opponent claims as unfounded and irrational, proponents hope to lend credence to their
own claims.
Proponents, however, recognized that nuclear power does yield some undesirable
byproducts. As such, proponents claimed that temporary storage is necessary and needed
if the United States is to continue to provide nuclear power. This is articulated in a letter
to the editor that a proponent submitted to the Salt Lake Tribune (Biltoft 1997: A14):
Our society readily accepts the benefits of nuclear technology and
medicine... a nuclear waste dump is not a desirable thing, but we
continue to generate this stuff (nuclear energy and waste) and we must
learn to deal with it.
The assertion is that all citizens of the United States benefit from nuclear technology,
which includes medical technology and electrical power. A by-product of these benefits
is nuclear waste, but as one proponent explains, "we know how to store nuclear waste,
it's controversial but we do have the technology" (NRCSLC: 934-936). According to
proponents, storage is sorely needed in the current situation and Skull Valley is the most
viable option at this time. In a guest editorial featured in the Salt Lake Tribune (Northard
2001: AA3) Scott Northard, the acting director of the PFS project, claimed that, "the
nation's nuclear plants were not designed to accommodate spent fuel indefinitely." He
went on to say:
Our proposed Skull Valley facility is not the final answer. It's only a
piece ofthe solution, but one that will allow the industry to maintain
existing production capacity and help keep electricity costs stable for all
consumers, including Utah.
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In essence, the argument is being made that to keep reaping the benefits of nuclear
power, certain concessions must be made. These concessions include having a temporary
high-level nuclear waste storage facility in Skull Valley.
Proponents also frame this issue by challenging the assertion that the State of
Utah does not benefit from nuclear power. The proponent group argues that the entire
nation benefits from nuclear technology. Since Utahan do benefit from this technology,
it is not inappropriate that they shoulder some of the burden of its by-products. The goal
in framing the issue in the way that the proponent group has is to play on the norm of
reciprocity. By establishing that the state of Utah receives benefits from nuclear power,
proponents are claiming that reciprocation is necessary. In essence, proponents hope to
gamer support for the PFS facility by presenting it as necessary and fair. Since a benefit
is received, a benefit must be repaid.
The nuclear industry carries with it a significant stigma, and this instance is no
exception. However, by framing the processes and by-products of the industry in a
positive way, supporters of nuclear technology have a great opportunity to give it a
"make-over." While activists certainly cannot prevent the production of dangerous byproducts that must be disposed of, they can have an impact on public perception and
make strides to socially re-construct ideas about nuclear technology and nuclear waste. If
nuclear by-products are proven to be safe, through successful transportation and storage
at Skull Valley, then supporters of nuclear technology gain an advantage in socially
constructing it. This case has the potential, depending on the ultimate outcomes, to gain
an advantage in other environmental controversies involving nuclear technology. While
it is difficult to know whether this goal is intentional or not, it is obvious that this case
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can and will effect public perceptions of nuclear technology. If Skull Valley is
successful, as many proponents claim that it will be, then important ground will have
been gained in reframing nuclear technology as clean, safe, and necessary.

Racism and Justice
Issues of justice and racism often come up during controversies over LULUs. As
has been previously explained, minority communities as well as communities consisting
of individuals of low socioeconomic standing are often the target of polluting and toxic
projects such as that proposed in Skull Valley. This situation is no exception, as justice
themed rhetoric was prominent. What was different, however, were the ways that
language of racism and justice were being used. In this information campaign, the
opponent group was not the only group focusing on racism and justice. The proponents
also utilized racism and justice-themed rhetoric.
Proponents of the PFS project used language that indicated that opposition to the
facility on the part of the State of Utah, environmentalists, and other opponent
stakeholders was discriminatory and motivated by racism. This was articulated in the
following statement:
We thought the days of persecution and discrimination were past. We
were wrong. Today we are being targeted by the governor for selective
discrimination, which is hypocritical and unfair. (Bear 1998: AA 7)
It is the assertion of the proponent group that if the current project were proposed

by "whites" then "they'd be labeled as entrepreneurial" rather than anti-environmental
(Interview 24: 11/4/99). The argument is that there is a stereotypical image of Native
Americans as "noble savages" and "environmental" that is violated by allowing nuclear
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waste to be stored on tribal land. Proponents claimed that opponents do not believe
that "noble savages" can handle such an undertaking. This point is exemplified in the
following statement made during a key informant interview:
They should just live on the reservations in their hogans or wickiups, or
tepees and not bother civilized society by taking on a science project and
especially a world class science project ... The racism is because white
environmentalists do not believe that Indians are capable of studying
complex science and energy issues of this magnitude and undertaking a
project this size. (Interview 15: 6/5/02)
This argument is given credence by the inconsistent stance that the State of Utah
has taken with regard to environmentally hazardous industry. Proponents were quick to
point out that Skull Valley is "surrounded by some of the most rotten stuff," in reference
to the numerous toxic industries within the boundaries of Tooele County, but the
opponent group, including state representatives, were "fine with that" (Interview 24:
11/4/99). The opponent group does, however, strongly oppose the Skull Valley facility.
Project proponents found this to be contradictory and discriminatory. In the following
statement taken from a public forum letter submitted to the Salt Lake Tribune
(Anonymous 2001 b: AS), one proponent pointed out this double standard:
It is perfectly OK for white, Mormon Utahans to destroy land and foul our

air and water with projects like the Deseret Chemical Depot, Dugway
Proving Ground, the Legacy Highway, private low-level radioactive
dumps, and, of course, the nation's single largest air polluter, MagCorp;
but when Native Americas try to do it ... that's just going too far! After
all, we fine, upstanding Utahns can't allow the Goshutes to have a decent
standard of living - that's just for white folks!
The hypocritical attitude, as proponents described it, displayed by the opponents
stems from a long history of discrimination and mistreatment that Native American
groups have endured since their initial contact with non-native peoples. The assertion is
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that opposition was not motivated by fear and risks (real or perceived) but rather
"bigotry, racial prejudice, and euro-ethnic superiority" (Clark 2001: AA3). This point
was further articulated in the following quote taken from a letter submitted to the Deseret
News (Bear 1998: AA7):

The federal government once tried to isolate us from the rest of the world
when they put us on this remote land that no one else wanted. Now when
we see some prosperity, the governor wants to again isolate us ....
Another proponent equated the strong opposition to the PFS project, especially that
exhibited by the State of Utah, with early practices of "con artists" to "sell them alcohol
or selling them guns that won't fire, or selling them blankets that have small pox"
(Interview 15: 6/5/02). The argument is that opponents of the project were denying the
Goshute people a chance to provide for themselves and their families and in doing so,
they were being wronged in way that is similar to the way they were wronged
historically.
It is because of this early discrimination and mistreatment that many proponents

supported the construction of a high-level nuclear waste storage facility in Skull Valley.
One proponent claimed that decision makers "owe" it to the Goshute to support the
project (Johnson 1999: AI6). Another proponent asked, "can you blame the Indians for
seeking a better livelihood, considering that we took their land and livelihood away from
them as we conquered America" (Johnson 1997: A26). Because ofthe unfortunate and
unfair way that Native Americans were and continue to be treated, many proponents
justified their support for the PFS project. To them, long-term discrimination against
Native Americans, in general, and the Goshute, specifically, justified that non-native
individuals and groups sacrifice certain things as repayment for the substantial debt that
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they owe to indigenous peoples. In this situation, the repayment included support for
a nuclear waste storage facility to be placed in their backyards.
Proponents, in an attempt to frame the issue of racism and justice, claim that the
Goshute people are being opposed in their efforts to secure a viable economic
development option (i.e. the PFS facility) because of longstanding racist attitudes toward
Native Americans. By associating opposition to the PFS facility with negative labels,
proponents attempt to gamer support for their cause. The rationale is that individuals do
not want to be perceived as racists or hypocrites because of the negative connotation
those labels carry so they might support PFS so as to avoid being labeled. They wish to
play on sympathies toward Native Americans and their plight by couching opposition to
this project in the same context as selling Native Americans liquor, faulty guns, and
infected blankets. It is as if proponents wish to play up the opinion that the Goshute are
owed the right to have a nuclear waste storage facility on their reservation.
The topic of racism is very sensitive and can be rhetorically effective. When a
charge of racism is deposited into the public consciousness about an individual or
institution, it effectively alters perceptions of that which is accused of being racist.
Whether the charges are warranted is irrelevant because once they become public
knowledge they often are as good as true. In this case, the use of racially themed rhetoric
prevails in the newspaper submissions of both opponents and proponents. Because this
case involves a racial minority, such charges are bound to occur.
One of the proponents who often used the rhetoric of racism was Leon Bear, the
Goshute tribal chairman. As has been shown, it is Bear's feeling that opposition to the
PFS project is racially motivated. There is a great deal of distrust that exists between the
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proponent faction of the Skull Valley Goshute and the opponents of the PFS project.
Furthermore, there also exists a historically fractured relationship between this group and
the state of Utah. Because of the presence of the many toxic facilities surrounding the
Skull Valley reservation, facilities that that the Goshute governing body had no say in,
Bear claims duplicity in policy toward such facilities. While Bear's claims of racism are
difficult to substantiate, they still make an impact. Coupled with Utah's recent attempt to
undercut the Goshute lease with PFS by offering to run the storage facility at a lower
price, Bear's claims of racism may appear to some to be substantiated. Either way, with
their most recent actions, the state of Utah seems intent in widening the already
substantial schism between themselves and their Native American neighbors.

Opponent Themes

Just as there are many who are advocates of the PFS project, there are those who
strongly oppose it. The opponents in this information campaign have engaged in claimsmaking through their rhetoric in an attempt to establish their landscape as superior to that
of the proponents. To achieve this end, opponents present their claims using several
different rhetorical themes and tactics. These themes include legal, risk, trust, racism and
justice and, nuclear technology practices and policy themes; the tactics include frame and
reframe as well as vilify and ennoble. While these general themes and tactics are similar
to those utilized by the proponents, they are unique in their content and paint a
significantly different portrait. These themes and tactics will be described in the
following sections.
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The primary topic addressed in the legal theme of the opponent rhetoric were the
allegations of misconduct associated with the Goshute tribal government. The various
allegations of misconduct levied against the proponents ofthe PFS project, namely
representatives ofPFS, the Utah Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), and Leon Bear's faction
of Goshute, stem from the secretive manner in which lease negotiations have been
handled and payments have been distributed.
Many opponents of the PFS facility claimed that the Goshute decision-making
process that yielded the PFS lease was not handled properly. It has been alleged that
Leon Bear acted alone in pursuing a high-level nuclear waste storage facility as a
development project for the Goshute. This point is articulated in the following statement
made during the NRC hearings in Salt Lake City.
They have acted alone without tribal general council authority or consent.
Mr. Bear abolished the tribal quorum requirements so that he can act alone
and conduct business with PFS. He does not have the authority to speak
for the entire tribe (435-445).
This sentiment is echoed by another opponent during a key informant interview. During
the interview, the informant explained that the PFS proposal "was never voted on by the
tribe" and the "Leon Bear acted alone" (Interview 15: 6/5/02). According to the
opponents ofthe proposed facility, Leon Bear did not consult the rest of the tribe in the
decision making process. Because of his position as tribal Chairman, he was able to
speak, although out of tum, for the tribe; a responsibility that, according to the opponent
group, he abused.
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Opponents made further allegations of wrong doing by asserting that
individuals in the tribe as well as in the BIA have been bribed in exchange for support of
Leon Bear and the PFS project. During the NRC public hearings held in Salt Lake City,
one proponent explained:
Tribal members have submitted allegations of embezzlement of tribal
funds, bribery and corruption to proper BIA officials concerning the PFS
lease agreement but the BIA supports the Goshute executive committee
headed by Leon Bear (NRCSLC: 369-379)
The assertion is that officials representing the Utah office of the BIA have been paid to
support Leon Bear and his faction. According to opponents, this was the reason for BIA
support of the PFS project. This point is further articulated by claims that Leon Bear and
his tribal committee were unseated by another, less PFS friendly committee during a
recent tribal election. One opponent claimed that "the band has had numerous elections
that has removed Leon Bear ... but the BIA refused to listen" (NRCSLC: 920-924).
Opponents also claim that tribal members were bribed. This sentiment is
reflected in claims asserting that not all of the members of the tribe have reaped
economic benefits from the PFS lease. During an interview with an opponent, it was
stated that some members "received $8.00 from PFS money" while others have received
"$700,000, $100,000, $10,000" (Interview 15: 6/5/02). This infonnant contended that
the amount of money that was received depended on the level of support given to Leon
Bear and the PFS project.
While the validity of these allegations of misconduct is yet to be determined, they
certainly must stem, in part, from the secretive manner in which PFS and the Bear faction
conducted their lease negotiations and agreement. Opponents, displeased with not being
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given a copy of the lease, claim that the clandestine behavior gives credence to their
allegations of bribery. One opponent stated that if nothing underhanded is occurring,
why would PFS and Leon Bear oppose "releasing the document (lease) to the public"
(Russell 1998: A22). Another opponent claimed that not even members of the Goshute
tribe have been able to view the terms of the lease. This point is articulated in the
following statement taken from a guest editorial in the Deseret News:
Tribal membership is apparently also in the dark. Margene Bullcreek ...
has been unable to determine critical issues like how much money the
tribe will receive ... exactly who will get that money or what the funds
will be used for (Hayes 1997: A9).
The large amount of uncertainty about the terms of the PFS lease, the support of the tribe,
and the way that PFS money has been distributed contributes to the opponent group's
skepticism and adamant resistance toward the proposed nuclear waste storage facility.
Among the numerous stakeholders involved in this campaign, the recognized
Skull Valley Goshute tribal council is one of the most controversial. Through their
rhetoric, the opponent group has attempted to vilify the tribal council led by Leon Bear.
To achieve this means, opponents have utilized legal themes as well as trust themes.
These allegations have yielded FBI investigations of prominent players in this
controversy, and formal charges have been brought against members of the Goshute tribe,
including Leon Bear.
The issue that complicates this already complex situation is the secrecy with
which Leon Bear and PFS have conducted their lease negotiations. The opponent
contention is that if everything is on the level, then there should be no reason not to
reveal the terms of the lease. Again, the truth of the many allegations brought against
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Leon Bear is debatable. What is not debatable is the attempt that opponents have
made to vilify him and all associated with him. By doing this, opponents are attempting
to delegitimize any and all claims made by this group. Because Leon Bear is a prominent
proponent of the PFS facility, he is a likely target for such allegations. By demonizing
him, opponents are bringing his perspective down and elevating their own.
While there are many involved in bringing nuclear waste to Skull Valley,
including representatives ofPFS, the NRC, and other members ofthe Skull Valley band
of Goshutes, Leon Bear became the primary target of opponent's attempts at vilification.
Just as former Governor Mike Leavitt was vilified by project proponents, Bear became a
recognized symbol of support for the PFS facility. As such, he became an easy target for
the opposition group. Because of Bear's status as a leader of the Goshute people, he, like
Leavitt, was accused of being self-serving and morally suspect. These characteristics are
not, themselves, condemning, as many successful and celebrated individuals exhibited
similar characteristics. What has made Bear a target is the strong statements he has made
and the suspect manner in which he conducted business with PFS. Opponents of the PFS
project undoubtedly responded to Bear with the severity they did because of his public
statements and his harsh criticism. They certainly also attempted to vilify him because of
the secrecy that shrouds the PFS lease. If Bear had been up front and on the level from
the beginning, it is possible that opponents may not have had as much rhetorical
ammunition to use in the process of vilification. However, because individuals like Leon
Bear and Mike Leavitt are recognizable and vocal, they will always become the targets of
public criticism.
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One of the proponent group's most prevalent arguments for the construction of a
storage facility on the Skull Valley reservation is the safety record ofthe nuclear
industry. According to the proponents, nuclear technology, including nuclear waste, can
be and has been safely handled and stored. However, as has been previously explained,
risk can be both actual and perceived. For the opponent group, the perceived risks
stemming from the potential for actual health and safety threats create enough concern to
warrant resistance against the PFS facility. As one opponent stated during NRC public
hearings in Salt Lake City, "1 think when you perceive danger, when you perceive
anxiety, when you perceive concern, to you that is reality" (2555-2559). Opponents of
the proposed facility have concerns about nuclear waste that fly in the face of proponent
claims.
These concerns include perceived safety and health risks associated with nuclear
waste, generally, and the Skull Valley facility, specifically. One of the most prevalent
general safety concerns articulated in opponent rhetoric is the geographical location of
the proposed facility. As one opponent stated, "seventy miles southwest of a major
metropolitan city (Salt Lake City) lies a threat that can be potentially devastating"
(Anonymous 2000b: A28). Because the Skull Valley reservation is so close to the most
populous area in Utah (i.e. Salt Lake City), should an accident occur at the facility, many
residents could be in danger. Although proponents have cited the impeccable safety
record of nuclear waste storage, opponents, referencing Chernobyl and Three Mile Island,
claimed that the mere possibility of "human error" negates those claims (Russell 1998:
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A22). To them, once a release occurred, "there would be no discrimination ... it
would harm people of all races equally" (Anonymous 1998 c: A20).
The problem, for the opponents, is that nuclear waste presents a risk for a very
long time. As one proponent explained, "the problem with anything nuclear is that it
remains at least a potential problem for thousands of years" (Gray 2000: AA02). By
bringing waste to Skull Valley, opponents believe that Utah residents will be at constant
risk for a very long time. Though the chance for a release of radiation is very low, any
chance is still a risk that opponents are unwilling to take. As one opponent put it,
"financial reward is clearly not worth the risk of having millions of contaminated rods
resting on Utah soil" (Anonymous 1998 e: AlO).
One of the primary concerns that many opponents have with nuclear waste is the
health dangers associated with exposure to radiation. One proponent explained this
health risk in the following statement:
The primary danger from plutonium is that small particles will become
airborne and be inhaled. While it is true that plutonium outside the body
poses little risk, once plutonium has entered the body it is deadly and ...
100 percent carcinogenic (Weeks and Nelson 1999: A22).
Another opponent explained some of the health risks associated with radiation exposure
in the following quote:
But like a wayward adolescent, nuclear seems intent to skulk around dark
alleys with guys like "half-life," "radiation," "fallout," "cancer," and
"death" (Evensen 2002: AA01).
Cancer and death are two words that opponents often used in their rhetoric against the
PFS facility. Each carries with it a strong negative connotation and brings fear to those
who are potentially at risk. One opponent claimed that even though proponents keep
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presenting "evidence" that "we don't need to fear radiation, it won't cause more
cancer," they are not to be trusted (NRCTooele: 1417-1424). Another opponent claimed
that the death rate is higher for individuals who have been exposed to radiation by
referencing "a study of nuclear shipyard workers." According to this study "the death
rate among the nuclear workers was about 79 percent" higher than among workers who
had not been exposed to radiation (NRCTooele: 1341-1351).
While the factual basis of claims made by these opponents is debatable, what is
not is that these statements are in direct contrast to the claims made by the proponent
group. By linking nuclear waste with "cancer" and "death," opponents are attempting to
use fear to encourage resistance to the proposed Skull Valley facility.
Another risk that has been downplayed by the proponent group is the threat of
seismic activity in and around Skull Valley. However, the threat of an earthquake near
Skull Valley was repeatedly referenced by opponents in letters to the editor, public
comments, and interview sessions. Opponents claimed that "no matter how safely the
fuel rods are packaged, they likely couldn't withstand the destructive power of an
earthquake" (Anonymous 1999 c: A10). Another opponent claimed, the "Goshute
Reservation is located within earthquake fault lines" and it is not a question of ifbut
"when we have an earthquake" (Timm 2000: A8).
In this information campaign, earthquakes represent something that is unknown
and impossible to prevent. For the opponents, placing nuclear waste in the vicinity of an
active fault line is "not only risky but recklessly dangerous" (Anonymous 1998 e: AI0).
With the threat of a strong earthquake, the opponent group claimed that there was no way
that the Skull Valley facility can be "guaranteed to be safe" (Interview 37: 3/15101).
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Furthermore, one opponent claimed that the geological risk is so high that the only
way that a lease between PFS and Goshute could have been reached is if "the potential
for earthquakes and ground motion in the area" was not accurately presented by ''the
Applicant" (NRCTooele: 2726-2732).
The terrorist attacks on New York City and Washington D.C. on September II,
2001 changed the lives of every American. Whether affected by tightened security or
fear of more attacks, the way that Americans live in and perceive the world was altered.
The opponents of the PFS facility were no exception. Prior to the attack, little to no
mention was made of possible attacks on the proposed facility. However, after the
attacks, terrorism became a focal point of risk concerns affecting the decision to place a
storage facility in Skull Valley. This risk is articulated in the following statement:
Added to the myth of dwindling storage space is the new reality since
Sept. II that requires us to think about what used to be unthinkable. What
analysis has been done regarding a possible terrorist threat? (Matheson
2002: AA02)
The problem with the proposed facility is that the storage casks are placed above
ground on "concrete pads surrounded by a chain link fence" (NRCSLC: 1555-1559). As
one opponent put it, this creates a "prime target" for terrorists (Navarro 2000: AA02).
This sentiment is echoed in the following statement taken from comments made during
the NRC hearings in Salt Lake City:
What greater target would terrorists have than 40,000 tons ofhigh-leveJ
nuclear waste that when released into the air will completely shut down
the Wasatch Front, Hill Air Force Base, the Utah Range, Interstate 80, Salt
Lake City Airport, and virtually shut down the State of Utah (NRCSLC:
448-458).
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According to another opponent, the possibility of such an attack on the Skull Valley
facility is increased given that "the plans for a nuclear warhead small enough to fit in a
suitcase are now available to terrorists around the world" (Faux 1997: AA2).
Opponents do not, however, limit their rhetoric to specific risks of terrorist attacks
on-site, they also claimed that there are risks of attacks while waste is being transported.
Since transportation routes have not been kept secret, they are, according to one
opponent, "easier to target" (Anonymous 1998 b: A8). Instead of simply putting the
State of Utah at risk if an attack were to occur, transportation of waste threatens "millions
of Americans [who] live and work along those transportation corridors" (Matheson 2002:
AA02). Because "weapons exist that can be launched from the ground ... and from the
air" many opponents feel that transportation of nuclear waste is too risky (NRCSLC: 432440). The risk is so great that one opponent felt that "the federal government should
reassess the risks of nuclear transportation" entirely (Anonymous 2001 c: AAI). As
another opponent explained:
I have no problem with the transportation system as it is designed, given
normal circumstances. We are not in normal circumstances. We are at
war. Our President says we are at war (NCRTooele: 1037-1045).
While many opponents may disagree with the beginning ofthis statement, as many have
expressed problems with the transportation system for moving nuclear waste, they would
agree that the risk is intensified by because of the abnormal circumstances brought about
after September 11.
As has been previously discussed proponents, such as representatives ofPFS,
have assured the public that transporting nuclear waste is a very safe endeavor. As is the
case with many of the proponents claims about unfounded concerns over the risks
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associated with nuclear waste, opponents have taken issue with those assertions.
While many proponents referenced the spotless safety record of nuclear waste transport,
opponents explained that because of the content of these transports, "one accident, and
that will be it - kaboom" (Gray 2000: AA02). Another opponent reinforced this claim by
stating that, "some nuclear waste is so potent that a 10-second exposure would cause
near-certain death" (Anonymous 1997: A8). The argument is that while there has not yet
been a transportation accident involving nuclear waste, if it continues to be shipped over
the roadways and railways, "an accidental disaster is not a possibility, it is virtually a
statistical certainty" (NRCTooele: 1112-1114). Because of the volatile and hazardous
nature of the payload, one opponent statement claims that "dealing with spilled shipments
of lethal waste is not like dealing with spilled hogs or even caustic chemicals" (Ward,
Dickson, and Groenewold 2000: AAS).
Opponents are very concerned with the consequence that only one transportation
accident could and would have on the residents of Utah as well as the residents of
hundreds of other American communities that are located on the transportation routes.
As one opponent explained during public hearings held by the NRC in Salt Lake City:
Why are we considering the transportation of this deadly cargo? More
than 80 percent of Utahans will live, work, and travel along the high level
nuclear waste transportation routes ... (NRCSLC: 434-440).
Because ofthe geographical location ofthe proposed PFS facility, opponents argued that
a transportation accident would endanger a large portion of Utah's population. Another
proponent explained the fear that opponents have of such an accident:
I live a half mile from the railroad track that will be carrying at least 30
percent of this nuclear waste through Spanish Fork Canyon with grade
schools within a half-mile of that railroad track (Anonymous 1997: AS).
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The fact that "shipments of nuclear waste would be passing through the state on a
regular basis" does not sit well with most opponents (Knutsen 2001: AA02). To them,
this only increases the danger for the opponent who lives a half mile from the railroad
tracks and millions of others residing near transportation routes.
Opponents, however, do not only express concern for the residents of Utah.
They also point out that nuclear waste shipments must enter Utah and pass through
numerous other states and, from their perspective, endanger each and everyone of
them. One opponent claimed that "every cross-country movement of fuel rods puts
millions of Americans at risk" (Anonymous 1999 c: AlO). Opponents were quick to
point out that "nuclear waste will be coming from all over the country, traveling
through thousands of towns and cities" (Knutsen 2001: AA02). Should an accident
occur in or near one of these "thousands of towns and cities," one opponent believes
that these communities will not be "prepared for adequate emergency response"
(NRCSLC: 1573-1575). Because PFS enjoys a limited liability status, emergency
response to an accident would fall on the community jurisdiction within which it
occurred. As the previous opponent explained, most communities would be ill
prepared for such a disaster.
In general, opponents of the PFS project focused on the risks specifically
associated with the proposed Skull Valley facility in order to challenge the proponents'
framing of nuclear waste storage as a clean and safe endeavor. To accomplish this,
they presented the Skull Valley facility and the waste that it is to contain as hazardous.
The specific risks that are brought up in the opponent rhetoric include health and safety
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risks, the risk of seismic activity in or near the proposed site, the risk ofterrorist
attacks on the facility, and risks of accidents during the transportation of waste. For the
opponents, these risks outweigh any benefit that could possibly be derived from such a
storage facility. By focusing attention on possible risks, the hope, for opponents, is that
the public as well as the political decision-makers will join their protest of not only this
campaign but others to come.
The risks that are brought up in this environmental controversy are similar to
those that arise in most campaigns challenging nuclear practices. What makes this
discussion unique is that there is not only a focus on localized risks but national risks as
wel\. Where grass-roots activists are involved, there are primarily discussions oflocal
implications. Conversely, where mainstream environmental activism occurs, the focus
is commonly placed on larger national and global implications. Because of the
diversity of individuals involved in this information campaign, some of whom have
grass-roots orientations while others have mainstream environmental orientations, there
exists rhetoric aimed at addressing both local and national risks of transporting and
storing nuclear waste. For example, opponents discuss risks of radiation leaks for Utah
residents living in a close proximity to Skull Valley, but they also posit concerns about
transportation accidents outside the localized area. Similarly, there are claims of risks
associated with earthquakes that may occur in Skull Valley, but there are also
statements made about the effect that a terrorist attack would have nationally. In this
way, opponents in this environmental controversy seem to express both grass roots and
mainstream environmental motivations.
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Trust was observed to be as important and prominent a rhetorical theme for the
opponents of the PFS project in Skull Valley as it was for the proponents. Through
analysis of rhetorical content used in this information campaign, it was also observed
that, with very few exceptions, opponents exhibited trust for individuals and institutions
that proponents exhibited distrust for, and vice versa. The opponents' rhetorical theme
of trust will be examined in the following section.
Where the proponent group showed a great deal of trust in the acting and
recognized tribal council of the Skull Valley Goshute, opponents exhibited distrust for
that institution. While the distrust of the Leon Bear-led tribal council certainly stems
from the numerous allegations of misconduct that have been previously discussed,
other opponents simply feel that by bringing nuclear waste to Skull Valley, the tribal
council is acting irresponsibly. This sentiment expressed in the following quote taken
from statements given before the NRC during public hearings held in Tooele, Utah:
While I respect the Goshute tribe and I accept their independence as a
sovereign people, in a community there is no such thing as an independent
entity. Their actions, their choices as individuals and as a community will
affect all of us in this entire state (2261-2271).
The argument is that nuclear waste carries with it risks that, if realized, can have effects
that reach beyond the reservation boundaries and extend to all Utah residents. In that
way, the tribal council is acting out of tum. In fact, one opponent claimed that by
accepting such an economic development project in lieu of objections by other Utah
residents, the Goshute tribal council are telling those residents of Utah "what is good for
them" (Anonymous 1998 a: A8). Instead of considering what is "right," opponents
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believe that the tribal council is considering only money. As one opponent stated, "to
me money is not everything" (NRCSLC: 1745).
Other opponents are distrustful of the acting and recognized tribal government
because they claim that they are unfit to plan for and manage a facility of this magnitude.
One opponent, in referring to the council's difficulty in providing clean drinking water to
the reservation, claimed:
If a sovereign American Indian tribe can not clear up its own
environmental problems within its jurisdiction, how can the tribe take care
of 40,000 metric tons of high-level nuclear waste? (Allen 2002: AIO)
Another opponent claimed that the "Goshutes Indian Band government is unstable, too
unstable to administer this nuclear project" (NRCSLC: 1094-1098). While the stability
of the council is debatable, what is not is the distrust that opponents have for Leon Bear
and his cronies. Claims such as this gain credence when members of the Goshute tribe
bring up these same concerns about their tribal government. During a key informant
interview, a member of the Goshute tribe claimed that the acting council "does not have
enough education to be leading our community" and because of that they "haven't
educated our community about this" (Interview 20: 10/98). The assertion is that the
council can't be trusted because they do not even understand what they have gotten
themselves into. In essence, the tribal council does not know enough about nuclear waste
to have made the decision that they made.
Opponents of the PFS facility also exhibit a great deal of distrust for federal
agencies, such as the NRC, involved in the decision making process. Opponents, citing
Utah's early exposure to fallout with the downwinder phenomenon, expressed a great
deal of distrust for the federal government in general. One opponent claimed that Utah's
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history with the federal government is "a legacy of mistrust" due to "deceit, which
ultimately led to a legacy of death, poison and contamination" (Anonymous 2001 a:
AA01). This point is repeated in the following statement made by an opponent during
NRC hearings in Salt Lake City:
The federal government told us we were safe, and, in fact the federal
government knew we were at risk ... five decades later, Utahans are still
paying dearly ... for trusting their federal government's pronouncements
on radiation (349-386).
Because of the legacy that Utah residents have with the federal government and nuclear
technology, many opponents feel that these entities cannot be trusted in the current
situation. As one opponent sta,tes, "you know anytime the government says nothing can
go wrong, you are in big trouble" (Interview 16: 6/5/02). This statement represent the
distrust that many opponents have for the federal government in general.
Opponents are also distrustful of the federal government because ofthe role that it
has played in bringing the nuclear waste storage facility to Utah. Due to the federal
government's inability to provide the nuclear industry with a viable permanent storage
solution, many opponents feel that they are as much to blame for the PFS facility as are
industry and the Goshute tribal leadership. This attitude is exemplified in the following
statement:
They need to move this material because the government promised them
that they would find a place for it ... consider the whole idea of that
Goshutes facility and you find that we never should have started on this
route (NRCSLC: 1466-1479).
To opponents, the federal government failed to solve the problem so the burden falls on
the state of Utah. According to another opponent, this is a problem that has been building
"for decades" and the government has repeatedly "failed to address the need to build a
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permanent storage facility" (Anonymous 2002 b: AI2). The path that nuclear waste
has taken on the way to Skull Valley has, according to one opponent, been a "path of
broken promises" by government officials (Matheson 2002: AA02). To opponents of the
PFS project, were it not for the government's negligence, nuclear waste storage may not
have even been an issue for Utah.
Opponents do not merely indict the nameless, faceless federal government in
the current environmental controversy. They also specifically name the NRC as being at
fault and unworthy of trust. Many opponents claimed that the NRC promotes the nuclear
industry more than it regulates it. According to one opponent, "anything the nuclear
industry wants, the NRC approves" (Interview 13: 6/4/02). One opponent claimed that
"the NRC has never actually denied a license application requested by the (nuclear)
industry, except in one case" (Erickson 2000: AA02). Another opponent made a similar
claim:
... in the 30 year period that the NRC has been regulating stuff, I
believe that they have only turned down three applications for nuclear
facilities ... they get over 10,000 permit applications a year. (Interview
14: 6/4/02)
While the exact number of permits that the NRC approves is debatable, the underlying
perception is that the NRC is a happy bedfellow with the nuclear industry. According to
one key informant, the NRC will "pretty much rubber stamp whatever the industry
wants" (Interview 17: 6/5/02).
Opponents perceive the relationship between the NRC and the nuclear industry as
a clear sign that the NRC cannot be trusted. According to an opponent who submitted a
guest editorial to the Deseret News, the state of Utah "could breath easier" if they were
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confident that the NRC would take into account "the state's interest," but "that would
be wishful thinking, at best" (Anonymous 2002 c: Al 0). To the opponents, the NRC is
not an ally of the opponents even though they are supposedly "impartial."
Federal agencies are one of the targets of opponents' attempts at vilification. As
has been previously discussed, opponents have little trust in federal agencies, namely the
NRC. Because of past dealings with federal agencies regulating nuclear technology like
the NRC and DOE. opponents are harsh critics of those agencies. In an attempt to gamer
opposition for the proposed Skull Valley facility, opponents make claims designed to
vilify the federal agencies involved in the current controversy. The argument is that, like
Leon Bear, the federal government is not interested in what is good for Utah but rather
what can be done to solve the problem that they created. In this rhetoric, opponents are
portraying the government as incompetent, selfish, and dishonest. Ultimately, the
opponent goal is to discredit any claims made by government agencies that support the
waste facility.
Given that opponents feel that the NRC exists to promote the nuclear industry, it
is not surprising that there is also a clear lack of trust in PFS. As the representative of the
nuclear industry involved in Skull Valley project, PFS has become the target of a great
deal of criticism by the opponent group. Opponents claimed that PFS does not have the
state's interest in mind and cannot be trusted. This sentiment is exemplified in the
following statement directed at PFS and one of its representatives:
Scott Northard doesn't care a whit about the people of Utah. He is a
deceiver, saying nuclear waste is safe. Ifit's so safe, why don't they
dump it in Minnesota, his home state? (Robinson 2001: A 12)
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One of the most common complaints levied against PFS is that even though
they have produced the waste and are shipping it across the country, they have no liability
if an accident should occur. Because of their limited liability status, opponents argued
that they are protected from responsibility should an accident occur during transportation
and storage of the spent fuel. As one opponent stated, "there is no accountability for PFS
if there is a catastrophe" (Bear 1998: AA7). Another opponent claimed that "since PFS is
a limited liability corporation, the burden to clean up an accident could fall on the
taxpayers" (Kimball 2000: A08). For opponents from inside and outside of Utah, that is
a burden that they are unwilling to carry. Furthermore, it is a burden that they feel they
should not have to shoulder. An opponent, making statements before the NRC during
public hearings held in Salt Lake City, articulated this distrust in the following statement:
I have no faith in PFS as a limited liability company and their promises to
insure my safety or that of others. I do not trust that the company has the
public interests in mind (NRCSLC: 1599-1603).
Another complaint that opponents have regarding PFS is they have not conducted
business with the Skull Valley Goshute in a proper manner. Because PFS and the
Goshute have not released a complete copy of the lease to the public, many opponents
feel that they are not behaving properly. This caused many opponents to question the
consortium's claims of safety. As one proponent put it, "if it is so safe, and so above the
board, why won't they disclose what they are doing" (Russell 1998: A22)? Another
opponent asserted the same concerns, "ifthese people with PFS are on the up and up,
why won't they even let us see our own lease" (Interview 9: 5/15/02)? Because of this
clandestine behavior, opponents portray PFS as liars:

-

--------------------------------------
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Sure, the utility companies say the proposed facility would be temporary.
They say it would operate only 20 to 30 years until a permanent site is
prepared. Don't believe that for a minute (Webb 1997: AA 1).
Opponents also portrayed PFS as racists:
PFS is targeting poor communities, specifically Native American
communities across the country looking for places to put this waste
(NRCSLC: 145-151).
PFS picked a perfect situation. They searched for a niche: the tribe with
no natural resource industry base, and this tribe doesn't have much in the
way of economic development or advantage (Interview 51: 6/6/02).
Finally, opponents portrayed PFS as criminals:
They have tried all sorts of schemes and ideas, including bribery promising people in rural areas hundreds of millions of dollars if they'll
take the stuff(Webb 1997: AAl).
Because of the way that PFS was in here, you know buying Leon Bear ...
I really believe that Leon Bear has been bought body and soul, by PFS.
And I think David Allison is joined at the hip with Leon Bear and those
two people, PFS has put millions of dollars worth of money into their
pockets (Interview 18: 6/7/02).
To the opponents of the proposed Skull Valley storage facility, PFS is untrustworthy
because of all of their alleged wrongdoing. PFS is portrayed as the evil, out-of-state
entity that is trying to dump on Utah using any means necessary. These means include
deception, environmental racism, and bribery.
Clearly, opponents have attempted to vilify PFS. It is the opponents' argument
that PFS and the NRC are working together to ensure that nuclear waste will be stored in
Utah. Both PFS and the NRC are portrayed as selfish, dishonest, and criminal. Because
these labels are very negative, they are very effective in the process of vilification.
Opponents also portray PFS as cowards. Because they have a limited liability status,
many opponents feel that they are not accepting any of the responsibility for the potential
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damage that the nuclear waste they produced may cause in the event of a radiation
release. To opponents, putting not only the residents of Utah but also the residents of
other states that lie in the path of shipping routes at risk amounts to cowardice.
To opponents, PFS is not meeting their responsibilities. The power companies
that make up PFS have all profited from nuclear technology, but are unwilling to properly
deal with the negative consequences of that profit. Instead they are putting the burden on
a powerless minority. Because ofthat behavior, many opponents claim that PFS is guilty
of environmental racism. Opponents are ennobling their perspective by vilifying the
character of their opponents. The worse their adversaries look, the better they look.
For all of their distrust, opponents expressed a great deal of support for and trust
of the state government of Utah. As one ofthe most recognizable critics of the PFS
project, Mike Leavitt has garnered support from the opponent group. This is in direct
contrast to the rhetorical posture that the proponent group took with regards to the former
governor, as they directly attacked him in an attempt to discredit his claims. By lending
their collective support for the Leavitt, opponents are representing the trust that they have
for him and his actions.
The former governor's "over my dead body" proclamation received a great deal
of attention by both the opponents and proponents. His unorthodox methods of resisting
PFS have included public statements, NRC testimony, and the introduction oflegislation
that would specifically outlaw the transportation of nuclear waste on Utah highways and
byways. These methods have, for the most part, been praised by the opponents and can
be seen as an indication ofthe trust that this group has for Leavitt. Ironically, the State of
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Utah has very little power to block nuclear waste from coming to Utah should the
NRC approve the lease. This does not, however, detract opponents from supporting
Leavitt.
This support can be observed in the following statement:
Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt, who is adamantly opposed to taking nuclear
leftovers from states in the Midwest and along the Eastern seaboard, is
justified in pursuing this unorthodox course to keep the waste back East
where it belongs. (Anonymous 1999 c: AIO)
While Leavitt may be publicly chastised by the proponent group, opponents of the
PFS project seem to be lashing back in the form of support for the former governor.
Instead of being portrayed as an overly political and hypocritical, Leavitt was represented
as judicious and justified. One opponent goes so far as to call Leavitt "wise" because of
his attempts to "prevent the action from occurring" (Anonymous 1998 c: A20). Another
opponent portrayed Leavitt as a protector and a father figure by stating that he is looking
after the "health and safety of their (Utahans) descendents for many generations to come"
(Jarvis 1997: A8). Rather than being portrayed as devious for the tactics that Leavitt has
used to block nuclear waste, he was portrayed by opponents as shrewd. One opponent
states that Leavitt's measures "were desperate measures," part of a "whatever-it-takes
philosophy" that is a "noble effort" (Anonymous 2002 c: AIO).
Leavitt, as the head of the State of Utah, was transformed within the opponent
rhetoric into a crusader and a leader in the fight against nuclear waste. Leavitt's actions
and language, those same actions and language that received criticism from the
proponents, are interpreted by the opponent group as necessary and appropriate.
Opponents, therefore, trust former governor Mike Leavitt.
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In their rhetoric about former Governor Mike Leavitt, opponents engaged in
ennobling. Rather than trying to elevate an individual by vilifying others, opponents can
specifically ennoble their own members. By placing others in a negative light,
stakeholders make themselves look better in comparison. This is what occurred with
Leavitt. If Leavitt, a staunch opponent of the PFS facility, is associated with positive
labels such as wisdom and fatherliness then so to are those who support his efforts.
Similarly, ennobling former Governor Mike Leavitt can also counteract the criticism that
he has received from the proponent group. Opponents are, in essence, matching claims
made by their adversaries. If Leavitt is portrayed as wise and fatherly, his support for the
opponent perspective can legitimize those claims and, at the same time, delegitimize the
claims of adversaries. Again, mirroring and matching serves the double purpose of
legitimizing one claim at the expense of another.
What stands out about the opponent's attempts at mirroring and matching is not
who is the target of vilification but, rather, who is the recipient oftheir ennobling tactics.
Because former Governor Mike Leavitt has not, in the past, been a champion of
environmental issues, it is curious that he has been portrayed by some as a leader in the
opposition group. In fact, many Utah environmentalist have, in the past, attempted to
vilify Leavitt for his environmental policies.
In regards to this interesting occurrence, one possible explanation stands out.
It is possible that opponents who previously disagreed with Leavitt on other issues joined

with him for the greater purpose of halting the construction of the PFS facility. One
respondent indicated that this may be the case for some in the opponent group. In a
conversation about the involvement of environmentalists as well as the state of Utah in
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the opposition to the PFS Facility, it was indicated that while the respondent did not
ideologically agree with either entity, they both were a great resources that furthered the
purpose of stopping nuclear waste storage at Skull Valley (Interview 20: 6/2/98). It is
possible that opponents who would have otherwise been ideologically opposed have
joined together in this environmental controversy for a common purpose.

Racism and Justice
Environmental racism and justice have been terms that both the proponents and
the opponents have used to lend credence to their arguments. Interestingly enough, each
side believes that the Goshute are being discriminated against in the current situation. As
has been explained previously, the proponents believe that if the Goshute are not allowed
to house the PFS facility on the reservation it will be partially because they are being
treated in a discriminatory manner. Opponents, on the other hand, believe that the
Goshute will be discriminated against the PFS facility is built. This point is perfectly
articulated in the following statement:
Leon would say just the opposite of course, and that we are taking, and
exerting our sovereignty which will empower us, but you can make the
flip side argument just as well, that this is a big corporation taking
advantage of one of the poorest and smallest tribes in the nation.
(Interview 17: 6/5/02)
Opponents, of course, favor the latter argument and focus their rhetoric so as to play on
this interpretation of the situation. For the opponents, environmental racism and
environmental justice are important themes.
The environmental racism and justice argument used by the opponent group is
centered on the fact that wealthy corporations are preying on a minority community that
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is poor and has very little power. This argument is made by one opponent who
submitted a letter to the Deseret News. This opponent claimed that:
When PFS was looking for a community that would accept their 40,000
tons of nuclear waste in exchange for a large sum of money, they
specifically looked at Indian reservations, because they knew those
communities were the most desperate ... (Kimball 2000: AOS).
Another opponent made a similar assertion by stating that there wasn't "a single gated
community in the United States that received an invitation ... for taking this waste"
(NRCSLC: 151-157). To opponents, this is discriminatory and racist. To them, targeting
a community with no other options is completely unethical and wrong.
Furthermore, some opponents felt that Skull Valley was selected because of
specific characteristics that make it easy prey. As one opponent claimed during a key
informant interview, "it wasn't by accident that Skull Valley came to be the focal point of
this mess." That opponent went on to claim that Skull Valley was an ideal target for PFS
because of its "small executive council," because of it is "a small reservation out where
nobody would really notice," and because of its "sovereignty" and "treaty" (Interview 9:
5/15/02). Another opponent stated that Skull Valley became a target because it is both
"sparsely populated" and "impoverished" (Anonymous 2000 e: AI6). To opponents, the
practices ofPFS represent "environmental racism at its worst" (NRCSLC: 832-834).
Rhetorical themes of racism and justice have been prominent in this information
campaign. Interestingly enough, both the proponents and opponents claim that the
Goshute people are being discriminated against. This is another example of the mirror
and match tactic that has prevailed throughout this rhetorical exchange.
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Like the proponent group, opponents attempt to frame the issues of racism and
justice by claiming that the Goshute people are being discriminated against and wronged.
but in a different way than proponents claim. To opponents, the Goshute are the victims
of environmental racism and injustice. The purpose ofthis rhetoric is two-fold. First,
opponents, like their adversarial counterparts, are attempting to play on the sentiments of
individuals for groups that are being taken advantage of and discriminated against. The
group that is being wronged is the Goshute tribe. The second purpose ofthis rhetoric is
to challenge the credibility ofPFS. By portraying PFS in a negative light, opponents
hope to question the credibility of claims coming from that group while challenging their
credibility. In this instance, that can be achieved by portraying PFS as an evil
corporation taking advantage of an unknowing and destitute Native American tribe.
Interestingly, much of the opponent rhetoric concerning racism and justice refers
to the PFS lease with the Skull Valley Band of Goshute as an instance of a minority being
taken advantage of. What is implied is that the Goshute members who support this
economic development opportunity have been bamboozled by PFS. While the opponents
using rhetoric in this theme are most certainly well intentioned, they seem to be
patronizing the members of the Goshute tribe. The implication is that, by pursuing and
accepting an economic development strategy such as this, the members do not know what
is best for themselves and cannot make decisions about their own well being.
Claims of environmental racism and injustice that are made by individuals outside
of the group allegedly being discriminated against have the potential to cut in two
different directions. First, claims such as these indicate a genuine concern for the
environmental conditions that individuals within minority communities tend to live in.
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As has been previously discussed, racial minorities tend to bear a disproportionate a
share of the consequences associated with environmental degradation. That said, claims
of environmental racism and injustice made by outsiders can also be perceived as
arrogant and paternalistic. While concern may be genuine, actual claims may be
misunderstood as they may give the impression, for example, that a bunch of "white
environmentalists" think they know what is best for a Native American group.

Nuclear Technology Practices and Policy
Opponents are also concerned about nuclear technological practices in general.
While the proponents have publicly praised nuclear power and nuclear waste as
necessary, safe, and clean, opponents have taken a decidedly different rhetorical stance
on the issue. The opponent group engaged in rhetoric that questions the proponent safety
claims by stating that a storage facility in Skull Valley is unacceptable and by proposing
alternative options for dealing with the nuclear waste problem in the United States. This
rhetoric is in direct response to the rhetoric of the proponent group
Opponents advocated for one of three different alternatives to constructing a
temporary nuclear waste storage facility on the Skull Valley reservation. The first, and
most common alternative espoused by proponents is the no-action alternative. This
alternative entails leaving the waste in the areas where it is produced. Some proponents
claim that nuclear waste is far too dangerous to store in Utah. One proponent makes this
point in the following statement:
Under the best of conditions, storing nuclear waste is risky. Spent fuel
rods have a lethal shelf life of 10,000 years. The way to deal with nuclear
waste is the way the new bill prescribes - keep it where it is ...
(Anonymous 1999 d: A06).
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Statements such as these call proponent claims of safety into question while advocating
for a more acceptable storage option. Opponents also called into question proponent
claims of the safety of transporting nuclear waste. Even though proponents claimed that
the risk of an accident and a release of radiation during transportation is small, opponents
claimed that that risk is too much. As such, the only viable option is to store the waste on
the sites where it is produced. This argument is exemplified in a statement taken from a
letter submitted to the Deseret News:
Given ... the inherent dangers of long-distance shipping, the best solution
for the nation's nuclear waste storage problems may be to bury the waste
near the plant that produced it. .. (Anonymous 1997: A8).
Other opponents are less concerned with safety issues and more concerned with
fairness. Many opponents claim, contrary to the rhetoric of the proponents, that the
residents of Utah do not directly benefit from the nuclear power produced by the
companies involved in PFS. As such, the burden of the waste should not fall on the
residents of Utah. It should, however, fall on the residents of the states that directly
benefit from nuclear power. As one opponent put it, "the objection to this project is more
an issue of responsibility than offear" (Anonymous 1998 d: AA 1). The responsibility,
according to the opponent group, should not fall on Utah. One opponent summed this
point up by stating that "nuclear waste that is produced in Ohio should stay in Ohio" and
that "nuclear waste produced in New York should remain in New York" (Anonymous
2001 b: AOS). Another opponent echoed this claim during the public NRC hearings held
in Salt Lake City by saying, "we here in Utah don't use nuclear power ... the stuff
should stay where it is created" (1611-1613). All safety concerns aside, the argument is
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that it is unfair to expect individuals to bear the burden of nuclear waste when they do
not utilize nuclear power. The following quote articulates this sentiment:
Our position on this issue is well established: If out of state utilities and
their customers reap the benefit of nuclear power plants, they should also
bear the responsibility of storing the waste where it is generated.
(Anonymous 2000 b: A28)
While the majority of opponents favor the no-action alternative, others support
storing the waste in Yucca Mountain as an acceptable alternative to the Skull Valley
facility. One opponent favors the planned federal high-level nuclear waste storage
facility at Yucca Mountain, Nevada because "the waste would be enclosed underground,
inside the mountain" thus making it a "safer solution than the above-ground setting"
(Anonymous 2002 a: A14). Other opponents claimed that a permanent solution is far
more acceptable than the temporary solution offered by the Skull Valley facility. One
opponent stated that "the establishment of a permanent storage sites makes sense"
(Anonymous 1999 d: A06).
Some opponents do not favor Yucca Mountain as a solution to the nuclear waste
problem. In fact, some claimants oppose the entire nuclear industry because it is neither
safe nor clean. Some more extreme solutions suggested by opponents include "working
to phase out nuclear power and replace it with sane and sustainable energy" (Knutsen
2001: AA02). Another opponent concurred with the previous statement by claiming
that:
We need to close down those reactors and move to alternatives with
renewable and sustainable resources of energy, coal is not it. We need to
use our technology to develop new sources. (Interview 14: 6/4102)
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According to these opponents, the best way to deal with the nuclear waste problem is
to stop producing more nuclear waste. As one opponent says, "it seems like you have to
be an idiot to not see the common sense to leave that waste where it is and do your best to
protect it and quit making more" (Knutsen 2001: AA02).
In reaction to the frame that claims that nuclear power as .clean and safe,
opponents respond by reframing the issue. Some opponents utilized rhetoric that
specifically claimed that the nuclear industry was neither safe nor clean. In their attempt
to reframe the issue, nuclear waste was reframed as neither sustainable nor renewable.
Based on this reframing of nuclear technology, opponents attempt to frame the PFS
facility as inappropriate and wrong. As such, opponents favor the no-action alternative,
whereby nuclear waste will be left in the areas of the country which produce it.
However, if the waste must be transported, then opponents argue it should not be
stored in Utah. Opponents argue that the state of Utah does not produce nuclear waste,
nor do its residents benefit from the power that is produced at these nuclear facilities.
They are presenting the State of Utah as an inappropriate site for a nuclear waste storage
facility. Because of the assertion that Utah does not produce high-level nuclear waste nor
benefit from nuclear power, opponents frame the issue of nuclear waste storage as an
unfair to burden the citizens of Utah. In essence, opponents framed the residents of the
state of Utah as victims so as to gain sympathy for their worldview. Again, the goal is
not to establish a perspective as true, but to merely establish a regime of truth. Playing
on the sympathy that is generally given to victims, opponents hope to convince others to
join the opposition of the PFS facility and prevent people from becoming victims.
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Like the other rhetoric that often accompanies environmental controversies
involving nuclear technology, this rhetoric has become part of a larger dialogue that
existed previous to the Skull Valley controversy and will continue to exist as long as
nuclear technology remains. Discussions of the safety of nuclear technology and policy
in this case are reframing issues that have been framed and reframed since the discussion
began. Again, the framing and reframing of this topic continues to build on existing
rhetoric as the argument continues to spiral in constant process of socially constructing
and reconstructing reality. Through the rhetorical exchanges that continue to occur,
definitions of nuclear technology and nuclear policy are continually being negotiated. As
one definition garners more support than others, that perspective gains prevalence, the
goal being to establish it as dominant.
The rhetoric in this environmental controversy is aimed at the same audience as
other existing rhetoric concerning nuclear technology. The goal is to continue to
convince as many voters of the ills of nuclear technology so that they can utilize their
voting power and elect representatives that will also oppose nuclear technology. If
enough voters and decision-makers oppose nuclear technology, then it can potentially be
eliminated as a power generation option.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS

The construction of any toxic facility is controversial for the host community.
Because of the tremendous stigma associated with the nuclear industry, facilities built to
contain and store nuclear waste are often hotly contested (Slovic et al. 1991; Ratliff
1997). Nuclear waste carries very negative connotations and brings with it concerns
about health, safety, and stigma (Erikson 1994; Albecht et al. 2000). As a result,
facilities such as these are often met with great resistance. The current case is no
exception. Concerned stakeholders from Utah and beyond have expressed much concern
about the proposed nuclear waste storage facility to be constructed on the tribal lands of
the Skull Valley Goshute.
What makes the current case unique is the social and political context within
which it is occurring. Because a Native American reservation is a semi-sovereign nation,
state and local stakeholders do not have a say in the land-use decision making. They are
not, however, eliminated from information campaigns. Though they do not have a great
deal of power to determine the outcome ofthe PFS lease, as the viability and
acceptability ofthe lease will be determined by the NRC, stakeholders are allowed to
voice their perspectives using rhetoric. The purpose of this research has been to examine
the rhetoric that both the opponents and proponents utilize in their attempts to establish a
regime of truth for their landscapes of Skull Valley. By utilizing various rhetorical
themes and tactics, opponents and proponents have battled with one another for rhetorical
supremacy on a public stage with the expressed purpose of gaining support for their
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worldviews among the public at large and among policy-makers who ultimately
might alter the prospects for approval ofthe facility.
Through the analysis of rhetoric, this research identified prominent rhetorical
themes utilized by both opponents and proponents of the PFS facility. These included
legal. nuclear teclmology practices and policy, risk, trust, and racism and justice themes.
This research also identified the rhetorical tactics used to articulate the prominent themes.
These tactics included two mirror and match teclmiques. The teclmiques of frame and
reframe as well as vilify and ennoble were found to prevail in this case. Examination of
the rhetoric utilized by the stakeholders involved in this case allows for a better
understanding of the ways individuals socially construct reality in situations involving
locally unwanted land-uses such as nuclear waste storage. From a constructionist
perspective, the only way to understand society is to understand the ways that members
of that society speak about it; it is through this exchange that culture and society exist and
are perpetuated. This is the case with environmental and counter-environmental
attitudes. In this case, many stakeholders have no direct influence over the decisionmaking process, but they continue to make public statements about the facility. These
stakeholders continue to have an objective to exert an influence in this environmental
controversy, even if that influence operates only indirectly.
This research also allows for a conceptual redefinition of three prominent ideas
that often come to the forefront in situations involving LULUs, including environmental
racism, NIMBY, and the environmental justice movement. First, because this case
involves a minority group, issues of environmental racism have been brought up and
were found to be a prominent rhetorical theme for stakeholders. However, the purported
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case of environmental racism is not as clear-cut as some may believe in this case.
Second, the NIMBY response was observed in the current case; however, another, less
focused upon, side of NIMBY did arise. Finally, much literature portrays mainstream
environmentalism and environmental justice as separate and conflicting, but this case
seems to stand in the face of those assertions. These conclusions are discussed in the
following sections.

NRC LICENSING AND TRIBAL SOVEREIGNTY
The case of Native American sovereignty is complex and often misunderstood.
The initial concept dates back to the sixteenth century and is defined as supreme legal
authority. Since the 1500s, the idea of sovereignty has been altered, especially in the case
of Native Americans. Modern conceptualizations ofIndian sovereignty had their genesis
with the acceptance of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, which established tribal
governments independent of local and state authority but answerable to the federal
government. These governments were to be based on existing democratic and corporate
structures which mirrored the dominant culture (d'Errico \998).
Since its modern legal definition, sovereignty has been challenged in the Supreme
Court several times but remains intact and is an important part of federal Indian law. As
provided by the Indian Reorganization Act, Native American tribal councils act as both
governments and corporations that are often limited by federal funding and authority. As
such, many describe the status of Native American tribal governments as semi-sovereign
(d'Errico 1998).
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In the case of the Skull Valley Goshute, the tribal council, as a corporate
entity, attempted to bring an economic development project to the reservation. The
development project involved signing a lease with PFS, a consortium of nuclear power
companies. However, since the project involved nuclear waste, which is federally
regulated, it was necessary to gain NRC approval of the project. The NRC regulates the
nuclear industry through the process ofiicensing. The NRC has the authority to license a
variety of activities involved in the nuclear industry including construction, operation,
processing, siting, design, construction, and transportation. In order to become licensed
an entity must submit an application to the NRC which includes technological
assumptions as well as an environmental assessment. This application is reviewed by the
NRC and the viability of the facility is considered. The process, while similar in many
ways, is slightly altered for each type ofiicense (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
2003).
In instances where the NRC considers proposed facilities for the disposal of highlevel waste, as it is in the case of the Skull Valley Goshute, the licensing process occurs
in three phases. These first phase includes a license for authorization of construction of a
storage facility. Once the facility has neared completion, an application for a license to
receive high-level radioactive waste must be made. Once the facility is full, another
license must be approved in order to close the disposal facility. The same licensing
procedures are followed at each phase of the licensing process (U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission 2003).
While public safety is obviously involved in NRC considerations of licensing, it is
only if matters are disputed that public hearings are conducted. While stakeholders are
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allowed to comment about anything they please, the NRC panel is only authorized to
consider certain information. This has been the case with the proposed high-level waste
storage facility to be constructed on the Skull Valley Goshute reservation. As has been
previously stated, the NRC conducted two public hearings in Utah as part ofthe first
phase licensing process. The NRC panel was only allowed to consider public comments
about terrorism, seismic risks, and climate. This did not, however, stop stakeholders
from making other public comments. In essence, stakeholders who commented on things
outside of the stated parameters had no bearing on the NRC licensing process. Similarly,
because of the direct involvement of a semi-sovereign entity, stakeholders who were not
part of that group were further isolated from the decision making process.
That said, stakeholders did not cease making public comment on the topic of the
proposed PFS facility. This raises several questions. First, what was the objective of
claims-making, ifnot to influence the NRC licensing process? Second, what influence
did stakeholders think they could have if their hands were tied by federal regulations and
tribal sovereignty?
According to the social constructionist perspective, social meanings are
negotiated through the interactions occurring between individuals within society. One of
the primary ways that interaction occurs is through communication. That stated, the
objective, be it intentional or inadvertent, of stakeholders on either side of the Skull
Valley environmental controversy was to effectively construct reality using the rhetorical
themes and tactics consistent with their worldviews. Though many of their perspectives
were not considered in the "official" decision making process, they were still active
participants in the social construction of reality. They still had a part to play in the
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negotiation of meanings surrounding nuclear technology, generally, and the PFS
facility, specifically.
Stakeholders in this information campaign, as is the case with most participants in
society, inadvertently construct reality without paying much notice. However, because
the individuals involved in this case engaged in public activism, it can be assumed that
they hoped to have an influence. While it is impossible to know the mind of every
stakeholder and determine individual motives, it is possible to make assumptions about
group motivations by examining their rhetoric.
For the proponent group, engaging in rhetoric in support ofthe PFS project can
have a direct influence on the NRC licensing as many of the proponents ofthe project
were either representative ofPFS or members of the Goshute tribe. However, for
opponents who were not directly involved in the either the decision making or the
licensing, rhetorical claims-making seems curious. Stakeholders such as "white"
environmentalist activists and the state of Utah had their hands tied by federal regulation
and tribal sovereignty, yet they continued to make public statements in opposition to the
PFS facility and those who would support it. Inevitably, however, their rhetoric does
have some influence, at least in terms of ongoing public debates about nuclear energy and
nuclear waste.
Although not directly involved in the official decision making process, opponents
influenced public perceptions about the PFS project as well as nuclear practices and
policies. Whether their rhetoric sparked interest where previously there was none or lent
credence to a previously muted opinion, activists such as those included in the opponent
group are important for the overall environmental consciousness of society. In situations
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such as this one where environmentalism plays such an important role, rhetoric has
the ability to continually construct and reconstruct reality according to that worldview.
Although there is little direct influence that opponents can have on the Skull Valley case,
they can have an influence on the overall environmental consciousness that may have a
direct influence on the next environmental controversy. The rationale is that though the
battle is lost, the war can still be won so it is essential to keep fighting.

ENVIRONMENTAL RACISM
Based on accepted definitions of environmental racism, environmental decisionmaking and policies mirror societal power arrangements. Those arrangements include
placing racial minorities in a disadvantaged position with regards to exposure to health
and environmental risks for the specific purpose of benefiting whites (Bullard 2000). In
essence, the majority group reaps the benefits of polluting industries while minority
groups bear the burden of their by-products. As Bullard explains (2000), environmental
racism is merely a form of institutional racism that involves policies, practices, and
directives set by the various institutions in society. From this definition, it is implied that
minority groups are often victims in situations involving controversial land-uses. The
reason they are victims is because they, minority groups, are not involved in the decisionmaking process. Bryant (1995) claims that the practice of excluding people of color from
such decisions is tantamount to unequal environmental protection from environmental
and health risks associated with toxic land-uses.
Pellow (2000: 592) refers to this model of environmental racism as a "classic
perpetrator-victim scenario," whereby corporate interests dump waste on a community
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that has no power to fight them. This model, however, does not seem very well
equipped to explain what is occurring in the current environmental controversy
surrounding Skull Valley. Because members of the minority community were involved
in the decision making process, it is difficult to call them victims. Furthermore, it is
difficult to argue that the Goshute are being prevented from reaping any benefit from the
dumping because, by most accounts, they are to be handsomely rewarded. Yet,
opponents of the PFS facility utilize rhetoric filled with environmental racism claims.
These claims are countered, in effect mirrored and matched, by proponents claiming that
while racism is occurring, it is not of the environmental kind.
This widely used and accepted way of defining environmental racism is quite
limiting and, based on its inability to explain the differing conceptions of racism arising
in this information campaign, is not very applicable in some environmental controversies.
A perspective that does help explain the conflicting claims of racism is Pellow's (2000)
concept of ElF (environmental inequality formation). From this perspective,
environmental inequalities such as environmental racism do not behave in a unilateral
manner. Instead, environmental inequalities are constantly being negotiated and
renegotiated through the relationships between the various stakeholders involved in the
environmental controversy. In essence, environmental inequalities are socially
constructed by the stakeholders, thus what is considered environmental racism is also
socially constructed. Because different stakeholders are involved in every environmental
controversy, no two instances of environmental inequality, including environmental
racism, are the same. From this perspective, the perpetrator-victim scenario does not
apply.
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This can explain why, in this information campaign, both the opponents and
proponents make claims of racism. Opponents of the Skull Valley facility, including
members of the minority group, assert that PFS has committed an act that is in violation
of environmental justice and has resulted in an instance of environmental racism. From
this perspective, PFS has taken advantage of an economically disadvantaged minority
group by feeding them false information and paying them an unspecified sum of money.
It is the opponents' assertion that Goshute supporters of the facility have either been

bribed or hoodwinked; otherwise they would surely oppose nuclear waste storage on their
reservation.
In response to these assertions, proponents make claims of racism but in a more

classical sense. Because members of the minority group were included in decisionmaking and were rewarded for their cooperation. to proponents no environmental racism
has occurred. What has occurred, however, is that members of this minority group are
being discriminated against because some stakeholders believe that Native Americans
should not be involved in a complicated endeavor like storing nuclear waste. To
proponents, nuclear waste storage is a viable and safe economic development opportunity
that is being blocked because some stakeholders judge the Goshute based on racist
stereotypes.
Current definitions of environmental racism are ill-equipped for real world
application. As is evidenced by the current example, defining environmental is not as
clear cut as identifying the perpetrator and the victim. What happens if the designated
victim does not view themselves as a victim but rather a beneficiary? This environmental
controversy runs contrary to prominent definitions of environmental racism. As Pellow
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(2000) argues, what is necessary to understand environmental inequality, including
environmental racism, is an approach that is conducive to understanding the process
through which environmental inequality is defined - - this research answers that call. By
considering the variety of stakeholders involved in this controversy, the themes they use
to explain it, and the tactics they used to persuade, this research investigates the process
of defining environmental racism.
Environmental racism is socially constructed and varies in definition depending
on the worldview of the stakeholder group involved in the environmental conflict. So, as
was observed in this case, allowing the construction of a nuclear waste storage facility on
the Skull Valley reservation is an example of environmental racism. However, not
allowing the Goshute tribe to have a nuclear waste storage facility on their tribal land is
also racist. Each is true in this environmental conflict, because each represents the
constructed reality of the stakeholder groups defining the situation.

NIMBY
As has been previously discussed, the NIMBY response to unwanted land-uses is
a commonly documented phenomenon. Research has found that NIMBY arises out of
and causes distrust (Smith and Marquez 2000). For the opponents of an unwanted landuse, there is a great deal of distrust for the companies and agencies that are dumping in
their communities. It is widely believed that they are taking advantage of a marginalized
group or community. Conversely, companies and agencies needing to dispose of waste
and byproducts also have a great deal of distrust for the groups and communities that
resist their efforts. In essence, each side fuels the other's distrust.
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One of the observed by-products of the NIMBY response is what Bullard
(2000) called PIMBY ("Put in Minorities Back Yards"). It is asserted that communities
that successfully enact the NIMBY response are white and middle-class. This, however,
has a nasty side-effect. Because many minority communities lack the resources,
knowledge, and connections to engage in protest against a LULU, they often become the
second option that companies use after a facility is rejected by another, more powerful
community.
In explaining the relationship between NIMBY and PIMBY, Bullard fails to
consider the possibility that in at least some instances the minority group might want the
LULU. Smith and Marquez (2000) point out that NIMBY has another side. Because
much ofthe research examining the NIMBY response has only studied the opponent side,
little attention has been given to proponent groups in these environmental controversies.
The assertion is that for every controversy involving a NIMBY response, there is also a
less well-documented BIMBY (Build It in My Backyard) response (Smith and Marquez
2000).
The NIMBY response can certainly be observed in this environmental
controversy. The opponent group in this information campaign uniformly resists the PFS
facility because of distrust for the federal government, distrust for the tribal leadership
and distrust for PFS. They also oppose the project because of the risks associated with
such a facility. These risks include health and safety risks, seismic risks, terrorism risks
and transportation risks. Despite proponent claims that these risks are unfounded,
opponents still assert that the risks are very real. They are not buying the proponent
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rhetoric because they distrust the various stakeholders that make up the proponent
group. The opponent group in this situation is exhibiting a textbook NIMBY response.
The flipside of that response is, however, the BIMBY response. In this
environmental controversy there is another side that is vying for ideological supremacy.
The proponent group, which includes both native and non-native residents of Utah, is
fighting equally as hard to have nuclear waste stored in Skull Valley as the opponent
group is fighting against it. Because much previous research has failed to incorporate
this perspective, it is often implied that all area residents oppose the land-use and engage
in a NIMBY response. As this research clearly shows, there is an underrepresented group
involved in environmental controversies. That group is the proponent group.
As Smith and Marquez (2000) point out, the proponent group and the opponent
group involved in environmental and counter-environmental advocacy display some very
similar characteristics; namely, each group distrust the other equally. This equal distrust
is clearly evident in the current research. Both the opponent group and the proponent
group engage in rhetoric that both directly and indirectly vilifies members of the other
group. Both the proponents and opponents in the current environmental conflict use the
rhetorical mirror and match tactic of vilification and ennobling. Members of each group
can directly vilify opposition members and perspectives or can vilify them by proxy as
they ennoble their own members and perspectives. For example, the opponents of the
PFS facility vilify both Leon Bear and PFS, while the proponents vilify former Governor
Mike Leavitt. By vilifying these prominent figures, each side is exhibiting their distrust
for the other, thus justifying the NIMBY response as well as the BIMBY response.
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ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE MOVEMENT
As was previously discussed, those involved in the environmental justice
movement have a very clear and specific orientation. According to Brown and
Masterson-Allen (1994) as well as Mohai (1990), participants in the environmental
justice movement tend to be ideologically different from those involved in the
mainstream environmental movement. In general, it has been observed that those with an
environmental justice orientation are locally concerned and critical of mainstream
environmentalism.
This conceptualization ofthe rift between the environmental justice movement
and the mainstream environmental movement is not as obvious in this case. Some, such
as Silveira (2001), argue that grassroots environmentalism, such as that exhibited by
participants in the environmental justice/toxic waste movement, is one area within the
mainstream environmental movement. Mertig and Dunlap (2001) agree, suggesting that
New Social Movements (NSM), as they call grassroots movements with justice
orientation, are another wave of environmentalism. Though they do not debate that many
of these movements vary significantly, Mertig and Dunlap (2001) argue that they share
enough elements to link them in the larger environmental movement family, specifically
that they are "green" in their orientations. These groups articulate their "greenness"
through the manipulation of cultural symbols.
This is clearly not an entirely acceptable explanation for the unlikely alliances that
have emerged in the current situation. In fact, activists involved in this information
campaign come from diverse backgrounds. Of the many participants, some represent
mainstream environmental groups, such as the Sierra Club, while others are local activists
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who are representatives localized groups, such as HEAL Utah, and yet others
represent local interests, such as native and non-native residents. The single cause
bringing these different backgrounds together, at least for the opponents, is the fight
against the PFS project.
Because of this diversity of involvement, the information campaign is not easily
identifiable as part of mainstream environmentalism or grass roots environmental justice
movements. While nuclear waste storage is a national, if not a global issue, much of the
rhetoric used by opponents localizes the effects. These activists, however, do not limit
their rhetoric to local concerns for they also comment on national effects ofthe PFS
facility. For example, opponents claim that risks such as terrorist attacks, earthquakes,
and radiation leakage could endanger local populations but they also comment that
transportation of waste from current locations potentially endangers other communities
throughout the country.
In the current example, there seems to be a rhetorical union between that which is
commonly considered mainstream and that which represents the grass roots. In this
instance, the two seem rhetorically united in a common plight. As activists engaged in an
information campaign, the participants utilize similar and consistent rhetorical themes
and tactics. The prominent rhetoric observed in this case have both a mainstream
environmental movement feel while maintaining a local orientation, thus challenging
some existing conceptualizations of the environmental movement. This case is, however,
consistent with the observations of Silveira (2001) in that environmental justice seems to
be contained within the larger environmental movement. If this is the case, it explains
why the two can coexist and work together in this situation.
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FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS
As is the case with much social scientific research, the conclusions of one
research project often lead to more questions that might have been and ultimately should
be addressed. The first and most glaring question left by this research is how have the
stakeholders affected the outcome of the controversy? Because the NRC has yet to rule
on the legality of the lease between the Skull Valley band of Goshute and PFS, no
concrete assertions can be made about the effectiveness of opponent and proponent
rhetorical strategies. In effect. the outcome of this case has yet to be realized, leaving this
research only able to examine and name rhetorical themes and tactics without being able
to comment on their effectiveness. For that reason, it is difficult to compare this situation
with any other situation involving advocacy where the outcome has been realized.
Future research in this area would be well served to re-examine the rhetorical
themes and tactics that emerge after a NRC ruling. Furthermore, comparisons could be
made between the rhetoric prior to the ruling and rhetoric after the ruling. This would
allow researchers to examine how rhetoric changed and what themes and tactics the
stakeholders abandon and what themes and tactics they continue. This could potentially
allow for conclusions to be drawn about which themes and tactics were deemed effective
and which were deemed futile.
Another consideration for future research is the more explicit examination of the
effect of the 9111 tragedies on the rhetorical themes and tactics of stakeholders. This
project examined rhetoric both before and after the tragedy, and the terrorist attacks most
certainly had an effect on the rhetoric used during that time. Although mention is made
of the tragedies in the risk theme, little attention was paid to the specific influence that
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these events had on the way that stakeholders publicly discussed the PFS project.
Future research should consider comparing the rhetoric before the 9111 events to the
rhetoric after as a way of understanding the overall impact that the tragedy had on this
specific case. This could also add to the understanding about why certain themes were
used and others were not.
Finally, given the difficulty in gaining access to the Native American community
by non-native individuals, few Skull Valley Goshutes were interviewed for this research.
Furthermore, the few Goshutes who were interviewed or made public comments were
interviewed several times or made several public comments. It is likely that the
comments of these few members of the Goshute tribe were not representative of the
entire band. Since the Goshute's perspectives were included in the larger categories of
opponents and proponents, this limitation does not pose a serious problem to the validity
of the results for this research. Nevertheless, future research should attempt to include
the rhetoric and comments of more Goshutes but also members of other Native American
groups in the region. Because the PFS project only directly affected the Skull Valley
Goshutes, no other Native perspectives were included in this research. Yet, given the
complexity of the issue and the potential precedent that the NRC ruling has for tribal
sovereignty, it would be prudent for future research to consider other Native American
perspectives as well.
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CODING CRITERIA

1= Index Tree
2=(1) Legal and Political Issues
3=(1 1) Tribal Sovereignty
4=(1 1 1) Self determination
5=(1 1 2) Inter-government relations
6=( 1 1 3) Abuse of sovereignty
7=(1 1 4) Threatened
8=(1 2) Legal Context
9=(1 2 1) Litigation
10=( 1 2 2) Inter-organizational
11 =(1 2 3) Legal Precedent
12=(1 3) Political and organizational contexts
13=(1 3 1) Inter-entity conflict
14=(1 32) Inter-tribal politics
15=(1 3 3) Intra-tribal politics
16=(1 34) Allegations of misconduct
17=(1 3 5) Non-native government actions
18=(1 4) Nuclear waste policy issues
19=( 1 4 1) Issues reguarding nuclear power/nuclear waste policy
20=(1 42) Concerns about permanency of nuclear waste storage
21 =(1 4 3) Alternative technological options for nuclear waste storage/disposal
22=(2) Environmental conditions
23=(2 1) Environment conducive to NW
24=(2 I I) Spatial
25=(2 I 2) Ecological and Climactic
26=(2 I 3) Prior contamination
27=(2 2) Environment not conducive to NW
28=(2 2 1) Spatial
29=(2 2 2) Ecological
30=(2 2 3) Prior contamination
31 =(2 3) Effects of Nuclear power on ecosystem
32=(3) Cultural issues
33=(3 1) Value conflicts
34=(3 1 1) Intra-tribal value differences
35=(3 1 2) Inter-community
36=(3 2) Lifeway patterns
37=(32 1) Culture important
38=(3 22) Decreasing quality oflife
39=(3 2 3) Increasing quality oflife
40=(4) Economic/development issues
41=(41) Depressed Goshute Economy (Goshute)
42=( 4 1 1) Prior/Current development struggles
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43=(4 1 2) Lack of resources
44=(42) Need for development (Goshute)
45=(42 1) Members back to reservation
46=(422) Economic welfare among members
47=(423) Establish economic independence
48=(424) State role in reservation development
49=(4 2 5) Alternative Development for Goshutes
50=(43) Nuclear waste as development opportunity (Goshute)
51 =(4 3 1) Absence of other development options
52=(432) Short term vs. long term effects
53=(43 3) Specific development needs/plans
54=(44) Nuclear waste economic cost/problems (Goshute)
55=(4 4 1) Economic stigma--consequences of other development
56=(442) Skepticism regarding tribal economic benefits
57=(443) Distribution of economic benefits to tribe vs. other entities
58=(45) Tooele County economic benefits and cost (Non-Goshute)
59=(45 1) Economic benefits for county
60=(452) Economic costs for county
61=(4521) Concerns about economic stigmatization
62=(46) Utah economic benefits and cost (Non-Goshute)
63=(4 6 1) Economic benfits for Utah
64=(462) Economic cost for Utah
65=(4 6 2 1) Concerns about economic stigmatization
66=(5) Health and safety risks
67=(5 1) Risks from NW
68=(52) Risks of the unknowns
69=(5 3) Risks ofterrorismlair attacks
70=(5 4) Risks of military training/testing mistakes
71 =(5 5) Transportation risks
72=(5 6) Unfounded health and safety fears
73=(6) Trust and Confidence
74=(6 1) Trust in Goshute tribal government
75=(6 1 1) Trust in tribal government
76=(6 1 2) Distrust in tribal government
77=(62) Trust in non-Goshute government agencies/authorities
78=(62 1) Trust in federal agencies
79=(622) Distrust in federal agencies
80=(623) Trust in state agencies
81=(624) Distrust of state agencies
82=(6 2 5) Trust in county/community agencies
83=(626) Distrust of county/community agencies
84=(6 3) Trust in other organizations/authorities
85=(6 3 1) Trust in PFS
86=(63 2) Distrust ofPFS
87=(63 3) Trust in other organizations
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88=(63 4) Distrust in other organizations
89=(64) Trust/Confidence in technology and science
90=(6 4 1) Trust in science
91 =(642) Lack of trust in science
92=(7) EquitylFairness/Justice
93=(7 1) Environmental equity
94={7 1 1) Fairness/Equity of current siting/decision process for Utah
95=(7 1 2) Fairness/equity of past treatment/events for Utah
96=(7 1 3) Inequitable spatial distribution
97=(7 1 4) Inequitable participation/influence
98=(7 1 5) Non-government org affects process
99=(7 1 6) Gov. affects process
100=(7 2) Environmental Justice
101 =(7 2 1) Fairness/equity of current siting/decison process for Tooele
102=(722) Fairness/equity of past treatment/events for Tooele
103=(723) Bias against rural communities
104=(7 3) Environmental racism/discrimination
105=(7 3 1) Discrimination in current siting/decision process against Goshutes
106=(7 3 2) Discrimination in past treatment/events for Goshutes
107=(7 4) Longterm historical discrimination
108=(8) Community Image and Identity
109=(8 1) Geographical community
11 0=(8 1 1) Skull Valley
III =(8 1 1 1) Isolated wasteland/remote resource
112=(8 1 1 2) Place oflittle prospect/undeveloped
113=(8 1 1 3) Prior environmental contamination
114=(8 1 I 4) Threat of environmental stigmatization
115=(8 I I 5) Threat of social stigmatization
116=(8 1 1 6) Community heritage/customs/culture
117=(8 1 2) Tooele County
118=(8 1 2 1) Isolated wasteland/remote resource
119=(8 I 2 2) Place of little prospect/underdevelopment
120={8 1 23) Prior environmental contamination
121 =(8 1 2 4) Threat of environmental stigmatization
122=(8 1 2 5) Threat of social stigmatization
123=(8 1 2 6) Community heritage/customs/culture
124=(8 1 3) Utah
125=(8 1 3 I) Isolated wasteland/remote resource
126=(8 I 3 2) Place oflittle prospect/underdevelopment
127=(8 1 3 3) Prior environmental contamination
128=(8 1 34) Threat of environmental stigmatization
129=(8 I 3 5) Threat of social stigmatization
130=(8 1 3 6) Community heritage/customs/culture
13 I =(8 2) Media portrayals
132=(8 2 1) Positive portrayals
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133=(822) Negative portrayals
134=(8 2 3) Frequency of coverage
135=(8 24) Lack of coverage
136=(9) Other (Doesn't fit anywhere)
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